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Abstract 

Title:  FEASIBILITY STUDY AND HYDRODYNAMICS OF TRANSFORMABLE SUBMERSIBLE 

HYDROFOIL TRIMARAN 

Author: Yipeng Pan 

Major Advisor: Prasanta K Sahoo, Ph.D 

Abstract 

It has been the endeavor of naval architects to design innovative hull forms to 

address the political, socio-economic climate and sustainability around the world. It 

is imperative that countries be able to protect their sea lanes and coastal zones from 

surveillance and infiltration from hostile foreign entities. Hence there is a need to 

develop radically different hull form, which possess the elusive ability and are 

capable of high-speed. In order to fulfill the idea, the hypothesis envisioned in this 

thesis is: the Transformable Submersible Hydrofoil Trimaran (TSHT) as an 

innovative and ground breaking hull form would address the feasibility of exhibiting 

low resistance and improved trim and sinkage characteristics when traversing on the 

surface and operate as a regular submarine underwater. This thesis attempts to 

illustrate a preliminary structural configuration, hydrofoil selection, and analysis 

along with numerical validation so as to address the hypothesis. The thesis attempts 

to illustrate the development of an innovative high-speed marine vehicle which can 

operate both undersea and on the surface. The vehicle is based on a patent “Body-

variable three-body water wing combined diving boat” (CN104787275 B). The new 

vehicle (Transformable Submersible Hydrofoil Trimaran, TSHT) combines the 
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characteristics of a submarine, hydrofoil craft, and trimaran. This paper will make a 

preliminary study of its feasibility addressing aspects such as surface resistance and 

undersea resistance. This paper will also compare these characteristics against data 

available from trimaran and mono-hull ship studies of similar displacement. 

 

Research at Florida Institute of Technology's Underwater Technology Laboratory is 

currently underway to implement a unified approach to develop autonomous systems 

that can remain underwater, navigate coastal regions, collect data, and selectively 

search for specific physical and chemical aspects observed in the coastal environment. 

The project undertaken in this thesis will attempt to carry out numerical simulations 

to determine the hydrodynamic characteristics of TSHT (490 t fully submerged). 

The simulations include the calm water resistance on the surface and undersea for 

Froude Numbers between 0.1 to 1.3 with different foil angles of attack and the trim 

and sinkage characteristics. Finally, the hypothesis illustrated earlier would be 

presented sequentially in various chapters so as to adequately address through 

numerous numerical and analytical procedures. The thesis successfully addresses the 

hypotheses in proving that resistance and power characteristics of TSHT are 

significantly lower than a comparable trimaran while traveling on the surface. Its 

resistance and power characteristics also show improvement over “SUBOFF” when 

compared with established methods and numerical simulation. Through numerical 

analysis, it has also been shown that TSHT has better trim and sinkage 

characteristics than a similar conventional trimaran. Thus it would be fair to state 

that the objectives of this thesis have been addressed and results show a high degree 

of confidence regarding the feasibility of such a hull form.
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Motivation:   

The aim of the thesis is to develop an innovative hull form and study the feasibility 

of its deployment that can travel both underwater and on the surface especially with 

good performance on the surface. The hypothesis envisaged in this thesis is: the 

Transformable Submersible Hydrofoil Trimaran (TSHT) as an innovative and 

ground breaking hull form would address the feasibility of exhibiting low resistance 

and improved trim and sinkage characteristics when traversing on the surface and 

operate as a regular submarine underwater. This thesis attempts to illustrate a 

preliminary structural configuration, hydrofoil selection and analysis along with 

numerical validation so as to address the hypothesis. Apart from the verification of 

the underwater resistance, the thesis emphasizes the TSHT’s surface performance, 

including a description of the structural configuration, resistance estimation from 

surface/sub-surface simulation and its motion in head waves with and without the 

deployment of hydrofoils. 

 

1.1 Background:  

Trimaran and submarine hull forms are not new to this world. They have their own 

performance characteristics. The submarine (designed since 16th century), an 

important naval asset, can operate underwater to explore the unknown. The 

displacement of conventional submarines varies from less than one thousand tons to 
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forty thousand tons. However, all of them have the same disadvantage of slow speed 

on the free surface, compared with surface vehicles, which have good agility on the 

surface but are unable to dive deep hence susceptible to surface and aerial attacks. 

Besides, non-nuclear submarines have underwater cruising speeds of 4 knots for 36 

to 48 hours due to limited battery power. If the vehicle travels at full speed (20 

knots), the non-nuclear submarine will only have power for half an hour even if it is 

an air-independent propulsion (AIP) submarine (Julie, 2014). The research in this 

thesis aims to combine the characteristics of a submarine and surface craft trimaran 

together so as to be effective combatant both on the surface as well as underwater. 

The purpose is to show that the combination of the characteristics is economically 

feasible using current technology with minimal impact on its operational 

performance.  

 

1.2 Technical Approach  

The inspiration of the “Transformable Submersible Hydrofoil Trimaran” (TSHT) 

came from the V-22 Osprey (James, 2012) (Figure 1.1), which transfers from a 

helicopter to a turboprop aircraft by rotating the engines. With this change of engine 

angle, the V-22 takes-off and lands vertically, while also doubling the speed and 

range as a normal helicopter. In this thesis, the vessel is based on the patent “Body-

variable three-body water wing combined diving boat” by Pan 2016 (CN104787275 

A). It combines the characteristics of a submarine, hydrofoil craft, and trimaran by 

hydraulically operating the outriggers when in trimaran mode. The size of TSHT 

(Yipeng, 2017) can vary from 50 t to 500 t with the ability to operate manually or 

remotely controlled. With its unique transformable characteristics, the TSHT will 

have a long-range with a cruising speed of 33 knots on the surface and a top speed 
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of 48 knots. With the features of diving, low fuel consumption and good seakeeping 

ability, the TSHT can not only operate as a submarine but also as a long range and 

high-speed craft.  

 

Figure 1.1: Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey 

1.3 Intellectual Merit  

The US Navy has built 20 littoral combat ships (10 LCS-1, 10 LCS-2), Figure 1.2, 

(US Navy Annual Report 2015). The littoral combat ships with stealth capability 

and the shallow draft can travel at high speeds in shallow water especially over the 

continental shelf (Pinet, 2013) e.g., areas of the west Pacific Ocean and 

Mediterranean. The depth in these areas can jump from 200 meters near the coast 

to 3000 meters offshore. Figure 1.3 (From up and down, left to right) show the water 

depth of the Mediterranean, Arabian, Indian, and the west Pacific Ocean. It can be 

found that the depth around the continental shelf is usually below 200 meters (e.g., 

East Asian, North Korea, South East Asia, India, Gulf of Aden and areas near 

Middle East). Because of sovereign maritime rights and interests of countries in 

these areas, it is necessary that the US Navy has a minimal presence. Due to the 

low water depth, standard submarines (i.e., nuclear submarines) are not suitable 

even though they are capable of high velocity.  
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Figure 1.2: Independence-class (LCS-2)  

 

Based on this background, the TSHT (a standard ship type) can be built in different 

sizes. It can be outfitted to operate as: unmanned surface vehicle, unmanned surface 

or undersea vehicle, and manned surface patrol/supplement vehicle or manned 

multi-functional surface or undersea ship (Table 2.1). Because of its small size, the 

TSHT can operate easily and has a better elusive ability compared with nuclear 

submarines in a continental area such as the West Pacific Ocean and Mediterranean 

(Figure 1.3). Due to its stealth capability and speed, the vessel will be the ideal 

choice as a quick response anti-submarine platform, being able to respond quickly 

and remain on station for weeks.  

 

From the point of view of economics and effectiveness, the TSHT is also a good 

choice for the Navy. For comparison purpose, a Virginia Class submarine ($2 billion 

each) (Baker, 1998), or the Type 206A submarine (sold to Thailand in $110 million 

each) (Jane’s Defense Report, 2014), have similar displacement as the TSHT. The 

TSHT can be an effective combatant involving an outlay of anywhere between $30 

million to $100 million depending on the displacement.  
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Figure 1.3: Water depth map of the Mediterranean, Arabian & Indian, and west 

Pacific Ocean (from up and down, left to right) 

 

1.4 Broader Impact 

The TSHT is an efficient platform for civilian use when hydrofoils are deployed in 

trimaran configuration. The TSHT could have excellent seakeeping ability, 

especially in heave, pitch and roll motion because it is the combination of trimaran 

and hydrofoil craft. This seakeeping performance makes it perfect as a small 

passenger ferry, yacht or as a maintenance vessel for service of offshore wind farms. 

Besides, the TSHT can operate 24 hours a day in all kinds of weather. Figure 1.4 

illustrates the significant wave height and wind speed in the Gulf of Mexico. Figure 

1.4a displays the wave height and wind speed on a normal day: Aug 17th, 2017. 

Figure 1.4b shows the wave height and wind speed when tropical storm Cindy came 

through on June 22, 2017 (Eryn, 2017). Figure 1.4a shows that the significant wave 

height in the Gulf of Mexico is around 0.6 meters with a wind speed of 6 knots. 
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However when Hurricane Cindy arrived, the wave height rose to 4 meters and wind 

speed increased to 116 knots (i.e., sea state 6 during a hurricane). Only submarines 

can traverse sea state 6 safely.  

 

Scientific research and heritage exploration cannot be undertaken in stormy weather. 

However, with the TSHT, exploration and research can operate non-stop underwater 

during a storm. With hydrofoil and trimaran hulls, the TSHT can achieve a top 

speed of 48 knots on the surface and dive during stormy weather conditions. Besides, 

the TSHT can be deployed during peacetime for rescue and disaster relief operations.  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Wave height and wind speed on a normal day (1.4a, on the left)  

and storm day (1.4b, on the right) 

 

1.5 Literature Review 

As mentioned in previous sections, TSHT is a vessel that combines the 

characteristics of the submarine, hydrofoil craft, and trimaran. Because TSHT is a 

new concept, there is no literature available in the public domain. In this section, 

the research of submarine, hydrofoil, trimaran, and hydrofoil-supported catamaran 

will be discussed. 
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1.5.1 Submarine 

Jackson’s (1992) article illustrates the fundamentals of submarine concept design. 

He presented the basics on the submarine design process, focusing primarily on the 

influence of weight, volume, speed, power, propeller and other hydrodynamic factors 

influencing submarine design. The Mackay (2003) report describes comparison 

between measurements of static hydrodynamic loads on a standard submarine model 

in a number of different test facilities and predictions from the DSSP20 maneuvering 

simulation code. The experiments constitute a substantial database for code 

development and validation. Differences between data from various facilities are 

generally not in good agreement. Agreement with the predictions is generally 

satisfactory within a modest range of incidence, i.e., angles below 20 to 30 degrees, 

although some significant deviations are observed outside this range. Joubert (2006) 

carried out research on producing a submarine with minimum practical resistance 

and with minimum water flow noise especially over the forward passive sonar while 

still carrying out all its normal functions. The article assumes the role of the 

submarine would be little different from the current vessel but may be powered 

differently and carry different equipment. The diameter of the hull has been 

increased while the length has been decreased compared to the present vessel. The 

paper proves that larger diameter will allow an extra deck over a portion of the 

length of the vessel giving greater flexibility to internal arrangements and 

comparative resistance will be reduced by 10%. All openings in the first five meters 

of the shape have been moved elsewhere including the torpedo tubes and interceptor 

array to give the smoothest possible flow over the forward passive sensors. The paper 

also discusses the influence of aft body shape, the design of the sail and control 

surface to the total resistance. Jagadeesh and Murali (2009) investigated the 
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hydrodynamic force coefficients over the AUV hull form. They presented a towing 

tank-based experimental study on forces and moment on AUV hull form in the 

vertical plane. The AUV hull form is a 1:2 model of the standard hull form. The 

measurements were carried out at typical speeds of AUV (0.4 - 1.4 m/s) at varying 

pitch angles (0-15). The measurements have also been used to validate results 

obtained from a CFD code that uses Reynolds Average Naiver-Stokes equations 

(ANSYS FLUENT). The research determined the relationships between axial and 

normal force coefficients with pitching moment coefficients. These results can give 

a better idea for the efficient design of guidance and control systems for AUV. 

Moonesun and Javadi (2013) undertook resistance experiments on a submarine in 

fully submerged condition and compared the results with four calculation methods 

and CFD simulation. The comparison results matched closely that of experimental 

results. Javadi and Manshadi (2015) carried out an experimental investigation of 

the effect of bow profiles on submarine’s resistance in free surface motion. The study 

compared standard bows and tango bows from Fn 0.099 to 0.349. The study also 

compared hydrodynamic coefficients and found that tango bow has an advantage in 

free surface navigation. Moonesun and Ghasemzadeh (2016) carried out experiments 

on a submerged submarine near surface navigation. In the study, the experimental 

analysis on the bare hull resistance coefficient of the submarine at snorkel depth was 

represented. Snorkel depth is regarded as equal to one diameter of submarine hull 

beneath the water surface. The results of this research can be used for AUVs, 

research submersibles and submarines, torpedoes and every submersible that operate 

near the free surface of the water. 
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1.5.2 Trimaran & Catamaran 

A catamaran is a multi-hulled watercraft featuring two parallel hulls of equal size. 

While trimaran is a multihull boat that comprises the main hull and two 

smaller side hulls (or "floats", also called outriggers) which are attached to the main 

hull with lateral beams. Both catamaran and trimaran are the representatives of the 

multihulls ship. Most catamarans and trimarans are sailing yachts designed for 

recreation or racing while others are ferries or warships. Compared with mono-hull, 

trimaran has an advantage in seakeeping especially above Fn 0.4. A trimaran can 

carry more load and perform better roll motion ability than catamaran or a mono-

hull.  

 

Model test results obtained from the paper Molland et al., (1994) have been used to 

verify the efficacy of the CFD analysis. The results obtained from CFD have shown 

considerable promise and further analysis need to be carried out for accurate 

determination of resistance in trimaran configuration. Elcin (2003) carried out 

research on wave making resistance characteristics of trimaran hulls. He investigated 

the effects of side hull position on the wave making resistance characteristics of 

powered trimarans. He performed resistance calculations using a three dimensional, 

Rankine source panel code. The results of his thesis can be directly utilized in the 

design, in order to minimize ship resistance and maximize available payload. 

Hebblewhite and Sahoo (2007) have conducted a theoretical and experimental 

analysis of motion characteristics of a trimaran hull form. The investigations 

demonstrated that this variation and the resulting variation in the radius of gyration 

could have a significant effect on the heave and pitch motions. The literature survey 

indicated that, to date, investigations on trimaran hull forms have been confined to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multihull
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watercraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hull_(watercraft)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multihull
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hull_(ship)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outrigger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sailboat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warship
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determining the effects of transverse and longitudinal positions of the sidehulls only 

on the resistance characteristics. Sahoo and Mason (2007) have provided regression 

analysis of resistance of high-speed catamaran hull forms. They examined the deep 

water wave resistance characteristics of a series of transom stern, semi-displacement 

slender catamaran hull forms with round bilge as well as single chine hull forms, 

which are of utmost importance to the high-speed ferry industry. The accuracy of 

the established regression equation has been seen to deviate appreciably by various 

sources of uncertainties. Verification of the equation with an experimental database 

is also lacking to a certain extent. In 2008, based on the former research, Sahoo and 

Mason (2008) provided a comparison of a variety of resistance calculation methods 

and ultimately to validate a series of regression analysis equations previously 

developed. The methods have been shown through the study that the developed 

regression equations are able to give reasonably accurate predictions of resistance, 

with little input data about the hull form and minimal time for the calculation 

process. It is, therefore, determined that with some refinement and optimization of 

the regression equations, the equations could provide viable first estimates of the 

resistance characteristics of hull form in early design stages. The regression models 

are to be used with due care with regard to the type of hull form (round bilge or 

chine) used in catamaran configurations. Mynard and Sahoo (2008) carried out the 

numerical and experimental study of wave resistance for trimaran hull forms. They 

investigated a systematic series of high-speed trimaran hull forms, including 

determining the wave resistance for each model in the series in conjunction with 

varying longitudinal side hull locations. Wang and Lu (2011) did the numerical 

simulation of wave resistance of trimarans by nonlinear wave making a theory with 

sinking and trim being taken into account. They proposed a numerical method for 

quick and effective calculation of wave resistance of trimarans to be used in 
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engineering applications. Moreover, sample model resistance tests were carried out 

to provide data for comparison, validation, and analysis. Through the validation by 

model experiments, it was concluded that present method can well predict the wave 

making resistance, sinking, and trim, and the accuracy of wave-making resistance 

calculation was significantly improved by taking the trim and sinkage into account, 

especially at high speeds. Mizobe and Nihei (2010) undertook a feasibility study on 

a new trimaran Pure Car Carrier in medium speed. In the study, the relationship of 

size and displacement, effective horsepower (EHP)/car and performance of a 

trimaran PCC in the strong wind were investigated. The authors found that the 

displacement of a trimaran PCC can be reduced compared with a mono-hull because 

of reduction of ballast water and hull plate thickness. Besides, the EHP /car of the 

trimaran is smaller than mono-hull carrier. In addition, trimaran PCC seakeeping 

ability is better than the mono-hull carrier. Zhu and Yang (2011) did research on 

the system identification method of the pitching motion of composite trimaran. They 

established the mathematical model of system identification of composite trimaran 

pitching motion model based on the genetic optimization algorithm. They used VB 

language to write the recognition software, design and produce a composite trimaran 

test model; did the free pitching decay test; completed the pitching motion system 

identification according to the test data, and got the pitching motion equation to 

do the forecast. The results of the forecast can well match with the test results, 

confirm the feasibility of this set of identification method. Hafez and El-Kot (2012) 

carried out a comparative investigation of the stagger variation influence on the 

hydrodynamic interference of high-speed trimaran. They used the slender body 

method (SBM) embedded in the hull speed module of the MAXSURF package for 

calculating the resistance of three symmetric trimaran series moving in a calm free 

surface of deep water. Each individual trimaran series comprised of 4681 
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configurations generated by considering 151 staggers covering the interval, and 31 

separations covering the interval for 81 Froude numbers covering the range from 0.2 

to 1.0. Wigley, AMECRC series, and NPL series models were used separately for 

both the main and side hulls of each individual series models. To benchmark Tri-

PL macro-together with the mathematical procedures embedded therein, and to rely 

on the analysis outcomes, the numerical results of both Wigley and AMECRC 

models were validated. Besides, the graphs of all the resistance under different 

simulation were presented automatically. Markwood (2013) performed analysis and 

comparisons of cruising catamarans and trimarans. He undertook the analysis and 

comparison from four aspects including the shape, basic hydrodynamic, speed, and 

stability. He also listed graphs for a database of 475 cruising and racing catamarans. 

Ma and Zou (2013) studied the resistance performance of high-speed trimaran 

planing hull. They undertook the experiment to measure the resistance, trim and 

heaving under different CG location and displacements. Moreover, they tested and 

compared the influence of steps on hull resistance and its moving position. Also, 

they found that the two auxiliary side hulls increase aerodynamic lift at high-speed 

motion, which can improve the hydrodynamic performance. The trimaran planing 

hull has also excellent longitudinal stability and low wave-making action; for 

volumetric Froude number (Fn) exceeding 8, its motion is still stable and two 

distinct resistance peaks and two changes of sailing state (the second change is 

smaller) appear. Spray strips are favorable for sea-keeping qualities at high-speed. 

The resistance and motion of trimaran planing hull without steps are the same as 

for mono-hull planing hull without steps before resistance reaching the second peak. 

With steps in both hulls the change trends are different; more specifically: trimaran 

planing hull with steps has only one resistance peak and its resistance increases 

along with an increase in speed, and the resistance is improved at the increasing 
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speed as the number of steps are increased. Xu and Yang et al. (2014) carried out 

experimental research on the characteristics of nonlinear roll hydrodynamic 

coefficients of a composite trimaran. They established a mathematical model to 

consider both linear and nonlinear ship motion. The overall seakeeping behavior of 

the vessel was discussed especially on roll motion. In addition, the paper discussed 

configurations of side hull for composite trimaran vessels. Deng (2015) studied the 

effect of trim and sinkage of trimaran in calm water. They compared numerical 

results with test data which showed good agreement. The analysis of the comparison 

suggests that some of the resistance components are susceptible to the navigation 

attitude. Besides, the viscous flow field of the trimaran with T-foil is simulated and 

the total resistance, resistance components as well as the attitude effects are 

calculated. The comparison of the numerical results of the free model with T-foil 

and the experimental data also shows good agreement. They found that trimaran 

with T-foil in front will have a more stable condition. Son and Sahoo (2016) carried 

out CFD simulation of resistance of high-speed trimaran hull forms. They attempted 

to carry out a CFD analysis on total resistance for trimaran hull forms based on 

established NPL systematic series (Bailey,1976) which are high-speed round bilge 

hull forms using ANSYS FLUENT. The primary aim of this investigation is to 

determine resistance characteristics of slender round bilge trimaran hull forms in the 

high-speed range corresponding to Froude numbers up to 1.0. Yi and Hanbing (2016) 

studied the tunnel hydrodynamic characteristics for planing trimaran by model 

experiment and numerical simulation. They tested the resistance, sinkage and trim 

angle from F𝑛∇ 0.9 to 5.87 in the owing tank. The result shows planing trimaran 

has poor resistance performance at the hump region, while it operates quite well in 

the planing mode. 
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1.5.3 Application of Hydrofoil  

A hydrofoil is a lifting surface, or foil, that operates in water, in appearance and 

purpose these are similar to aerofoils used by airplanes. Boats that use hydrofoil 

technology are also simply termed hydrofoils. As a hydrofoil craft gains speed, the 

hydrofoils lift the boat's hull out of the water, decreasing drag and allowing greater 

speeds. 

 

 Hydrofoil Monohull 

The hydrofoil mono-hull can be divided into two categories. One is normal hydrofoil 

craft that uses hydrofoil to provide lift force and reduce resistance. The other type 

is Hull Vane (Uithof, 2014, 2015) that is newly developed which is an aerofoil system 

fitted at the stern of a vessel. The hull vane uses hydrofoil to control the vessel’s 

motion. The addition of hydrofoil decreases resistance by lowering the pitch motion.  

 

The early beginnings of the Hull Vane can be traced back to 1992. The first full-

scale application of the Hull Vane was equipped to a catamaran vessel not reaching 

its required speed due to excessive trim and wave generation. Placing a foil in the 

steepest part of the interacting wave system aft of the midship reduced the bow-up 

trim and the resistance significantly. This result led to an increased interest in the 

device and associated hydrodynamics and formed a platform for further research. 

The next application of the Hull Vane was on Le Defi Areva, the French challenger 

for the 2003 America’s Cup. During model tests, a resistance reduction of 5% was 

found at model scale for a full-scale speed of 10 knots. Despite this result, the Hull 

Vane was not applied during the races due to structural problems. In later editions 

of America’s Cup the Hull Vane was disallowed by the regulations as an appendage 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foil_(fluid_mechanics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_(physics)
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that would give an unfair advantage. As naval architects, Van Oossanen Naval 

Architects have developed the patented Fast Displacement Hull Form fitted with 

the Hull Vane. Since Van Oossanen’s invention of the Hull Vane in 1992 and the 

first patent application in 2002, a significant amount of research has been performed 

aimed at the optimization of the concept.  

 

Because it is a relatively new device, the Hull Vane and its working principles will 

be introduced first. Subsequently, trimarans will shortly be elaborated upon. In the 

years since 2002 various applications of the Hull Vane have been analyzed by means 

of model tests, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and full-scale trials. These 

include not only many sailing and motor yachts but also various merchant ships, 

naval vessels, and cruise ships. It was found that the influence of the Hull Vane on 

the total resistance has varied between a resistance decrease of -26.5% for a 65m 

motor yacht to a resistance increase of +9.5%, for a slow steaming Ro-Ro vessel, 

showing that the fuel saving device is not suitable to all cases. Resistance reductions 

between 5% and 10% were found to be common. 

 

In 2014, two Hull Vane equipped ships were launched. Shipyard De Hoop in the 

Netherlands built the 55 meter supply vessel, Karina, which saw its required engine 

power during sea trials reduced by 15% after a Hull Vane was retrofitted to the 

transom. The second vessel is the 42-meter displacement yacht, Alive, built by the 

Dutch yacht builder Heesen Yachts. For this vessel, the Hull Vane was incorporated 

during the design phase, which allowed for resistance reductions of up to 23%. 
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 Hydrofoil Catamaran  

The idea to use hydrofoil assistance for resistance reduction was tried on one of the 

existing police boat test models and showed up with a 40% reduction in resistance 

instantly. This revolutionizing result was first thought to be a test error or 

correlation problem and larger models were used with more carefully designed 

hydrofoils. The prototype prediction again gave a 40% lower resistance at top speed. 

The result was better than for a comparative mono-hull of similar size. 

 

The hybrid consisting of a catamaran with fully asymmetrical demi-hulls and a 

single hydrofoil spanning the tunnel between the two demi-hulls was named 

Hydrofoil Supported Catamaran or HYSUCAT in short. A research project was 

started to investigate and optimize the HYSUCAT principle, Hoppe (1980). A 

seagoing 5.3 m manned model was designed and built and proved the excellent sea-

keeping and low propulsion power needed for the craft. The craft was tested in 

various sea conditions from still water to extremely rough seas over the period of a 

year. 

 

The treacherous seas around South Africa have inspired many small craft designers 

to develop unconventional vessels. Several power catamarans were designed and 

built in the last three decades as pleasure and game fishing craft as well as navy and 

police patrol boats. Some police craft for border control were tested in 1978 and the 

performance in rough water was found to be excellent but the propulsion power 

requirements were extremely high compared to Deep–Vee Mono-hulls. Petrol 

engines had to be used instead of diesel engine propulsion, which initiated urgent 

design improvement-thinking to reduce the resistance of power catamarans. 
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More than 40 copies were sold as ski boats and pleasure craft in the following two 

years. Designs for 10 m and 12 m police patrol boats and 18 m Navy patrol boats 

followed, some for overseas customers. The early designs were optimized in model 

tests but strong efforts were made to develop the theory behind the HYSUCAT 

principle, which resulted in a numerical model later based on the principle of the 

Savitsky (1976) formulations for planing craft and basic hydrofoil design as 

developed for hydrofoil craft, Lewis (1998). With empirical data inputs from model 

tests and prototype trial data, the numerical model was continuously updated and 

perfected to date. It allows accurate predictions for the standard HYSUCAT shape 

with asymmetrical demi-hulls and Deep-Vee craft characteristics and good 

approaches for the different hull forms. Catamaran models were first tested and 

optimized without foils and then retested and optimized with various foil systems. 

It was found that a catamaran with a mono-foil was extremely sensitive to the 

longitudinal center of gravity (LCG) shifts and an active trim device was necessary 

for practical operations. 

 

To overcome this shortcoming the HYSUCAT idea was extended by use of a double 

foil system. The main foil located slightly forward of the LCG of the craft and one 

trim foil or two trim strut foils near the transom (Figure 1.5), Hoppe (1982,1989). 

 

Figure 1.5: HYSUCAT and Hysuwac Foil Systems Hoppe (1982,1989) 
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Kihara, Miyoshi Sueoka and Hamada (1995) studied the fully submerged hydrofoil 

catamarans. Their objective was a diesel driven fully submerged hydrofoil catamaran 

with the speed of 40 knots and passenger capacity of 341 in commercial service. 

They mainly introduced the resistance, foil configuration, automatic ride control 

system and propulsion system. Hoppe (1995) did the research on optimization of 

hydrofoil-supported-planing catamarans. He mainly did research on a hybrid 

HYSUCAT with 36m long and top speed of 38 knots. He used a theoretical method, 

the use of a computer, to design parameter recognition. The result was proved by 

model test and prototype trial data comparisons. Migeotte and Kornev (2004) 

studied modern hydrofoil-assisted multi-hulls. They studied the different 

arrangement of hydrofoils and type. Besides, the paper also showed the relationship 

among resistance, trim angle, thrust and speed. Migeotte et al., (2005) used a non-

linear vortex lattice method to design hydrofoil-assisted catamaran. The method was 

validated by comparison with experimental results and application to the problem 

of optimizing a 40-knot, 40 m high-speed hydrofoil catamaran. The result of the 

numerical investigation performed, indicate that optimizing the mutual distance 

between the hydrofoils can significantly improve the lift to drag ratio of such a vessel. 

 

Migeotte (2015) discussed the development of modern high-speed hydrofoil 

catamaran. He compared the hydrofoil catamaran which used in commercial society 

and their advantages and disadvantages. He also presented some common mistakes 

in hydrofoil catamaran design. Prastowo and Arya (2016) analyzed and optimized a 

25 m hydrofoil catamaran based on CFD method. They tested different symmetrical 

hull and ship type. At last, they found the best combination type of ship body, 

hydrofoil-type, and angle of attack. 
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Hydrofoil application on a catamaran model has tried twenty years ago and an 

unexpected resistance improvement of 40% initiated the creation of a research 

project to investigate the effect. Today the research project is still active in spite of 

designs and model tests resulting in the construction of over 200 hydrofoil-

supported-catamaran (HYSUCATs). Theoretical efforts to determine the 

hydrodynamics of the HYSUCAT principle resulted in a numerical model for design 

analysis of planing type HYSUCATs which allows further design optimization. The 

milestones in the HYSUCAT Development are mentioned and the ten most recent 

applications (1998/2001). Besides, there were some famous HYSUCATs like the 

smallest HYSUCAT, a 6.5 m Semi-Rigid Inflatable HYSUCAT; a 12 m Fast Patrol 

Boat by Stingray Marine (Cape Town); the Panther 64 m HYSUCAT by Prout 

Catamarans (UK)；the 21 m Kingcat (France)；the 22 m Ferry – Sea Princess of 

Cape Town；the 45 m Halter Marine E-Cat (USA)；the Cougar 15 m Ferry；the 

Cougar 12 m Yacht; and the Alwoplast 16m Luxury Yacht with Semi-Displacement 

demi-hulls. 

 

 Hydrofoil supported trimaran 

Moolman (2005) completed his master thesis on hydrofoil supported trimarans. The 

work was concerned with the design and hydrodynamic aspects of a hydrofoil-

assisted trimaran. The design and configuration of a trimaran were evaluated and 

the performance of a hydrofoil-assisted trimaran was effectively compared to the 

performance of a hydrofoil-supported catamaran with similar overall displacement 

and same speed. The performance of the trimaran with different outrigger clearances 

was also evaluated and compared. The hydrodynamic aspects focus mainly on the 

resistance and stability of a hydrofoil-assisted trimaran. The results were determined 

by means of experimental testing, theoretical analysis, and numerical analysis. The 
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project was initiated as a result of the success of the hydrofoil-assisted catamarans 

and due to the fact that there does not exist a hydrofoil-assisted trimaran (to the 

author’s knowledge) where the main focus of the foils is to significantly reduce the 

resistance. A brief history, recent developments and associated advantages regarding 

trimarans were discussed. A complete theoretical model was presented to evaluate 

the lift and drag of the hydrofoils, as well as, the resistance of the trimaran. The 

data so obtained was then used to compare the reliability and feasibility of the 

numerical and experimental predicted values. The design of the trimaran and 

hydrofoil system was explained, together with the problems associated with the final 

design of the trimaran. The design of a trimaran was much more complicated than 

a catamaran due to more design variables being associated with trimarans. The 

selection of the trimaran configuration was done in a logical manner considering 

stability and hydrodynamics. However, the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran was closely 

adapted to the main dimensions of the comparable hydrofoil-assisted catamaran. An 

in-depth discussion of the testing technique used and the problems that were 

associated with towing tank testing will facilitate similar tests in the future. The 

scaling method of Froude was modified to account for the different sized hulls. The 

numerical methods were explained, with emphasis on accuracy, limitations, 

feasibility, and the time required to complete a calculation. The results were 

presented in an order suggested by the experimental and numerical work carried out. 

The resistance, trim, and sinkage results were presented with speed for both the 

trimaran and catamaran with and without the addition of foils. The addition of the 

foils supplies results based on the amount of lift the foils carry and therefore can 

easily clarify the significant resistance advantage the foils offer the trimaran and the 

catamaran evaluated in this project. The final design and results of the evaluated 

trimaran were discussed. From the experiment and simulation, it was concluded 
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that the catamaran with similar displacement and speed was still superior to the 

trimaran, with and without foils in both cases. The addition of foils to the trimaran 

does decrease the resistance significantly. However, the study hasn’t done the 

resistance and motion of two kinds of hydrofoil supported ship in waves, e.g., sea 

state 1 to 4. 

 

 Hydrofoil Sailboat 

Ayrs and his team members (1970) carried out research on sailing hydrofoils. They 

were almost the first people who did research on hydrofoil sailboats. Their main 

research focused on hydrofoil catamaran and trimaran sailboat. They discussed 

several different kinds of hydrofoil type and arrangement. Speer and Moines (2000) 

have carried out a project on hydrofoil sailboat. They discussed the requirement of 

the sailing boat and the process of design. They also discuss the principle of choosing 

the type of hydrofoil. Loveday (2006) designed a hydrofoil system for a sailing 

catamaran. He designed a hydrofoil system without a trim and ride control system 

and investigated the change in resistance of a representative hull across a typical 

speed range as a result of the addition of the hydrofoil system while retaining 

adequate stability. Reichel and Bendnarek (2007) performed experimental studies 

on hydrofoil resistance. The measurements were carried out in the large towing tank 

of Ship Hydromechanics Division. A four-meter wooden hydrofoil model was tested. 

The measurements were conducted for a combination of three values of static trim 

and two foil angles of attack. A new methodology of shaft angle optimization with 

vertical force simulation was presented. The simulation system was an integral 

extension of the standard dynamometric system for resistance measurements. Binns, 

et al. (2008) studied the effect of heel angle and free-surface on the performance of 

a hydrofoil sailboat. Their studies were based on a twin T-foil design sailboat. They 
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used established equations and model experiments to validate the drag and lift force. 

Furrer (2010) performed a simulation model of a hydrofoil catamaran. He studied 

fluid dynamic forces on the foils, fins, and the sail as well as static lift on the hulls, 

fins, foils and the rudder. The simulation was done in Simulink and Matlab with the 

C++ program, which uses XFOIL to generate the polar diagram, for the fluid 

dynamic forces and moments. The boat was visualized in a virtual reality provided 

by Simulink. For the sail and mast, an airfoil generator was developed in order to 

generate smooth airfoils of the mast and the sail at different sections. A way to find 

optimal set points of the sail orientation, the sailing direction, and the pitch angle 

is presented. Also, he performed an optimization on sail orientation and sailing 

direction. Sheahan (2013) developed a new design of high-speed sailing boat by using 

L foil and T foil. He did the study on the stability of the catamaran sailboat and 

discussed the advantage of L foil. Thébault (2013) made a sailing speed record of 

56.3 knots. He developed a totally new kind of trimaran hydrofoil sailing boat called 

“Hydroptere”. The boat can sail double the speed of the wind. On December 21st, 

2008 Hydroptere was the first sailing boat to cross the symbolic 50-knot sailing speed 

barrier (57.5 mph the equivalent of the sound barrier in aeronautics) and the 100 

km/h speed barrier (ie. 62.13 mph) with a top speed at 56.3 knots (64.62 mph). 

Hydroptere has two T foils and two L foils to maintain the lift of the body and can 

fly at 12 knots. Silva (2014) made an analysis and optimization on C-class catamaran 

sailboat. He used an interface between XFOIL software and the main program to 

optimize the hydrofoil and Ansys to calculate the structure strength. The three-

dimensional structures are modeled with three different profiles: NACA 2412, NACA 

5412 and the new profile created by the program developed under the dissertation’s 

scope. Finally, a study of materials was presented using the software, CES Edupack. 

Constraints for the daggerboard’s material utilization were defined to select two 
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materials which can be applied to the structure in order to reduce the daggerboard’s 

construction cost. Monsonnec (2015) introduced and analyzed characteristics of 

different foil including C, E, J, L, O, S, T, U, V, Y foils.  Paulin, Hansen, Hochkirch, 

and Fischer (2015) carried out a performance assessment and optimization of C-

class hydrofoil catamaran. They developed A Velocity Prediction Program (VPP) 

to facilitate the analysis of numerical simulation results obtained for appendages 

and the wing-sail in terms of speed potential of the C-Cat. Their optimization 

included trimming the wing-sail and hydrofoil configurations. Horel (2017) studied 

the system based modeling of a foiling catamaran. He proposed a complementary 

and faster approach that could help to predict and quantify the yacht behavior in 

calm water and in waves while sailing under foil’s action. He presented the ability 

of the system-based approach to predict the attitude of a catamaran while 

performing maneuvers such as turning circles with 35 degrees of rudder deflection 

and zigzag tests 10-10 and 20-20 for different initial Fn and foil’s shapes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TSHT MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 

2.1 TSHT Concept 

The invention “Transformable submersible hydrofoil trimaran” was patented on 

April 9th, 2015 and approved on Jan 18th, 2017, (CN104787275 B). 

 

2.1.1 Technical zone 

The present invention belongs to the technical field of ships and floating vessels, a 

type of innovative hull form. 

 

2.1.2 Technical background 

As is known to all, as regards the sailing area, vessels are mainly divided into two 

categories, surface and underwater, i.e. surface ships and submarines, respectively. 

They each have their own advantages and disadvantages. The surface ship has such 

advantages as high speed, good seakeeping performance, large loading capacity, and 

long range. While submarines, mainly for military purposes, have good concealability, 

and the scope of their activity is not limited to the surface of the water but the 

whole underwater space as well. Submarines also have their own shortcomings. The 

biggest drawback is their slow speed. Conventional submarines, for example, can 

move on the surface of the water at a maximum speed of only around 12 knots and 
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underwater at a maximum speed of only 20 knots, with which they can only last for 

about 1 hour and have to rise to get recharged.  

2.2 Design Process 

In order to guarantee the characteristics of submersible, endurance and high-speed 

on the surface, good seakeeping ability, and low-detection ability, the TSHT should 

have a smooth streamline shape which can minimize the resistance underwater. The 

shape of the submarine is the best choice for the underwater condition. Besides, the 

TSHT needs a better seakeeping ability on the surface for the high-speed 

requirement. Therefore, trimaran has a relatively better seakeeping ability than 

other ship. However, usually trimarans have a low draft, so there is a need for 

hydrofoil to take TSHT’s body out of the water.  Besides, through its own variant, 

transformable submersible hydrofoil trimaran can adapt to different environments, 

thus balancing the respective advantages of submarines and surface ships, raising 

the speed of the submarine on the surface.  The TSHT can be divided into three 

sizes (small, medium, large) which are shown in Table 2.1. This thesis has mainly 

focused on the large size TSHT. 

 

2.3 Structure Description  

In order to achieve the technical requirements, the invention provides the following 

technical scheme: A transformable submersible hydrofoil trimaran consists of a main 

hull, hydrofoils and side bodies symmetrically set by both sides of the main hull. 

Some of the salient features are:  
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The tops of the described side bodies are hinged with the main hull. Some pairs of 

hydraulic driving mechanisms are equipped between the side hulls and the main hull 

to control the opening and closing of the lower part of the side bodies. The lower 

end of the side hulls and the main body are connected by folding hydrofoils 

consisting of two units hinged together with one unit hinged with the side hull and 

the other hinged with the main body. Besides, some pairs of second hydraulic driving 

mechanisms are installed between the unit connecting the side hull and the side hull 

itself and between the unit connecting the main hull and the main hull itself 

respectively to control the opening and folding of the corresponding units. 

Table 2.1: Parameters of different size and function of TSHT 

Category 

(range) 

Ship 

type 

 

Disp. 

Sur- 

face  

Disp.  

sub 

L 

(m) 

 

Velocity 

(Max/ 

Cruise/Sub 

) 

Capacity 

(tonne)/ 

person 

Usage  

Navy Civil 

Small 

(400 nm) 

 

 

Surface 

AUV 

45 

 

- 

 

22 

 

37/25  

(kts) 

20 

 

Communication 

/ Navigation 

Network Node 

Oceanography/ 

Personal Yacht 

Surface/ 

undersea 

AUV 

68 

 

100 

 

22 

 

37/25/14 

(kts) 

1~3 

person 

Mine 

clearance/Patrol 

Surveillance 

Yacht/Entertainm

ent/Archaeology 

Medium 

(1000nm) 

 

 

Surface 

Vehicle 

160 

 

- 

 

30 

 

43/30 

(kts) 

80 

 

Barrier Patrol 

/Force 

Protection 

Yacht 

/Salvage/Ferry 

Surface/  

undersea 

Vehicle 

240 

 

350 

 

30 

 

43/30/17 

(kts) 

 

3-8 

 person 

Anti-Submarine 

Warfare/ Time 

Critical Strike 

Oceanography 

research/ 

Archaeology 

Large 

(1500nm) 

 

 

Surface 

Vehicle 

 

200 

 

- 

 

37.4 

 

48/33 

(kts) 

130 

 

Payload 

Delivery/ 

Tactics 

supplement 

Yacht/Salvage 

/sea farm 

maintenance ship 

Surface/ 

undersea 

Vehicle 

335 

 

490 

 

37.4 

 

48/33/20 

(kts) 

 

5~18 

person 

Anti-Submarine 

Warfare/ Fleet 

protection 

Inspection / 

Identification 

Salvage 
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Figure 2.1: Underwater state of the TSHT 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Side view in submerged condition with outriggers closed 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Top view in submerged condition with outriggers closed 
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Figure 2.4: Open state view of the main hull and side bodies of the present 

invention. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Structural view (Side) of the TSHT in hydrofoil open state 

 

Figure 2.6: Structural view (Top) of the TSHT in hydrofoil open state 
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Figure 2.7: Different views of bottom hydrofoil structure in the operational state 1 

of 4th set of the hydraulic driving mechanism. 

 

Figure 2.8: Side view of TSHT planing condition. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Top view of TSHT planing condition. 
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Table 2.2 illustrates the component part list of TSHT. 

Table 2.2: Component part list of TSHT 

1 control tower 9 bearing 

2 side hull 10 supporting rod 

3 water ballast tank 11 pod propeller 

4 folding hydrofoil 12 vertical tail rudder 

5 hydraulic driving mechanism 13 tail horizontal rudder 

6 front horizontal rudder 14 water jet propulsion device 

7 bottom hydrofoil 15 main hinge 

8 side body hydrofoil   

 

The specific method of implementation 

To clarify the technical scheme and technical purpose of this invention, further 

details of the invention in combination with the appended diagrams and specific 

implementation examples have been provided. 

As is shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.9, a transformable submersible hydrofoil trimaran 

includes the following parts: 

1) The main hull: 

The described main hull includes control tower 1, upper and lower water ballast 

tanks 3, front horizontal rudder 6, tail horizontal rudder 13, tail vertical rudder 12, 

pod propeller 11, water jet propulsion device 14, and other cabins inside the main 

hull. 

2) The side hulls: 

Side hull 2 is symmetrically set on the left and right sides of the described main hull, 

and inside the described side hull 2 can be installed a built-in ballast tank. 
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3) Hydrofoil: 

The described hydrofoils comprise of the folding hydrofoils 4 (essential) between the 

main hull and the side bodies 2, ship bottom hydrofoil 7 (choose equipment when 

necessary), side body hydrofoils 8 (choose equipment when necessary). According to 

the actual type of ship or different displacement, the numbers of the three kinds of 

hydrofoils to be equipped and their positions can be adjusted. Installed hydrofoil 7 

is primarily used to achieve the ship’s full lifted state with a heavy load when 

navigating on the surface of the water. The number of bottom hydrofoil 7, side body 

hydrofoil 8 is determined by actual displacement of the ship. In principle, folding 

hydrofoils 4 are installed with one pair in the front and one pair in the rear part of 

the ship, as is shown in Figure 2.5. According to the actual need, one more hydrofoil 

can also be added in the front and rear part of the ship respectively. The deformation 

movements of each hydrofoil and side bodies can be controlled by hydraulic driving 

mechanism 5. 

 

Further description of the structural configuration: 

The upper part of side hull 2 is articulated with the main hull by many main hinges, 

as is shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 so that the side bodies can make relative rotations 

with the main hinges as the center. Near the upper part of the side hull is equipped 

with the first set of hydraulic driving mechanism 5-1, and the described hydraulic 

driving mechanism 5-1 is a telescopic hydraulic cylinder, which is articulated with 

the main hull by shafts, bearings 9, etc. and the piston rod of its action output end 

is articulated with the side hull 2. Between the side hull 2 and the main hull is 

located the described folding hydrofoil 4 which consists of two units hinged together. 

A set of second hydraulic driving mechanism 5-2 is installed between the unit 

connecting the side hull 2 and the side hull 2 itself and between the unit connecting 
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the main hull and the main hull itself respectively to control the opening and folding 

of the corresponding units. The described second set of hydraulic driving mechanism 

5-2 can also be set to the hydraulic cylinder, and its cylinder and piston rod are 

articulated with the folding hydrofoil unit. The main hull and the side hull are shown 

in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4. In a diving state, the side hull 2 is closed on both sides 

of the main hull. When the ship needs to rise or sail on the surface of the water, 

controlling the first hydraulic driving mechanism 5-1 makes the side bodies 2 open 

from the bottom in a wing shape. The side bodies 2 opening movement in 

combination with the movement of the second hydraulic driving mechanism makes 

the folding hydrofoils 4 open in a V-shaped structure, supporting and connecting 

the main body and the side bodies 2. Then hydrofoils are then fully deployed. 

 

The lower end of the described side body hydrofoils 8 are articulated with the side 

hull 2 by rotating shafts and bearings 9 etc. Between the side body hydrofoils 8 and 

the side hull 2 is equipped with a third set of hydraulic driving mechanism 5-3 to 

control the opening and closing of the upper part of the side body hydrofoils 8. The 

medial surface of the described side body hydrofoils 8 and the outer side of the side 

hull 2 fit into the shape of the hull. When in the folded state, the side body hydrofoils 

8 fit into the side bodies 2; under the control of the third set of hydraulic driving 

mechanism 5-3, the upper part of the side body hydrofoils can be opened to form a 

V shape along with the side hull 2. 

 

The stated bottom hydrofoils 7 are set at the bottom of the main hull, and the 

fourth hydraulic driving mechanism 5-4 controls the rise and fall of the bottom 

hydrofoils 7; the described fourth hydraulic driving mechanism 5-4 can use either of 

the following two options: 
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(a) The front and rear of the bottom hydrofoils 7 are respectively connected through 

a telescopic hydraulic rod with the stated main hull. The rod sleeve end and the 

movement output end of the described telescopic hydraulic rod are articulated 

respectively with the main hull and the bottom hydrofoils 7 through rotating shafts 

and bearings 9 etc. When needed, the telescopic hydraulic rod will extend and eject 

the bottom hydrofoil 7 from the main hull. 

 

(b) The front of the bottom hydrofoil 7 is connected with the main hull through an 

ordinary supporting rod 10 and the rear of the bottom hydrofoil is connected to the 

main hull through a telescopic hydraulic rod. The ends of the described supporting 

rod 10 and telescopic hydraulic rod are articulated respectively with the main hull 

and the bottom hydrofoils 7 through rotating shafts and bearings 9, as is shown in 

Figures 2.7. When the ship surfaces, the telescopic hydraulic rod outstretches and 

downward presses out the bottom hydrofoils 7, support bar 10 moves around its axis 

of rotation. When the ship enters a port or dives, the telescopic hydraulic lever at 

the rear of the ship withdraws, and pulls back the bottom hydrofoils 7, thus 

achieving the goal of contracting the bottom hydrofoils 7. 

 

Deformation of the present hull form: 

Assume the ship changes its state from diving to surface navigation, the navigation 

schematic diagram in the diving state is shown in Figure 2.3, two side bodies are 

closed in on both sides of the main hull, the folding hydrofoil 4 contracts within the 

space between the main body and the side bodies, the front horizontal rudder 6 

opens. After being instructed to rise, each ballast tank of the ship discharges ballast 

water. After the ship rises to the surface, the front horizontal rudder 6 contracts, 

the hydraulic driving mechanism 5 operates, side bodies 2 open, folding hydrofoils 4 
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open. When necessary, adjust the side hull opening angles. Depending on the 

situation, hydrofoil 8 on side body opens along with bottom hydrofoil 7 if it is 

equipped with pod propeller 11. This would enable the thruster to go downwards. 

 

As the lift force provided by the hydrofoil is proportional to the area of the hydrofoil 

(the square of the length) while ship displacement is proportional to the size (the 

cube of the length), so generally hydrofoils have a tonnage limit (not exceeding 1000 

tons). Therefore, this invention is mainly divided into two forms: 

 

1. In the navigation state (emptying ballast water) on the surface, the ship reaches 

its maximum speed (or specific cruising speed), the generated lift of the hydrofoil 

can lift the entire vessel, as shown in Figures 2.4 to 2.6. 

 

2. In the navigation state on the surface, the ship reaches a certain speed, the 

generated lift of the hydrofoil may not lift the entire vessel. At this time, the two 

pair of hydrofoils, the propeller, and part of the back hull are in the water, as shown 

in Figures 2.8 to 2.9 

  

So far the description illustrates the basic principles, main characteristics and the 

advantages of this invention. Technical personnel of this industry should be aware 

that the present invention is not limited by the above operational examples. The 

above operational examples and the descriptions in the instructions manual only 

illustrate the principles of this invention. In the premise of not being divorced from 

the spirit and scope of the invention, the invention will have all kinds of changes 

and improvements. The present invention demands that the protection scope of the 
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invention is defined in view of the attached patent claims, the instructions, and its 

equivalents. 

 

2.4 Working Theory 

Table 2.3 and Figure 2.10 demonstrate the whole procedure of TSHT transfer from 

submarine condition to surface hydrofoil trimaran condition. 

Table 2.3: Procedure of TSHT transfer between the undersea and surface 

From To Step A Step B Step C 

Undersea 

 

 

Surface 

 

 

1.Lower speed 

below 5 knots 

2.Drain away water 

from ballast tank 

3.Float to surface 

1.Two side hulls 

open 

2.Hydrofoil take out 

3.Adjust hydrofoil 

angle 

1.Open air 

inlet/outlet 

2.Gas turbine 

engine start 

working 

Surface 

 

 

Undersea 

 

 

1.Gas turbine 

engine stop working 

2.Close air 

inlet/outlet 

3.Lower speed 

below 5 knots 

1.Adjust hydrofoil 

angle 

2.Hydrofoil fold 

3.Two side hulls 

close 

 

1.Draw water 

into the ballast 

tank 

2.Dive into 

undersea 
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Figure 2.10: TSHT working procedure 

2.5 TSHT Model  

According to Table 2.1, there are three variations of TSHT. This thesis mainly 

focuses on the large size-490 t displacement concept. If the large one can be proved 

to be viable, it would mean that the medium size and small size are also viable 

variants. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

HYDROFOIL STUDY 

 

3.1 Airfoil Flow Solution 

The hydrofoil is based on the principles of an airfoil. Airfoils are basic two-

dimensional aerodynamic shapes forming cross sections of wing, turbine blades and 

other aerodynamic objects. Airfoils are studied in the frame of two-dimensional flow, 

and their aerodynamic properties are probably the most thoroughly explored and 

understood in the whole field of aerodynamics. This section describes the basic 

relations in two-dimensional potential flow and flows around airfoils, which are 

important in building the model for solving three-dimensional flows around wings. 

 

The importance of studying two-dimensional flows around airfoils stems from the 

fact that such flows are equivalent to three-dimensional flows around wings of 

infinite span. Although in practice the span is always finite, the simplified two-

dimensional models can still provide us with a lot of information about the true 

three-dimensional flows around a wing, especially for long-spanned wings. 

 

There is a lot of existing software that can be used to evaluate the aerodynamic 

performance of airfoils. The XFOIL code, which is free software, ranks amongst the 

most highly regarded tools based on potential flow. In this section, capabilities of 

the XFOIL software for evaluating the aerodynamic performance of airfoils, are 
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described. These capabilities form the basis for airfoil optimizations described in the 

next section and are also important for solving wing flows. 

3.2 2D Inviscid Incompressible Irrotational Flow 

The simplified model of flow is the inviscid incompressible irrotational flow. In two 

dimensions, denoting vx and vy the local velocity in the x, resp. y directions, the 

incompressibility condition is written as 

𝜕𝑣𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣𝑦

𝜕𝑦
= 0                        (3-1) 

and the irrotationality as 

𝜕𝑣𝑦

𝜕𝑥
−

𝜕𝑣𝑥

𝜕𝑦
= 0                        (3-2) 

As a result, it is possible to introduce both a velocity potential and a streamline 

function. The velocity potential is a scalar field  such that    

𝜕∅

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑣𝑥    

𝜕∅

𝜕𝑦
= 𝑣𝑦                   (3-3) 

The streamline function, on the other hand, satisfies 

𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑥
=  𝑣𝑦   

𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑦
= −𝑣𝑥                 (3-4) 

This equation implies that has zero derivative in the flow direction in each point of 

the flow, i.e. is constant along streamlines. 

 

From substituting Equations (3-3), (3-4) into Equations (3-1), (3-2) it follows that 

both the velocity potential and the streamline function are harmonic, i.e. they satisfy 

the Laplace equation: 

Δ𝜙 = Δ𝜓 = 0                        (3-5) 

Since we deal with the inviscid flow, we impose the following condition on the airfoil 

boundary: 

𝑣𝑥𝑛𝑥 + 𝑣𝑦𝑛𝑦 = 0                      (3-6) 
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where n = (nx, ny) is the unit normal vector to the boundary. In terms of the 

potential and streamline function, this can be written as: 

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑛
=  0,

𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑡
= 0                (3-7) 

i.e. the normal derivative of potential and the tangential derivative of the streamline 

function are zero. 

For the following description of elementary potential flows, it is convenient to work 

with the polar coordinates, r and , defined by the standard relations x = r cos 

and y = r sin. For a velocity field the transformation is 𝑣𝑟 = 𝑣𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 +

𝑣𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑣𝜃 = −𝑣𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝑣𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃. The elementary potential flow with the greatest 

importance for the following sections is the two-dimensional potential vortex, given 

by the equations: 

               𝑣𝑟 = 0, 𝑣𝜃 =
𝛾

𝑟
                       (3-8) 

Its streamline function is given by 

𝜓 = γlogr                         (3-9) 

The constant 𝛾 is sometimes called the strength of the vortex. The importance of 

a potential vortex is that it is fundamentally related to lift generated in two 

dimensional flow. The relation is known as Kutta-Joukowski law and states that a 

potential flow obtained as a superposition of uniform flow and a potential vortex of 

strength 𝛾 generates a force at the vortex axis that is perpendicular to the 

freestream velocity (the velocity of the uniform flow component) with magnitude L 

(per unit 

span) given by 

𝐿 = 𝜌𝑣∞𝛾                          (3-10) 
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𝜌 is the air density, 𝑣∞ is the freestream velocity. The lift effect of two-dimensional 

potential flow on any object is usually expressed by the dimensionless lift coefficient 

CL: 

𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿
1

2
𝜌𝑣∞

2 𝑐                      (3-11) 

Where, c is some characteristic length (for airfoils, it is the chord length). Similar 

definitions are used to measure drag coefficient CD: 

𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷
1

2
𝜌𝑣∞

2 𝑐                       (3-12) 

where D is the drag force per unit span, and momentum coefficient CM: 

𝑀 = 𝐶𝑀
1

2
𝜌𝑣∞

2 𝑐2                    (3-13) 

where M is the rotational momentum per unit span (related to aerodynamic center 

described below). 

Potential source is another important elementary flow. It is described by equations 

𝑣𝑟 =
𝜎

𝑟
, 𝑣𝜃 = 0                     (3-14) 

Its streamline function is given by 

𝜓 = 𝜎𝜃                           (3-15) 

Yet another useful concept is the aerodynamic center of an airfoil, which can be 

defined as the unique point where the momentum is independent of lift, i.e. the point 

where the lift acts. Hence, for calculating lift, it makes sense to replace an airfoil by 

a potential vortex located at the airfoil’s aerodynamic center. In thin airfoil theory, 

using a model of the infinitely thin airfoil, it can be analytically derived that the 

aerodynamic center is located at one-quarter of the chord (i.e. it divides the chord 

in 1:3 ratio, being closer to the leading edge). This approximation is widely used in 

practice for most airfoils. And forms the basis of the lifting line approximation of 

wing flow. 
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In principle, it is possible to solve the Laplace equation for the velocity potential or 

the streamline function using finite element or finite difference method. This 

approach leads to solving a single large sparse system of linear equations, for which 

efficient methods exist. On the contrary, solving the nonlinear Navier-Stokes 

equations usually requires many even larger sparse systems to be solved. Still, both 

approaches are based on direct local approximations to differential equations, and 

thus lead to systems with a number of unknowns proportional to the area (or, in 

3D, volume) of the problem domain. 

 

Let us consider an arbitrary 2D function ∇𝜉 as outside a domain Ω, and let the 

gradient of the function be vanishing at infinity: 

∇𝜉(𝑥, 𝑦) → 0 𝑎𝑠 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 → ∞                  (3-16) 

Let also (𝑥0, 𝑦0) be an arbitrary point outside Ω. Then, using the Green’s third 

identity (see Appendix), we get: 

𝜉(𝑥0, 𝑦0) =
1

2𝜋
∮ −

𝜕Ω
[𝜉∇(logr) − (logr)∇𝜉] ∗ 𝑛𝑑𝑆     (3-17) 

Where 

𝑟 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)2                     (3-18) 

Let us see what happens if we substitute the streamline function 𝜓 for 𝜉 in this 

equation. Equation (3-6) says that 𝜓  is constant on 𝜕Ω. Using again the Green’s 

identity, the first integral then simplifies to a constant independent of 𝑥0: 

∮ 𝜓
𝜕Ω

∇(logr)𝑛𝑑𝑆 =  𝜓 ↾ 𝜕Ω                     (3-19) 

What remains is the integral 

∮ ∇𝜓
𝜕Ω

𝑛(logr)𝑑𝑆                              (3-20) 
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Considering Equation (3-9), it is apparent that the integrand of Equation (3-20) is 

a streamline function of a potential vortex. Now, taking the derivatives of Equations 

(3-19), (3-20) with respect to 𝑥0, 𝑦0 will yield integral expressions for velocities 

𝑣𝑥, 𝑣𝑦 at (𝑥0, 𝑦0). 

 

Together, this shows that if a streamline function can be introduced for a flow in 

the whole domain with a constant limiting velocity at infinity, then the flow can be 

expressed as an integral superposition of potential vortices (of infinitesimal strength) 

along the domain boundary and a uniform flow field. Specifically, it can be shown 

that the streamline function exists for a simple inviscid incompressible irrotational 

flow around an airfoil. This result forms the basis for modeling flow by panel method 

in XFOIL, as described in the following section. 

 

The data has been extracted from XFOIL. XFOIL is free aerodynamic software code 

released under the General Public License. It is a visual tool for visual design and 

performance evaluation of airfoils. Its interactive nature, while useful for manual 

design, is actually an obstacle when used as an automated optimization solver. In 

the following section, the means of overcoming this obstacle are described. The flow 

solution in XFOIL is based on vortex panel method, coupled with a boundary layer 

model. 

 

The result in the previous section suggests approximating the flow around an airfoil 

using a distribution of potential vortices along the airfoil surface (boundary), 

superimposed on a uniform flow given by the freestream velocity. 
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Figure 3.1 describes the model of flow used by XFOIL. The inviscid part is 

approximated by a piecewise linear distribution of potential vortices around the 

airfoil surface. This piecewise linear distribution is determined by the vorticity 

values in nodes distributed along the surface, 𝛾1, … . , 𝛾𝑁 . Segments connecting 

successive nodes are called panels, hence the name panel method. The boundary 

layer influence is modeled by the so-called “wall transpiration” model, using a 

piecewise constant distribution of potential sources. The zero normal flux boundary 

condition is imposed by requiring that the stream function be equal at all nodes to 

some constant 𝜓0. Together, this gives a system of the form 

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑗 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑗 = 𝜓0 + 𝑣𝑥∞𝑦𝑖 + 𝑣𝑦∞𝑥𝑖,
𝑁+𝑁𝑤−2
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑗=1      (3-21) 

where the influence coefficients 𝑎𝑖𝑗, 𝑏𝑖𝑗 are determined from unit stream functions 

of a potential vortex and potential source, as given by Equations (3-9), (3-15). 

 

The Kutta condition is imposed by requiring that 𝛾1 + 𝛾𝑁= 0. A panel is also placed 

on the trailing edge if it has a nonzero thickness; the vorticity and source strength 

on this panel are determined by 𝛾1, 𝛾𝑁 . Another chain of panels, but with no 

vorticity, only sources, is used to model the wake. (Figure 3.1) 

 

Figure 3.1: XFOIL flow model 

The boundary layer model employed in XFOIL is quite complicated and its 

description is beyond the scope of this thesis. The model is based on standard 

integral momentum and kinetic energy shape parameter equations for the boundary 
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layer, forming a system of two ordinary differential equations. Empirical functional 

dependencies are assumed amongst the relevant boundary layer quantities to close 

the equations. Different dependencies are assumed for laminar and turbulent 

boundary layer region, respectively, giving rise to two different systems of equations. 

The transition points are determined using the e9 method, Drela (1986) and (1988). 

The coupling between the inviscid potential model and the viscous boundary layer 

model is realized through the tangential velocity, 𝑢𝑒, which, taking into account 

Equation (3-4) is assumed equal to ∇𝜓・n on the suction side of the airfoil, and −∇𝜓

・ n on the pressure side of the airfoil. According to Equation (3-20), in a control 

point on the airfoil surface we get the equations 

±𝑈𝑒𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖 + 𝑣𝑥∞𝑛𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣𝑦∞𝑛𝑦𝑖                        (3-22) 

where nx, ny are components of a unit normal vector of the airfoil. In the wake, there 

is no such simple relation, it is necessary to express the dependence of −∇𝜓・n on 

the freestream and all vortex and source elements, to end up with a linear system 

𝑈𝑒𝑖 = 𝑣𝑥∞𝑛𝑥𝑖 − 𝑣𝑦∞𝑛𝑦𝑖 +  ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑗 + ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑗 .𝑁+𝑁𝑤−2
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑗=1     (3-23) 

The influence coefficients,  𝑐𝑖𝑗 , 𝑑𝑖𝑗  are again evaluated using the equations by 

Equations (3-8), (3-14). The normal direction to the wake is oriented so as to match 

the normal direction on the suction side of the airfoil. 

 

3.2 Hydrofoil Selection  

The thesis will select hydrofoil from two options, NACA 0012, NACA 6409. The 

chord length is 1.0 m. The NACA 0012 is mainly used for the simulation validation 

with the experiment data from NASA and XFOIL data. 
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3.3 NACA 0012 Airfoil description 

NACA 0012 airfoil is a symmetric type of airfoil with zero lift coefficient at zero 

degree angle of attack. Thus its direction of lift force is opposite to the angle of 

attack 0.  The section shape has been shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2: Shape of NACA 0012 airfoil 

NACA 0012 airfoil is one of the standard airfoils to validate whether the numerical 

simulation is accurate. In the air, the Reynold number is over 2,000,000 when 

velocity is above 30 m/s, this section only studies the airfoil characters above 

Reynold number 2,000,000. Figure 3.3 indicates CL and CD values at different angles 

of attack in XFOIL. 

 

Figure 3.3: NACA 0012 lift and drag coefficient with different angles of attack in 

XFOIL 
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3.4 Numerical Simulation and Validation of NACA 0012 

3.4.1 NACA 0012 model setup 

The physical parameters for a NACA 0012 airfoil used in current numerical 

simulations based on published experimental tests. Ira and Albert (1949) in National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) made the typical series experiments 

in the 1950s. Many authors who made numerical simulation compared with the 

experiment data, like Jose (2005), Paulo (2009) and Rodriguez (2013). The main 

parameter and coordinate of the NACA 0012 shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 

3.4.2 NACA 0012 mesh setup 

Because the angle of attack must be taken into consideration of NACA 0012 airfoil 

simulation. The mesh method has to use overset mesh. The advantage of the overset 

mesh is easy to change the angle of attack without remaking the whole simulation. 

The theory of overset mesh is to make a small area of the mesh, which inserts in the 

whole mesh. The boundary size of the small mesh is the same as the motion area of 

the whole mesh. In this way, the overset mesh can move freely with the same 

condition of inlet and outlet setting.  

Table 3.1: Main parameters of NACA 0012 

NACA 0012 

Chord length 1m 

Max thickness 
12% at 30% 

chord 

Max Camber No Camber 

Velocity 30 m/s 

Reynolds number 2,111,635 

Air density 1.225 kg/m3 

Air Viscosity 1.421E-5 m2/s 
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There are three steps to making the simulation. First is the flow dimension definition, 

the distance to the inlet, outlet and walls boundaries. Second is the mesh generation. 

In order to achieve accurate resistance predictions, it needs to use trimmed 

hexahedral meshes with local refinements and prism layers along the walls of the 

wetted surface. In order to refine the computational mesh only where it is necessary, 

the volumetric controls with particular shapes. A particular cell size is then assigned 

to these volumetric controls. The third part is the boundary condition setting, 

including inlet, outlet and side velocity, etc.  
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Table 3.2: Coordinate of airfoil NACA 0012 

Point 

Number 

X 

location 

(m) 

Half 

Thickness 

(m) 

Point 

Number 

X 

location 

(m) 

Half 

Thickness 

(m) 

1 0 0 34 0.51208 0.05216 

2 0.00058 0.00426 35 0.53622 0.05052 

3 0.00233 0.00843 36 0.56027 0.04876 

4 0.00525 0.0125 37 0.58418 0.04691 

5 0.00931 0.01647 38 0.60789 0.04498 

6 0.01453 0.02033 39 0.63135 0.04298 

7 0.02088 0.02407 40 0.65451 0.04092 

8 0.02834 0.02768 41 0.6773 0.03881 

9 0.03691 0.03116 42 0.69968 0.03667 

10 0.04656 0.03448 43 0.7216 0.03451 

11 0.05727 0.03764 44 0.74299 0.03233 

12 0.06902 0.04063 45 0.76382 0.03015 

13 0.08176 0.04344 46 0.78403 0.02798 

14 0.09549 0.04605 47 0.80358 0.02583 

15 0.11016 0.04846 48 0.82242 0.02371 

16 0.12574 0.05065 49 0.84051 0.02163 

17 0.1422 0.05263 50 0.8578 0.01961 

18 0.15949 0.05437 51 0.87426 0.01764 

19 0.17758 0.05589 52 0.88984 0.01574 

20 0.19642 0.05716 53 0.90451 0.01391 

21 0.21597 0.0582 54 0.91824 0.01218 

22 0.23618 0.05901 55 0.93098 0.01055 

23 0.25701 0.05958 56 0.94273 0.00902 

24 0.2784 0.05991 57 0.95344 0.00761 

25 0.30032 0.06002 58 0.96309 0.00632 

26 0.3227 0.0599 59 0.97166 0.00517 

27 0.34549 0.05957 60 0.97912 0.00415 

28 0.36865 0.05904 61 0.98547 0.00328 

29 0.39211 0.05831 62 0.99069 0.00256 

30 0.41582 0.0574 63 0.99475 0.00199 

31 0.43973 0.05632 64 0.99767 0.00159 

32 0.46378 0.05508 65 0.99942 0.00134 

33 0.48792 0.05369 66 1 0.00126 
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The distance from the inlet to the airfoil head is 3 times of the airfoil length, which 

same as the distance from the top and bottom. The distance from the end of the 

airfoil to the outlet is about 5 times as the airfoil length (see Figure 3.4). 

 

Models define the spatial and temporal solution methods and the physical properties 

of the flow. In this case, the flow is steady, turbulent, and compressible. Use the K-

Epsilon turbulence model. (Table 3.3) 

Table 3.3: Simulation model parameter for NACA airfoil 0012 

Group Box Model 

Space Two-Dimensional (Selected automatically) 

Time Steady 

Material Gas 

Flow Coupled Flow 

Gradient Metrics Gradients (Selected automatically) 

Equation of State Ideal Gas 

Viscous Regime Turbulent 

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes(Selected 

automatically) 

Reynolds-Averaged 

Turbulence 

K-Epsilon Turbulence 

Realizable K-Epsilon Two layer (Selected automatically) 

Exact Wall Distance (Selected automatically) 

All y+ Wall Treatment (Selected automatically) 

The overset part boundaries conditions are given as Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Boundary condition setting for NACA airfoil 0012 

Property Setting 

Airfoil Wall 

Overset Boundary Overset Mesh 

Symmetry Symmetry Plane 

The background mesh boundaries conditions are then set as shown in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: Mesh boundaries condition for NACA airfoil 0012 

Group Model 

Surface Meshers Surface Remesher 

Core Volume Meshers Trimmed Cell Mesher 

Optional Boundary Layer Mesher Prism Layer Mesher 

The overset mesh and background mesh are combined as shown in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: Base mesh setting for NACA airfoil 0012 

Node Property Setting 

Base Size Value 0.5 m 

Minimum Surface 

Size > Relative Size 

Percentage of Base 25.0 

Volume Growth Rate Default Growth Rate Slow 
 

Surface Growth Rate Slow 

Volumetric Control Parts Overlap 

Controls 

Surface Remesher Customize Size Activated 

Trimmer Customize Isotropic 

Size 

Activated 

Values 

Custom Size Size Type Relative to 

base % 

Relative Size Percentage of Base 12.5 

The airfoil sounding with details are indicated in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7: Detailed mesh size for NACA airfoil 0012 

Part Relative Size % 

Overlap 12.5 

Airfoil 5.0 

Leading Edge 1.0 

Trailing Edge 2.0 
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The numerical NACA 0012 mesh for the CFD solver is shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5 

and 3.6. The numerical mesh consists of unstructured triangular elements 

everywhere except at the boundary layer region near the foil, which is discretized 

with the structured mesh. The ideal smallest element near the foil surface satisfies 

y+ = 1. Every boundary layer thickness shows in Table 3.8. The mesh is refined near 

the foil's leading and trailing edges, as well as in the wake region, in order to capture 

the flow details. The boundary conditions are uniform flow with 3% turbulence 

intensity at the inlet (i.e., left-end of the numerical domain shown in Figure 3.5), 

symmetry conditions at the top and bottom of the fluid domain, solid-wall boundary 

conditions on the foil surface, and prescribed pressure boundary conditions at the 

outlet. The mesh elements are deformed according to the computed bending and 

twisting displacements of the hydrofoil at each time-step.  

Table 3.8: Boundary layer thickness for NACA airfoil 0012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layer 

number 

Thickness 

(mm) 

1 1.801E-05 

2 2.702E-05 

3 4.053E-05 

4 6.079E-05 

5 9.119E-05 

6 1.368E-04 

7 2.052E-04 

8 3.078E-04 

9 4.617E-04 

10 6.925E-04 

11 1.039E-03 

12 1.558E-03 

13 2.337E-03 

Total 6.975E-03 
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The generated mesh will appear as shown in Figure 3.4. The red area is overset part, 

the blue area is background area. 

 

Figure 3.4: Overset mesh condition 

 

Figure 3.5: Detailed in front and back part of airfoil 
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Figure 3.6: 2D mesh condition 

 

 

 Figure 3.7: Velocity distribution around airfoil at 30 m/s 
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Figure 3.8: Pressure distribution around airfoil at 30 m/s 

3.4.3 Numerical convergence studies for NACA 0012 

 

Figure 3.9: Residual with iteration of the simulation 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the velocity and pressure distribution around the airfoil 

NACA 0012 at 30 m/s. Figure 3.9 shows the residual with iteration of the simulation. 

It can be found that the simulation converges after 1500 iteration. After 1500 

iterations, the calculation fluctuates really low and residual is at a low level.  So 

2000 iteration can be selected in order to save time. 
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3.4.4 Comparison of STAR CCM+, XFOIL and Experiment results 

Table 3.9: CL and CD comparison: STAR CCM+, XFOIL and Experiment data 

 STAR CCM+ XFOIL Exp. 

deg 
lift 

coeff 

drag 

coeff 
CL/CD 

lift 

coeff 

drag 

coeff 
CL/CD 

lift 

coeff 

drag 

coeff 
CL/CD 

-15 - - - -1.380  0.0316  -43.68  - - - 

-14 - - - -1.350  0.0260  -51.89  - - - 

-13 - - - -1.313  0.0221  -59.50  - - - 

-12 - - - -1.246  0.0193  -64.50  - - - 

-11 -1.186  0.0167  -70.98  -1.167  0.0169  -69.03  -1.150  0.0156  -73.72  

-10 -1.086  0.0145  -75.16  -1.081  0.0150  -72.09  -1.090  0.0142  -76.76  

-9 -0.981  0.0130  -75.40  -0.995  0.0134  -74.18  -0.970  0.0127  -76.38  

-8 -0.868  0.0113  -76.54  -0.910  0.0121  -75.30  -0.850  0.0110  -77.27  

-7 -0.770  0.0103  -74.89  -0.827  0.0110  -75.51  -0.750  0.0101  -74.26  

-6 -0.664  0.0093  -71.35  -0.694  0.0097  -71.32  -0.640  0.0088  -72.73  

-5 -0.552  0.0085  -64.96  -0.557  0.0085  -65.77  -0.540  0.0081  -66.67  

-4 -0.451  0.0075  -60.46  -0.428  0.0073  -58.74  -0.420  0.0072  -58.33  

-3 -0.341  0.0066  -51.79  -0.320  0.0064  -50.02  -0.330  0.0063  -52.38  

-2 -0.227  0.0063  -36.06  -0.214  0.0058  -36.90  -0.210  0.0061  -34.43  

-1 -0.112  0.0061  -18.38  -0.108  0.0055  -19.58  -0.110  0.0060  -18.49  

0 0.001  0.0059  0.16  0.000  0.0054  0.00  0.000  0.0058  0.00  

1 0.114  0.0061  18.68  0.108  0.0055  19.58  0.120  0.0060  20.17  

2 0.229  0.0063  36.36  0.214  0.0058  36.90  0.220  0.0062  35.48  

3 0.343  0.0066  51.97  0.320  0.0064  50.02  0.350  0.0066  53.03  

4 0.446  0.0075  59.26  0.428  0.0073  58.74  0.430  0.0070  61.43  

5 0.556  0.0086  64.33  0.557  0.0085  65.79  0.550  0.0081  67.90  

6 0.664  0.0094  70.76  0.694  0.0097  71.40  0.650  0.0088  73.86  

7 0.772  0.0104  74.57  0.827  0.0110  75.50  0.780  0.0097  80.41  

8 0.878  0.0115  76.54  0.910  0.0121  75.36  0.880  0.0110  80.00  

9 0.982  0.0130  75.42  0.995  0.0134  74.18  1.010  0.0127  79.53  

10 1.090  0.0147  74.39  1.081  0.0150  72.10  1.100  0.0139  79.14  

11 1.186  0.0167  70.98  1.167  0.0169  69.04  1.190  0.0159  74.84  

12 - - - 1.246  0.0193  64.51  - - - 

13 - - - 1.314  0.0221  59.52  - - - 

14 - - - 1.351  0.0260  51.92  - - - 

15 - - - 1.381  0.0316  43.74  - - - 
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Figure 3.10: CL comparison: STAR CCM+, XFOIL and Experimental data 

 

 

Figure 3.11: CD comparison: STAR CCM+, XFOIL and Experimental data 
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Figure 3.12: CL /CD comparison: STAR CCM+, XFOIL and Experimental data  

 

Table 3.9 illustrates the comparison between the STAR CCM+ results, NASA 

experimental data, and XFOIL results. Figure 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, show the CL, CD and 

CL/CD ratio of different results. It can be seen from Table 3.10 and Figure 3.13 that 

the results from STAR CCM+ simulation are close to XFOIL result, the average 

error is below 5% between the angles of attack from -11 to 11 degrees. The error of 

CD results are a little higher around 9% from -2 to 2 degrees. However, the results 

between STAR-CCM+ simulations are much closer to the experimental data from 

-6 to 6 degrees, which is also within the range of TSHT hydrofoil. The experimental 

drag coefficient results above 7 degree are lower than the STAR CCM+ and XFOIL 

results. However, the lift coefficient of the experimental results are almost the same 

as XFOIL and STAR CCM+ results. The errors are below 7%, which are acceptable. 

Table 3.10 and Figure 3.13 demonstrate the error between STAR CCM+, XFOIL 

and the experimental.  
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Table 3.10: Error comparison with XFOIL and Experiment data 

 Error with XFOIL  % Error with Experiment  % 

Angle of 

attack 

CL error 

with XFOIL 

CD error 

with XFOIL 

CL error with 

Experiment 

CD error with 

Experiment 

-11 1.688 -1.101 3.156 7.141 

-10 0.490 -3.602 -0.367 1.761 

-9 -1.397 -2.983 1.124 2.441 

-8 -4.657 -6.203 2.118 3.091 

-7 -6.870 -6.100 2.667 1.802 

-6 -4.266 -4.317 3.797 5.795 

-5 -0.905 0.329 2.233 4.912 

-4 5.481 2.473 7.390 3.612 

-3 6.542 2.889 3.346 4.522 

-2 5.960 8.434 8.180 3.279 

-1 4.272 11.111 1.902 2.521 

0 -5.706 9.259 -5.706 1.724 

1 6.004 11.111 -5.038 2.521 

2 6.855 8.434 4.135 1.613 

3 7.132 3.103 -2.020 -0.021 

4 4.267 3.344 3.685 7.477 

5 -0.273 1.991 1.033 6.649 

6 -4.264 -3.395 2.216 6.705 

7 -6.646 -5.479 -1.057 6.701 

8 -3.531 -5.018 -0.209 4.307 

9 -1.294 -2.908 -2.780 2.520 

10 0.833 -2.268 -0.927 5.396 

11 1.670 -1.101 -0.312 5.119 

Ave. 3.956  4.650  2.843  3.983  
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Figure 3.13: Error comparison with XFOIL and Experiment data 

 

3.4.5 Mesh size sensitivity. 

Apart from y+, mesh size also has a big influence on the simulation results. In this 

part, five mesh sizes are tested to compare the influence of mesh size on the accuracy 

of the results. Figure 3.14 lists the mesh with different density. (Density depends on 

first layer’s side length with 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm.) 
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Figure 3.14: Detail meshing of the forward part of airfoil with different side length 

of 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm. 
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Table 3.11: Comparison among mesh cells number, calculation time error with 

experiment and XFOIL data with different mesh density 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.15: Error comparison between Experiment and XFOIL data with different 

mesh density 

 

Table 3.11 and Figure 3.15 show the STAR CCM+ simulation result comparison 

among different mesh size with XFOIL and NASA experimental result. It can be 

seen from Figure 3.15 that the calculation error decreased with the first layer size 

decrease. The blue line is the error with the NASA experimental data and the red 

with XFOIL data. The error drops significantly from the size of 6 mm to 4 mm 
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2mm 246057 11  3.39 4.25 
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4mm 83308 6 3.52 4.32 

5mm 71914 5 3.76 4.41 

6mm 61914 4 4.21 5.52 
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while the error only has little change with the smaller mesh size. Considering that 

the calculation time increases with more mesh cells, 4 mm as the airfoil first layer 

mesh was chosen for this thesis.  

 

3.5 Numerical simulation and validation of NACA 6409 

3.5.1 NACA 6409 model setup 

NACA 6409 numerical model use the same setting of NACA 0012 except changing 

the simulation material from gas to liquid. The main parameters are showing in 

Table 3.12. The coordinate and the shape of NACA 6409 are shown in Table 3.13 

and Figure 3.16. 

Table 3.12: NACA 6409 main parameters 

NACA 6409 

Chord 

length 1m 

Max 

thickness 

9% at 29.3% 

chord 

Max 

camber 

6%at39.6% 

chord 

Velocity 10 m/s 

Reynolds 

number 23,677,984 
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Table 3.13: Coordinate of airfoil NACA 6409 

Point 

number 
X(mm) Y(mm) 

Point 

number 
X(mm) Y(mm) 

1 1000 0 32 4.67 -5.73 

2 997.32 0.84 33 14.67 -9.56 

3 989.3 3.33 34 29.73 -11.57 

4 976.03 7.37 35 49.7 -11.92 

5 957.6 12.84 36 74.28 -10.8 

6 934.23 19.54 37 103.17 -8.44 

7 906.15 27.24 38 136.07 -5.13 

8 873.57 35.71 39 172.57 -1.19 

9 836.9 44.64 40 212.35 3.07 

10 796.47 53.78 41 254.98 7.29 

11 752.72 62.83 42 300.12 11.12 

12 706.08 71.53 43 347.3 14.25 

13 657.1 79.61 44 396.18 16.39 

14 606.27 86.84 45 447.07 17.72 

15 554.13 93.02 46 498.68 18.71 

16 501.32 97.96 47 550.4 19.25 

17 448.4 101.52 48 601.67 19.29 

18 395.9 103.6 49 651.93 18.8 

19 343.67 103.52 50 700.65 17.8 

20 293.15 100.86 51 747.28 16.34 

21 245.02 95.84 52 791.3 14.51 

22 199.88 88.74 53 832.23 12.41 

23 158.3 79.92 54 869.57 10.17 

24 120.8 69.82 55 902.88 7.91 

25 87.8 58.89 56 931.8 5.76 

26 59.68 47.62 57 955.93 3.83 

27 36.77 36.46 58 975.03 2.21 

28 19.2 25.81 59 988.83 1.01 

29 7.2 16.03 60 997.22 0.25 

30 0.8 7.37 61 1000 0 

31 0 0    
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Figure 3.16: Shape of airfoil NACA 6409 

3.5.2 NACA 6409 mesh setup 

The only difference of airfoil NACA 6409 and NACA 0012 is the shape, so all the 

boundary setting and y+ layer thickness are the same. 

 

3.5.3 Comparison of the simulation result with XFOIL 

Table 3.14 shows the results derived from simulation, experiment, and XFOIL. It 

can be seen that the difference between them for CL/CD value are mostly below 10% 

and hence it is deemed that the results are reasonably reliable. 
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Table 3.14: Result and error of STAR CCM+ simulation and XFOIL results of 

NACA6409 

Alpha 
STAR CCM+ results XFOIL results Error 

CL % 

Error 

CD % CL CD CL/CD CL CD CL/CD 

-10 -0.185 0.0889 -2.08 -0.185 0.0890 -2.07 0.24 -0.04 

-9 -0.115 0.0731 -1.57 -0.113 0.0723 -1.56 1.95 1.17 

-8 -0.121 0.0646 -1.87 -0.123 0.0655 -1.87 -1.22 -1.30 

-7 -0.063 0.0148 -4.28 -0.054 0.0143 -3.77 18.15 3.91 

-6 0.050 0.0120 4.17 0.049 0.0121 4.10 1.21 -0.50 

-5 0.145 0.0097 14.88 0.153 0.0095 16.09 -5.23 2.51 

-4 0.255 0.0083 30.64 0.260 0.0085 30.51 -1.62 -2.06 

-3 0.365 0.0075 48.59 0.366 0.0076 48.28 -0.18 -0.80 

-2 0.474 0.0073 65.18 0.471 0.0071 66.32 0.58 2.35 

-1 0.585 0.0071 82.52 0.576 0.0070 82.58 1.66 1.74 

0 0.693 0.0072 96.19 0.679 0.0070 97.00 2.00 2.86 

1 0.811 0.0077 105.06 0.781 0.0071 110.00 3.81 8.70 

2 0.919 0.0072 128.08 0.888 0.0063 141.24 3.40 14.02 

3 1.025 0.0073 140.25 0.991 0.0068 145.23 3.44 7.12 

4 1.125 0.0081 138.78 1.093 0.0073 149.11 2.92 10.58 

5 1.230 0.0090 136.43 1.193 0.0079 150.99 3.09 14.09 

6 1.330 0.0098 135.75 1.285 0.0088 146.00 3.51 11.33 

7 1.423 0.0123 115.68 1.358 0.0107 126.40 4.84 14.55 

8 1.463 0.0155 94.09 1.380 0.0148 92.96 6.05 4.77 

9 1.492 0.0175 85.17 1.424 0.0177 80.29 4.73 -1.27 

10 1.560 0.0205 75.92 1.471 0.0208 70.82 6.06 -1.07 

11 1.601 0.0256 62.54 1.512 0.0245 61.62 5.91 4.36 

12 1.633 0.0306 53.37 1.535 0.0302 50.85 6.41 1.39 

13 1.643 0.0393 41.81 1.542 0.0382 40.32 6.56 2.77 

14 1.650 0.0484 34.09 1.553 0.0473 32.87 6.23 2.41 

15 1.680 0.0590 28.49 1.561 0.0579 26.96 7.64 1.85 

Average error 4.17 4.59 
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Figure 3.17: CL result comparison between STAR CCM+ simulation and XFOIL 

data of NACA 6409 

 

Figure 3.18: CD result comparison between STAR CCM+ simulation and XFOIL 

data of NACA 6409 
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Figure 3.19: CL/CD result comparison between STAR CCM+ simulation and 

XFOIL data of NACA 6409 

 

It can be seen from Table 3.14 and Figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 that the results from 

STAR CCM+ simulation are close to XFOIL results. The average error is below 5% 

between the angle of attack from -10 to 15 degrees, except for -7 degree. The CD 

error is around 10% when the angles of attack are between 1 to 7 degrees while the 

CL error is within 5%. The STAR CCM+ simulation result is higher than the XFOIL 

data. Besides, both CL and CD error is within 8% beyond 7 degree angle of attack 

and below 5% when the angles of attack are less than 0 degree. The error of CL rises 

up to 18% at -7 degree because it is the lift coefficient mutation angle. The lift 

coefficient changes from positive to negative at this angle. In summary, although 

there is some error, which is a little higher, the average error is within an acceptable 

range. 
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Figure 3.20: CL comparison between NACA 6409 and NACA 0012 

 

Figure 3.21: CD comparison between NACA 6409 and NACA 0012 

 

 

Figure 3.22: CL/CD comparison between NACA 6409 and NACA 0012 
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Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 are comparisons of CL, CD and CL/CD for NACA 6409 

and NACA 0012. In Figure 3.20, the CL of NACA 6409 is higher than NACA 0012, 

especially when the angle of attack is below 0. NACA 6409 still has positive lift 

coefficient until -6.5 degree angle of attack. From Figure 3.22, it can be seen that 

NACA 6409 has positive CL/CD ratio above -6.5 degree, which prevents the sudden 

dropping if the ship passes a wave and has a pitch motion. Figure 3.22 shows the 

maximum ratio of CL/CD is between 2 to 6 degrees. Usually, the ship has 2 to 4 

degrees of trim. For TSHT, the ship’s trim can be locked within 2 to 6 degrees, 

which is stable and has an adjustable area. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TSHT SUBMERGED MODEL NUMERICAL 

SIMULATION  

 

4.1 Submarine Model “SUBOFF” Characteristics 

TSHT submerged model is based on the US standard submarine model “SUBOFF”, 

Figure 4.1. The Submarine Technology Program (STP) Office of DARPA funded a 

concerted and coordinated Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Program to assist 

in the development of advanced submarines for the future. The DARPA SUBOFF 

project evaluated, in a competitive environment directly against model test results, 

flow field predictions of an axisymmetric hull model with and without appendages. 

The model configurations were designed at DTRC and are given in this section. The 

side view of the SUBOFF submarine shows in Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1: Side view of SUBOFF submarine 

The SUBOFF project provided a forum for the CFD community to compare the 

numerical predictions of the flow field over an axisymmetric hull model with and 

without various typical appendage components with experimental data. The CFD 
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predictions of flow fields of typical submarine configurations were made without the 

prior knowledge of the actual experimental data. 

 

TSHT submarine condition takes the reference of SUBOFF on the hull length, 

diameter, control towel size, and rudder length, which can provide good underwater 

performance also consider the displacement. The only change is that the TSHT’s 

bow is sharper than SUBOFF, which is mainly considering the surface navigation 

requirements. The dimension of SUBOFF and TSHT submerged condition are 

showing Table 4.1. The model of TSHT submarine shows in Figure 4.2 

Table 4.1: Main parameters of SUBOFF and TSHT in submerged condition 

Parts 

Parameters 

SUBOFF 

submarine 

TSHT 

submarine 

Ratio 

TSHT/SUBOFF 

Hull length 4.356 37.4 8.6454 

Hull diameter 0.508 4.4 8.661417 

Control towel 0.619  5.36 8.66 

Rudder length 0.139  1.2 8.66 

Wetted surafce 6.338 485 76.5=8.752 

Displacement m3 0.718 478 533=8.7313 

 

Figure 4.2: Different views of TSHT submarine condition 
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4.2 Numerical Validation of SUBOFF 

In order to validate the accuracy of TSHT simulation, the SUBOFF numerical 

simulation is first executed then compared with the TSHT simulation and 

mathematical result. The simulations were performed with CFD software STAR-

CCM+. It uses dynamic overset grids to resolve large-amplitude motions and a 

single-phase level set approach to model the free surface. The RANS and DES 

approaches are based on a blended shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model 

(Menter, 1994). Rigid-body motion computations with six degrees of freedom are 

possible and can incorporate moving control surfaces and modeled or resolved 

propulsors. CFD Ship-Iowa is capable of including regular and irregular waves, 

maneuvering controllers, and autopilot and has been validated for steady-state and 

dynamic problems (Carrica et al. 2007a, 2007b). 

 

4.2.1 Mathematical Equations 

 Governing Equations 

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are non-dimensionalized using the 

reference velocity and a characteristic length L. The mass and momentum 

conservation equations are written as: 

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= 0                              (4-1) 

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[

1

𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓
(

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)] + 𝑆𝑖   (4-2) 

Where the dimensionless piezometric pressure is p=pabs/ρU2+2k/3 and pabs is the 

absolute pressure. The effective Reynolds number is 1/𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1/𝑅𝑒 + 𝑣𝑡, with the 

turbulent viscosity 𝑣𝑡 obtained from the turbulence model. 

 Turbulence Modeling 
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The turbulence model used is a blended k − ω/k − ε model. The turbulent kinetic 

energy k and the specific dissipation rate ω are computed from the transport 

equations for the k − ω model: 

∂k

∂t
+ (uj − 𝜎𝑘

∂vt

∂xj
)

∂k

∂xj
−

1

pk

∂2k

∂xj
2 + S𝑘 = 0             (4-3) 

∂ω

∂t
+ (uj − σω

∂vt

∂xj
)

∂ω

∂xj
−

1

pω

∂2ω

∂xj
2 + Sω = 0           (4-4) 

The turbulent viscosity is 𝑣𝑡=k/ω and the Peclet numbers are defined as: 

Pk =
1

1/𝑅𝑒+σkvt
, Pω =

1

1/𝑅𝑒+σωvt
,                   (4-5) 

The source for k and ω are 

sk = −G + β∗ωk                                (4-6) 

sω = w (β∗ω − r
G

k
) − 2(1 − F1)σw2 (

∂k

∂xj
) (

∂ω

∂xj
)

1

ω
     (4-7) 

Where  

G = vt: (
∂u

∂xj
)                                    (4-8) 

F1 = tan h [(m in (max (
√k

0.09ωδ
;

1

Re

500

s2ω
) ;

4σω2k

CBkωs2))
4

]    (4-9) 

CDkω = max (2σω2
1

ω
(

∂k

∂xj
) (

∂ω

∂xj
) ; 10−20)              (4-10) 

The blending function F1 switches from zero in the wake region to one in the 

logarithmic and sublayer regions of boundary layers. In order to calculate F1 the 

distance to the nearest no-slip surface,δ, is needed. 

 

The SST model is a user-specified option that accounts for turbulent stresses 

transport. This inclusion improves the results for flows containing opposing pressure 

gradients. The model varies from the blended k − ω/k − ε model with the absolute 

value of the vorticity, Ω, used to define the turbulent viscosity as: 

vt =
0,31k

max(0,31ω;ΩF2)
                                 (4-11) 
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F2 = tan h (max (
2√k

0.09ωδ
;

500

s2ω
))

2

                      (4-12) 

 

4.3 Numerical simulation 

4.3.1 Boundary condition set up 

The initial and boundary conditions in CFD analyses must be carefully determined 

depending on the flow problem. Appropriate boundary conditions can also reduce 

the cost of calculations (Dogrul, 2015). Because the SUBOFF submarine is 

symmetric shape, analysis can be carried out only by creating computational domain 

longitudinally half to simplify the simulation and reduce the mesh and time of the 

analysis. This type of simulation has been widely used for resistance analysis. The 

main dimensions of the computational domain are determined in accordance with 

the ITTC guidelines (ITTC 2011). The main dimensions of the computational 

domain have been determined as 5L for length, 2L for width, 3L for height (L is the 

length of the submarine) so as not to be affected by boundaries, respectively. A 3-

D view of the computational domain is given in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: 3-D view of the computational domain 

 

4.3.2 Mesh setup 

All grids, shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5, were constructed to satisfy the y+=1 

requirement of the k − ω/k − ε turbulence model with near-wall integration. The 

submarine grids are listed in Table 4.2. All grids in the simulation are set in the 

structural mesh. The overlapping appendage grids are intended to provide a fine 

computational mesh for the wake. Several small parts of refinements are used to 

better capture the sail wake and the wake of the submarine. Besides, in order to 

decrease the mesh number and shorten the calculation time, the boundary layers 

need optimization.  

 

A fourth-order biased scheme was used for convection for the momentum equations 

with a second-order centered scheme used for diffusion and a second-order backward 

discretization used in time. The turbulence equations used the same schemes for 

diffusion and time but differed from the momentum equations by utilizing a second 
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order upwind scheme for convection. The boundary conditions used were: no-slip for 

the hull and appendages, imposed incoming velocity for the inlet, zero normal second 

derivative for the exit, and far-field conditions for the tank. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Overall mesh of the SUBOFF 

 

Figure 4.5: Mesh distribution of SUBOFF simulation 
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Table 4.2: Grid dimensions for SUBOFF submarine 

Grid Size 

Mesh number 

with y+=1 

Mesh number 

with y+=30 

Front 16mm 20k 3k 

Middle 32mm 330k 50k 

End 16mm 70k 10k 

Rudder 8mm 50k 8k 

Outside hull 64mm 1,000k 160k 

End refinement 16mm 500k 60k 

Background 128mm 200k 29k 

Total 
 

2,170k 330k 

 

4.3.3 Results and y+ comparison 

Theoretically, y+ within 1 to 300 are all feasible for the simulation with the different 

boundary thickness. For an incompressible liquid, there is no large difference for y+ 

within 1 to 200. In this section, another series of simulation with y+ = 30 will be 

executed to compare with the result of y+ = 1. The total mesh could be reduced by 

70% in simulations. The distribution of the mesh refinement is shown in Table 4.2. 

The calculation results of different y+ shows in Table 4.3. The distribution of flow 

velocity and y+ value shows in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6:  Velocity distribution simulation result of y+ = 1 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Velocity distribution simulation result of y+ = 30 
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Table 4.3: Resistance comparison between y+ = 1 and y+ = 30 

V 

(m/s) 

Total Res. 

(N), y+=1 

Total Res. 

(N), y+=30 

Error 

(%) 

1.54 30.2 30.4 0.662 

2.57 69.5 69.7 0.287 

3.6 132.2 133.2 0.756 

4.63 211.8 212.8 0.472 

5.66 304.4 304.9 0.164 

6.69 418.5 419.2 0.167 

7.72 550.7 551.6 0.163 

8.74 696.4 697.9 0.215 

9.77 843.6 844.5 0.106 

From Table 4.3, it can be seen that the error of results between y+ = 1 and y+ = 30 

are within 1%. It can be proved that the influence of y+ can be ignored as y+ is 30.  

 

4.4 Results Comparison with Mathematical and Experiment Test of 

SUBOFF Submarine 

A submarine’s total resistance is made up of frictional resistance and wave resistance, 

Renilson (2015):  

𝐶𝐹𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
0.075

(log10𝑅𝑒−2)2
                  （4-13） 

CFform is the non-dimensional frictional resistance used ITTC’57 equation. 

 

Usually, wave resistance does not exceed 10-20% of the skin friction resistance. 

Because the outline of the SUBOFF is not as the torpedo shape, the wave resistance 

contributes approximately 15% of total frictional resistance. The resistance of the 

experiment, numerical simulation, and mathematical method are shown in Table 

4.4. 
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Table 4.4: Resistance comparison between Experiment, STAR CCM+ and 

Renilson (2015) method 

Fn 

V 

(kn) 

V 

(m/s) 

Experiment 

(N) 

STAR- 

CCM+ (N) 

Renilson (2015) 

Method(N) 

0.24 3 1.54 32 30.2 28.64 

0.40 5 2.57 67 69.5 72.73 

0.56 7 3.60 131 132.2 134.65 

0.72 9 4.63 212 211.8 213.52 

0.88 11 5.66 303 304.4 308.73 

1.03 13 6.69 421 418.5 419.83 

1.19 15 7.72 560 550.7 546.44 

1.35 17 8.74 711 696.4 688.27 

1.51 19 9.77 850 843.6 845.04 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Result comparison among experiment, STAR CCM+ simulation and 

Renilson (2015) method 

 

4.5 Simulation of TSHT Submarine Condition 

TSHT Submarine Condition Resistance Comparison between CFD and Model Test  

The main parameters of the TSHT submarine condition is shown in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: Main Parameters of TSHT 

Overall Length (m) 37.4 

Beam (m) 4.4 

Displacement (t) 489 

Displaced volume (m3) 477 

Wetted area (m2) 485 

LCB length from stern 

(m) 

16.89 

The total wetted surface area of TSHT in submarine condition is 485 m2. The 

resistance data of TSHT theoretical value (Renilson, 2015) and simulation results 

are showing in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Comparison between Renilson (2015) method and numerical simulation 

values 

Fn Knots 
Renilson (2015) method Numerical simulation 

Error % 
103CTRen PERen (kW) 103CTSim PESim (kW) 

0.1 3.7 2.52 4.4 2.32 4.4 7.90  

0.2 7.4 2.28 31.8 2.133 32.5 6.33  

0.3 11.2 2.15 101.5 2.11 108.5 2.00  

0.4 14.9 2.07 231.4 2.11 261.2 -2.12  

0.5 18.6 2.01 438.6 2.23 533.3 -10.82  

0.6 22.3 1.96 740.0 2.00 821.4 -1.78  

0.7 26.1 1.92 1151.7 2.00 1305.6 -3.94  

0.8 29.8 1.89 1689.7 1.97 1919.5 -4.15  

0.9 33.5 1.86 2369.9 1.95 2708.5 -4.78  

1 37.2 1.84 3207.6 1.92 3654.2 -4.45  
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between Renilson (2015) Method and numerical simulation 

 

Figure 4.10: PE comparison, Renilson (2015) Method and numerical simulation 

It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that the theoretical calculation of total resistance 

coefficient is very close to the simulation result except for the value of Fn 0.5. Also, 

the effective power in both cases are in very good agreement for most of the velocity 

regime. It can be concluded that the wave resistance in low Froude condition takes 

less than 15% of friction resistance. However, because the bow of the TSHT is not 

strictly symmetric, its resistance reaches a small peak around Fn 0.6 The resistances 

with speed above Fn 0.5 are slightly higher than the mathematic values. Fortunately, 
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submarine under 2000 t will not typically exceed than 20 knots. From Figure 4.9, 

the total simulation power is 821 kW when velocity is 22.3 knots. Compared with 

the German submarine U-205 which displacement is 490 t, its maximum power of 

the main engine is 1000 kW. Considering the 10% to 20% storage power, the 

calculation result is reliable.  

   

Besides, Moonesun and Javadi (2013) conducted CFD and experimental work on 

submarine resistance. They made four kinds of experimental based formula 

calculations, CFD simulation, and model test to make a comparison. The target 

submarine parameter shows in the Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7: Moonesun (2013) submarine model parameters 

overall 

length 

Hull 

diameter 
Displacement 

Bow 

length 

cylinder 

length 

conical 

stern 

length 

conical 

stern 

angle 

32 m 3.6 m 235 t 5 m 21 m 6 m 16.7 deg 

 

Moonesun and his team pick up the method which made the resistance closest to 

the model test. The method was proposed by Bertram (2000), The whole method 

shows below: 

1- Calculation of frictional resistance coefficient CF0 using ITTC-1957 friction line. 

2-Added frictional resistance from surface roughness equals to 5% of CF: 

𝛿𝐶𝐹 = 0.05𝐶𝑓         （4-14） 

𝐶𝐹 = 𝐶𝐹0 + 𝛿𝐶𝑓        （4-15） 

3-Calculation of form coefficient (K): 

K = (
𝐷

𝐿
) + 1.5 (

𝐷

𝐿
)

3

     （4-16） 
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4-Viscous pressure coefficient by: 

𝐶𝑉𝑃 = 𝐶𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 𝐾𝐶𝐹0    （4-17） 

5-Total resistance coefficient: 

𝐶𝑇 = 𝐶𝐹 + 𝐶𝑉𝑃          （4-18） 

6-Calculation of the total resistance of hull: 

𝑅𝑇 = 0.5𝐶𝑇 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ S ∗ 𝑉2   （4-19） 

where S is wetted surface area, D is the diameter of the submarine, L is the length 

of the submarine. Results of calculation by Bertram (2000) method are shown in 

Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Resistance as per Bertram (2000) method  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TSHT submerged condition resistance comparison of the Renilson (2015), Bertram 

(2000) methods and numerical simulation are shown in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.11. 

It can be seen from Figure 4.11 that CT of Renilson (2015) method exhibits lower 

Fn 
Speed 

(m/s) 
103Cf0 103δCf 103Cf K 103Cform 103CT 

RT 

(kN) 

0.1 1.91 2.189 0.109 2.298 0.12 0.263 2.561 2.34 

0.2 3.83 1.980 0.099 2.079 0.12 0.238 2.317 8.45 

0.3 5.74 1.871 0.094 1.965 0.12 0.225 2.190 17.97 

0.4 7.66 1.800 0.090 1.890 0.12 0.216 2.106 30.73 

0.5 9.57 1.747 0.087 1.834 0.12 0.210 2.044 46.60 

0.6 11.49 1.705 0.085 1.791 0.12 0.205 1.995 65.51 

0.7 13.40 1.671 0.084 1.755 0.12 0.201 1.956 87.39 

0.8 15.32 1.643 0.082 1.725 0.12 0.197 1.922 112.20 

0.9 17.23 1.618 0.081 1.699 0.12 0.194 1.894 139.87 

1 19.15 1.597 0.080 1.677 0.12 0.192 1.868 170.38 
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values compared to the Bertram (2000) method. An error level of 1.79% is within 

an acceptable range to the result of the numerical simulation, but at high Fn values, 

Bertram (2000) method is closer to the simulation result.  

Table 4.9: Comparison between Bertram (2000), Renilson (2015) methods and 

numerical simulation 

103CT 

Bertram 

(2000) 

RT Bertram 

(2000) 

(kN) 

103CT 

Renilson 

(2015) 

RT 

Renilson 

(2015) (kN) 

103CT 

numerical 

sim. 

RT 

numerical 

sim. (kN) 

2.561 2.34 2.517 2.30 2.318 2.31 

2.317 8.45 2.277 8.31 2.133 8.49 

2.190 17.97 2.152 17.66 2.109 18.88 

2.106 30.73 2.070 30.20 2.113 33.64 

2.044 46.60 2.009 45.80 2.226 55.36 

1.995 65.51 1.961 64.39 1.996 71.47 

1.956 87.39 1.922 85.89 1.998 97.37 

1.922 112.20 1.889 110.27 1.968 125.26 

1.894 139.87 1.861 137.47 1.950 157.12 

1.868 170.38 1.836 167.46 1.918 190.78 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Total CT comparison between different methods 
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CHAPTER 5.  

TSHT SURFACE MODEL NUMERICAL 

SIMULATION 

 

5.1 Hydrodynamics of High-Speed Ship 

 

Figure 5.1: Operating regimes for conventional crafts (Marshall, 2002) 
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 Displacement phase 
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5.1.1 Resistance of Trimaran 
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 Outrigger length, position, and displacement 

The length of the outriggers has an influence on the stability and the resistance of 

the vessel. Increasing the length not only reduces the residual resistance but also 

increases the deck area and improves the dynamic buoyancy (lift) as the vessel is 
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heeled (Tulk and Quigley, 2004). The increased length does however also increase 

the frictional resistance, but can be reduced by the addition of foils. 
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The resistance of a trimaran can be estimated theoretically by the following 

equation (Dubrovsky, 2004) 

𝑅𝑇 = 0.5𝜌𝑉2𝑆𝑤𝑀𝐻(𝐶𝐹 + ∆𝐶 + 𝐶𝑅𝐼) + 𝑅𝛿    (5-1) 
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 ℓ = LMH/ ∇ 1/3 = 8 

 2b/L = 0.207, 0.31 and 0.47 

 2 x 2.5 % outrigger displacement 

where L, b, and ∇ are the length of the main hull, the transverse clearance of an 

outrigger and displacement (in cubic meters) of the vessel respectively. 

 

Figure 5.2: Dubrovsky’s interaction coefficient for three different outrigger 

clearance distances (Dubrovsky, 2004) 

 

The specified parameters used from Figure 5.2 are assumed to be applicable due to 

the rough similarity of the dimensions of the trimaran used in this project. A note 

worth mentioning regarding the interaction coefficient is at particular Froude 

numbers the interaction can be less than 1, indicating that the outriggers can help 

to reduce the total resistance. The graph illustrates the values for the interaction 

coefficient based on the main hull’s length based Fn. The wave interference occurs 
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generally at low speeds where the angle of the bow wave of the main hull is large 

and will have an interference effect with the outriggers. As speed increases, the angle 

of the bow wave decreases and the interference between the hulls decreases and 

disappears similar to catamarans (Insel and Molland, 1991). Therefore, it is assumed 

the interaction coefficient values above Fn 0.5 will be taken as unity. The residuary 

resistance coefficient CR of the main-hull or the outrigger can be determined 

according to Figure 5.3, (Dubrovsky, 2004). 

 

Figure 5.3: Residuary coefficient of a single hull (main-hull and outrigger) 

(Dubrovsky, 2004) 

 

5.2 Hydrodynamics of Hydrofoils 

The hydrodynamic principles of a hydrofoil can be compared to the aerodynamics 

of an aerofoil section. However, the hydrofoil’s environment differs from the airfoils 

in two important ways (Daskovsky, 2000): firstly, the hydrofoil operates in 

proximity to a free surface and secondly, the hydrofoil operates in a liquid of higher 

density that will boil if the pressure drops below a critical value (cavitation). The 

airfoil sections are normally NACA profiles, where some of the hydrofoils are often 

circular arcs (as in the case of this project). The foil should provide a large enough 
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force normal to the flow direction with as little drag as possible, therefore, not to 

increase the overall resistance of the vessel. At low Froude numbers, generally, the 

addition of foils does result in an increase in the total resistance of the vessel. Only 

at higher Froude numbers 𝐹𝑛∇ = 2 will the addition of foils decrease the “hump” 

resistance and also the high-speed resistance (Hoppe, 1991). This lifting force, at a 

certain speed, will be able to lift a major part of the vessel above the water surface 

and therefore, decrease the viscous resistance and wave resistance. The foil thickness, 

chord length, aspect ratio, camber line and angle of attack are some of the 

parameters that influence the lift-to-drag ratio of a hydrofoil. These parameters are 

shown in Figure 5.4. The positive and negative effects resulting from foil addition 

will be discussed in this section. 

Figure 5.4: Airfoil section against the hydrofoil section 

The airfoil section, for subsonic use, has a rounded leading edge with a definite 

radius of curvature. The hydrofoils rounded leading edge is much smaller compared 

to the airfoil section, because of the higher density of water and also to avoid 

cavitation. Hydrofoil sections can either contain a circular arc for the upper surface 

with a flat lower surface or both surfaces being circular arcs as shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Concave lower surfaces give higher efficiencies in close surface approach (Hoppe, 

1999). The camber line is the curve that is formed by adjoining the points that are 

located mid-way between the upper and the lower surface from the nose to the 

trailing edge of the foil (Houghton and Carpenter, 1993). The maximum thickness 

of hydrofoils is located near the mid-chord. Generally, the foil needs to be as thin 

as possible to prevent cavitation (Hoppe, 1999) depending on the speed and load. 

 

 

 

5.2.1 Cavitation 

Cavitation takes place when the liquid pressure drops below the vapor pressure due 

to the flow phenomenon and vapor bubbles form. When these vapor bubbles move 
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into a higher-pressure region, they collapse implosively and produce strong shock 

waves. Cavitation needs consideration mainly in the planing phase for hydrofoil-

assisted catamarans. It usually occurs in the form of an attached sheet starting at 

the leading edge and covering a substantial portion of the suction side of the foil. 

Alternatively, cavitation may start at mid-chord position close to the point of 

maximum thickness of the foil. Care has to be taken particularly near the struts and 

near trailing edge flaps (Migeotte, 2002). Cavitation decreases the lift and increases 

the drag of the foil and will typically occur for conventional hydrofoil craft above 50 

knots (Migeotte, 2001). This dissertation does not address the cavitation 

phenomenon of hydrofoils. 

 

5.3 Resistance of Hydrofoil Trimaran 
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The resistance in calm water can be broken down into the following components 

illustrated in the flow chart reproduced from Migeotte (1999) and shown in Figure 

5.5, Migeotte and Hoppe (1999). This resistance breakdown is actually for hydrofoil-

assisted catamarans, but it is assumed that the interference and viscous resistance 

components that are found in trimarans are similar, but with different magnitudes 

and characteristics. The interference and viscous effects are summed for both port 

and starboard side of the trimaran to obtain the total interference and viscous 

resistance. Therefore it can be assumed that the resistance breakdown is applicable 

and can be used for trimaran resistance predictions or evaluations. The total 

resistance can be broken down into the usual frictional and residual resistance. Each 

of the different resistance components of the flowchart is discussed in further detail 

below. 

 

Figure 5.5: Resistance breakdown for hydrofoil-assisted craft (Migeotte and Hoppe, 

1999) 
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5.3.1 Frictional resistance 

A problem arises when doing model testing due to the lack of turbulent flow over 

the foils and this highlights the importance of accurately calculating the foil friction. 

The Reynolds number of the foils in model testing is too low (Rn* ≈ 104) and 

therefore might yield excellent results, which may not occur at full-scale. The 

laminar flow at model scale causes separation of flow on the foil. The foil’s attributed 

forces do not scale with the vessel, (Tulk and Quigley, 2004). The Reynolds number 

also has an effect on the lift of the foils by influencing the lift curve slope and zero 

angle of attack (Migeotte and Hoppe, 1999). The frictional resistance of a hull can 

be calculated using the ITTC 1957 correlation line. 

5.3.2 Residuary resistance 
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The wave interaction between the wave system generated by the foils and that 

generated by the hulls of the trimaran can either be positive or negative concerning 

the residual resistance. The trailing vortices of the foils create suction forces on the 

hull. These suction forces are in the order of 10 % of the vertical forces on the hull 

and seem to increase with speed (Migeotte and Hoppe, 1999). In the case of 

trimarans, the foils will span from the main-hull to the outrigger and therefore 

reduce the strength of the trailing vortices due to the end plate effects of the hull or 

struts. 

 

5.4 Numerical Validation 

The authors who did simulation and experiments in relation to hydrofoil trimaran 

are few. Mainly on the hydrofoil trimaran sailboat because it is lightweight and wide 

board. The scholar Moolman (2005) from South Africa made the experiment of a 

kind of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran (HAT) based on hydrofoil support catamaran. 

The original basic hull shape of hydrofoil trimaran and hydrofoil type is shown in 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Table 5.1 and Figure 5.8 are the detailed characteristics and 

views of HAT. 

 

Figure 5.6: Front and plan view of foil arrangement 
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Figure 5.7: Front and rear foil profiles 

Table 5.1: Hydrostatic characteristics of the trimaran (Moolman, 2005) 

Parameters Trimaran Center-Hull Outrigger Unit 

Displacement 161 151.34 4.83 t 

Volume 157.1 147.7 4.7 m3 

Draft to Baseline 2.09 2.09 2.09 m 

Immersed depth 2.09 2.09 0.4 m 

Lwl 37.29 37.29 22.36 m 

Beam waterline 11.03 3.17 1.27 m 

WSA 248.86 193.48 27.69 m2 

Max cross sect area 5.91 5.31 0.30 m2 

Waterplane area 139.73 97.09 21.33 m2 

Cp 0.71 0.75 0.71  

Cb 0.36 0.60 0.41  

Cm 2.59 0.80 0.59  

Cwp 0.66 0.82 0.75  
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Figure 5.8: Three-dimension views of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran (Moolman, 2005) 

 

It can be seen from Table 5.1 above that the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is similar 

to the TSHT open condition on the surface. The water length of the hydrofoil-

assisted trimaran is 37.29 m which is similar to the TSHT water length (37.4 m). 

The distance between the centerline of two outriggers is 9.74 m slightly wider than 

the TSHT (9.07 m). But the hydrofoils width are similar to TSHT. However, the 

total displacement of the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is 165 t which is half of the 

TSHT. The author has not published the results of model tests but has provided 

the final results of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran in full scale. 

 

5.4.1 Boundary conditions 

To simulate the flow field around the hull, a computational domain was first 

established. Due to the symmetry of the geometry and simulation time, only half of 

the hull was modeled. The domain size has a significant impact on the accuracy and 

computational implications. The dimensions of the computational domain around 

the hull are given in Table 5.2. The boundary conditions are specified as follows: at 
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the inlet boundary, the velocity (both for water and air) is specified by the velocity 

of the hull, at the outlet, hydrostatic pressure is applied, and a symmetry condition 

is used at the central plane of the hull. The hull body is considered as a rigid body 

and the no-slip condition is imposed on the hull surface. Free slip condition is used 

for the other boundaries. The distance between the inlet to ship bow is one ship 

length, the side to the ship outrigger is one ship length, the stern to the outlet is 

two ship length. Rather than the submarine condition, the ship is fixed in the 

position, the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran has free motion in the simulation. It has 

trim and sinkage changes by setting the z motion and y rotation freely. 

Table 5.2: Limits of domain 

X (longitudinal) -80 m 80 m 

Y (beam) 0 m 50 m 

Z (height) -50 m 50 m 

 

The domain is divided into two regions. Due to the complex geometrical 

characteristics of the hull, a kind of trimmed cell mesh is used in meshing the 

structure and hulls. The resolution of the mesh near the hull has a significant 

influence on the computational accuracy. In this paper, the boundary layer mesh 

was refined with prism elements. A mesh-dependent analysis was conducted for the 

non-dimensional wall distance of the first cell center y+ and the surface mesh size of 

the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran surfaces to ensure that the selected mesh produces 

accurate results.  

 

The domain volume is divided into small cells to generate the mesh. The largest 

cells on the hull are approximately Δ(X, Y, Z) ≈ 0.36 m in size. In areas with large 

curvature and small features, cells as small as Δ(X, Y, Z) ≈ 0.003 m were used to 
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ensure that flow features have a good resolution. Extra cells were added to the 

hydrofoils to ensure a sufficient resolution in the boundary layer. The first cell near 

the wall was set to have a size of about 0.00064 m, such that its non-dimensional 

distance (y+) to the wall was approximately 50. Cells near the air-water interface 

were refined to have a size of 0.006 m in the z-direction.  

5.4.1 Results and comparison 

The experimental reference provided a relationship between the total resistance, 

trim and sinkage changes with velocity. The vessels are a trimaran and hydrofoil-

assisted trimaran. The simulation in this part utilizes the same dimension for 

determination of resistance, trim and sinkage characteristics for comparison. The 

comparison data is shown in the following paragraphs. According to the experiment, 

the results obtained for the velocity of 8.2, 17.4, 26.1, 35, 42.7, 52 knots in calm 

water conditions. The physics of the model used an implicit unsteady, Eulerian 

multiphase, standard k-ε turbulence model with wall functions. 

Table 5.3: Total resistance data of experiment and numerical simulation results for 

trimaran with and without foil 

Total 

resistance Experiment (kN) Simulation (kN) Error（%） 

 

Fn 

 

knots 

 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri with 

foils 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri with 

foils 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri with 

foils 

0.22 8.2 19.2 17.2 19.85 16.85 3.27  -2.08  

0.47 17.4 112 118 118 121 5.08  2.48  

0.70 26.1 177 148 181 155 2.21  4.52  

0.94 35 209 139 218 125 4.13  -11.20  

1.15 42.7 257 132 255 117 -0.78  -12.82  

1.40 52 328 151 317 139 -3.47  -8.63  
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Table 5.3 and Figure 5.9 illustrate the total resistance comparison data. First, it can 

be seen from Table 5.3 and Figure 5.9 that the simulation value is close to the 

experimental value (most error is within 10%), which prove that simulation result 

can be accepted as reliable. Besides, from Figure 5.9, it is clear to show the resistance 

characteristic of trimaran which with and without hydrofoil support. The resistance 

of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is slightly higher than normal trimaran under velocity 

17.4 knots which are around Fn 0.5. However, the big difference comes after Fn 0.5. 

Not only hydrofoil-assisted trimaran resistance reaches a peak around Fn 0.7 but 

after that the resistance decrease to 42.7 knots which is around Fn 1.15. At that 

velocity, the resistance of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is only half of the normal 

trimaran, while the change from Fn 0.7 to Fn 1.4 is within 20%. The resistance at 

the speed 52 knots is almost the same as the speed of 26.1 knots while the normal 

trimaran has its resistance doubled. The resistance of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is 

about 46% of normal trimaran when it reaches top speed (52 knots). It can be 

concluded that hydrofoil-assisted trimaran can achieve 50% in energy savings at 

high-speed.  
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the total resistance between experiment and numerical 

simulation results for trimaran with and without foil 

 

Table 5.4: Trim comparisons between experiment and numerical simulation  

Trim  Experiment (deg) Simulation (deg) Error (%) 

Knots 

 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri 

with 

foils  

Tri without 

foils 

Tri with 

foils 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri 

with 

foils 

8.2 1.38 1.41 1.39 1.44 3.44 -2.18 

17.4 2.23 2.11 2.25 2.06 5.34 2.60 

26.1 2.92 2.54 3.04 2.42 2.32 4.74 

35 2.51 2.25 2.44 2.46 4.33 -9.52 

42.7 2.38 1.78 2.34 1.97 -0.82 -10.90 

52 2.11 1.79 2.08 1.95 -3.64 -9.06 
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Figure 5.10: Trim comparison between experiment and numerical simulation  

 

Table 5.5: Sinkage comparison between experiment and numerical simulation 

Sinkage(m) Experiment (m) Simulation (m) Error (%) 

 

Knots 

Tri 

without 

foils (Exp) 

Tri with 

foils (Exp) 

Tri without 

foils (Sim) 

Tri with 

foils(Sim) 

Tri 

without 

foils 

Tri 

with 

foils 

8.2 0.000 0.005 0.001 0.007 3.47 -2.20 

17.4 -0.050 -0.050 -0.047 -0.049 5.39 2.63 

26.1 0.018 0.150 0.018 0.143 2.34 4.79 

35 0.071 0.400 0.068 0.438 4.38 -9.52 

42.7 0.095 0.650 0.096 0.721 -0.83 -10.90 

52 0.101 0.820 0.105 0.895 -3.68 -9.15 
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Figure 5.11: Sinkage comparison between experiment and numerical simulation 

 

Table 5.4 and Figure 5.10 clearly shows the trim changes of the trimaran with and 

without foil with respect to velocity. Table 5.5 and Figure 5.11 clearly shows the 

sinkage changes of the trimaran with and without foil against velocity. It can be 

seen from Table 5.4 and 5.5 that only the error values at velocity of 35 knots and 

42.7 knots are a little higher but within 10%. So the simulation values can be 

accepted as reasonably reliable. From the trim Figure, it can be seen that the trim 

first rises then decrease along with the velocity increasing for both trimarans with 

and without foil. But the trimaran with foil fluctuates smaller than the trimaran 

without foil. The peak trim of the trimaran with foil is at velocity 26.1 knots (Fn 

0.7) which is the same as trimaran without foil but about 15% lower. The trim angle 

of trimaran with foil drops quickly from 26.1 knots until 42.7 knots then rises a little. 

By comparison, trim changes of trimaran without foil drops slower after it reaches 

a peak at Fn 0.7. The value of trimaran without foil is 15% to 20% higher than the 

trimaran with foil. 
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From Figure 5.11, the sinkage changes of the trimaran with and without foil are 

almost the same below a velocity of 17.4 knots (around Fn 0.47). The sinkage change 

moves downwards a little. It means that the ship gets a little trim by the head. 

Beyond the velocity of 17.4 knots, vessels exhibit totally different situations. The 

trimaran with foil rises up almost linearly up to 0.85 m at the maximum speed. 

However, the trimaran without foil only rises about 0.1 m.       

 

5.5 TSHT Numerical Simulation 

5.5.1 Simulation Task 

The numerical simulation in this section is mainly to determine the resistance, 

sinkage, trim, foil, and full lift force with different angles of attack from 0 to 6 

degrees from Fn 0.1 to 1.3. The mission is to analyze the relationship between 

different parameters. The boundary setting is similar to the hydrofoil-assisted 

trimaran simulation because the size is almost the same. Also, similar to the 

hydrofoil-assisted trimaran, only the waterline position need to move downwards. 

 

5.6 Result and Analysis at Various Angles of Attack 

5.6.1 Resistance analysis with different angles of attack 

 Resistance at 0 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.6 and Figure 5.12 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 

hydrofoil angle of attack of 0 degree. 

Figure 5.12 shows that the total resistance of TSHT has an exponential growth for 

Fns below 0.3 while reaching a peak at around Fn 0.7 (362 kN). As the speed 
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increases, the total resistance decreases to almost half when TSHT reaches its top 

speed 52 knots at Fn 1.3. Besides, because the trim change is over on the foil angle 

of attack, it may cause cavitation and vortex induced vibration. Figure 5.12 also 

shows the maximum and minimum resistance at each speed point. The fluctuation 

of resistance mainly shows at Fn 0.8. In addition, the hull body of TSHT is lifted 

out of the water at this speed, which may cause some instability. Figure 5.12 also 

illustrates the distribution of total and shear resistance against velocity. The 

pressure resistance trends similar to the total resistance, but the shear resistance 

shows something different. Shear resistance reaches a peak at Fn 0.5 then goes down 

until Fn 0.8. After that, it maintains the same resistance until Fn 1.1 then drops a 

little. It can be concluded that the wetted surface area has a significant decrease 

from Fn 0.5 which accounts for about 20% of total resistance.    

Table 5.6: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 0 degree angle of 

attack 

0 deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance (kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 2 5 0 1.76 3 3 3 0.04 5 8 3 1.78 

0.2 21 23 19 1.27 10 10 10 0.03 31 33 29 1.29 

0.3 96 101 90 3.96 21 21 21 0.06 117 122 112 3.93 

0.4 142 148 137 3.96 44 44 44 0.06 186 192 180 3.94 

0.5 226 229 224 1.63 64 66 61 1.38 290 290 289 0.44 

0.6 300 304 295 2.41 62 63 61 0.34 362 365 357 2.31 

0.7 312 316 310 1.44 65 66 64 0.42 378 382 375 1.60 

0.8 264 277 250 7.62 53 55 50 1.18 317 332 301 8.42 

0.9 219 224 213 4.03 51 53 49 1.23 270 276 262 4.97 

1 183 183 182 0.24 49 49 49 0.08 232 232 231 0.31 

1.1 173 174 172 0.47 53 53 53 0.17 226 227 225 0.50 

1.2 165 167 162 1.28 44 45 43 0.56 208 210 205 1.40 

1.3 154 155 154 0.42 38 38 38 0.08 192 193 191 0.43 
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Figure 5.12: Average Pressure, shear, and total resistance at 0 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

 Resistance at 1 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.7 and Figure 5.13 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 1 

degree angle of attack. 

 

The trend of total average resistance in 1 degree looks similar to 0 degree of attack. 

The peak is also around Fn 0.7, but it is a little lower than the 0 degree. However, 

the gap between maximum and minimum resistance has a significant increase from 

Fn 1.2 to Fn 1.3. The standard deviation shows at Fn 1.3 that the fluctuation is 

about 15% of total resistance. This means that the navigation statue is not stable 

at Fn 1.3. The reason for the phenomenon is that NACA 6409 airfoil’s lift coefficient 

increases with the angle of attack rising. When TSHT reaches a certain speed, the 

hydrofoil wetted surface area doesn’t change but lift coefficient increases, which 

makes the hydrofoil produce more lift at the speed to lift the body. However, lifting 

the body up means decreasing the hydrofoil wet surface area and lift force begins to 

decrease, which will make the body fall again.  
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Table 5.7: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 1 degree angle of 

attack 

1deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 3 5 2 0.95 3 3 3 0.03 6 8 5 0.95 

0.2 22 27 18 2.21 10 10 9 0.27 32 37 29 2.28 

0.3 95 99 92 2.36 20 20 20 0.06 115 119 112 2.32 

0.4 148 152 145 2.16 40 41 40 0.33 189 193 185 2.32 

0.5 227 229 225 1.04 63 65 61 1.00 290 291 288 0.68 

0.6 276 280 273 1.67 62 63 61 0.73 339 341 335 1.66 

0.7 313 319 308 2.72 54 55 52 0.58 367 373 361 2.94 

0.8 255 264 245 4.66 43 44 41 0.76 298 308 287 5.15 

0.9 209 212 205 2.25 41 42 39 0.67 250 253 245 2.75 

1 184 185 183 0.29 41 42 41 0.13 225 226 224 0.39 

1.1 178 179 177 0.43 39 39 39 0.11 217 218 216 0.46 

1.2 162 162 161 0.29 34 34 33 0.14 195 196 195 0.37 

1.3 163 209 118 30.38 31 34 26 2.51 194 243 144 32.54 

 

Figure 5.13: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance at 1 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 
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 Resistance at 2 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.8 and Figure 5.14 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 2 

degree angle of attack. 

Table 5.8: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 2 degree angle of 

attack 

 

Figure 5.14: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance at 2 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 
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2deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 4 4 4 0.13 3 3 3 0.01 7 7 7 0.13 

0.2 24 31 18 3.15 9 11 9 0.51 33 41 28 3.28 

0.3 95 96 93 0.75 19 19 19 0.07 114 115 112 0.71 

0.4 155 156 154 0.37 37 39 36 0.60 192 194 191 0.69 

0.5 207 229 206 0.45 57 58 56 0.63 264 266 262 0.92 

0.6 252 233 251 0.94 63 64 61 1.13 315 317 313 1.01 

0.7 299 322 278 4.01 42 44 41 0.74 356 365 347 4.27 

0.8 246 250 240 1.71 33 33 32 0.33 279 284 273 1.88 

0.9 199 200 197 0.48 30 31 30 0.11 229 230 228 0.53 

1 185 186 185 0.33 34 34 33 0.18 219 220 218 0.48 

1.1 183 184 182 0.39 25 26 25 0.05 209 210 207 0.42 

1.2 187 250 125 44.41 19 22 16 2.03 206 271 141 46.01 

1.3 198 306 88 78.23 17 22 11 3.95 215 327 99 81.59 
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The trend of average total resistance in 2 degree goes similar to previous simulations. 

The peak is also around Fn 0.7, but it is a little lower than the resistance at 1 degree 

angle of attack. Similarly, the gap between maximum and minimum resistance has 

a significant increase since Fn 1.1 to Fn 1.3. The standard deviation value is double 

than the 1 degree angle of attack. It shows that the ship begins to fluctuate from 

Fn 1.1 and it is not suitable up to Fn 1.3.  

 

 Resistance at 3 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.9 and Figure 5.15 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 3 

degree angle of attack. The trend of average total resistance in 3 degree is still similar 

to previous simulations. The peak is also around Fn 0.7, but with more instability 

at that speed. Similarly, the gap between maximum and minimum resistance starts 

from Fn 0.9 and has a slight increase at Fn 1.1 then it suddenly increases after that. 

The standard deviation is more than 40% of the average resistance after Fn 1.2. 

Also, the average total resistance has a slight increase after Fn 1.1 and increases by 

about 8% beyond Fn 1.1. The shear resistance maintains the same value as in 2 

degree angle of attack.    
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Table 5.9: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 3 degree angle of 

attack 

3 deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 4 5 2 0.69 3 3 3 0.03 7 8 5 0.68 

0.2 24 30 19 2.52 10 10 9 0.28 34 40 30 2.58 

0.3 104 108 100 2.15 20 20 19 0.11 124 127 119 2.16 

0.4 159 164 150 3.77 40 42 39 0.80 199 206 189 4.32 

0.5 227 231 225 1.68 58 59 56 0.86 285 289 282 1.68 

0.6 259 264 257 1.21 59 60 57 0.88 318 323 316 1.37 

0.7 308 321 296 5.35 40 43 38 0.98 348 362 335 5.82 

0.8 236 240 231 1.97 34 35 33 0.36 270 275 265 2.11 

0.9 194 195 193 0.40 31 31 31 0.16 226 226 224 0.43 

1 187 194 179 2.71 31 31 30 0.33 217 226 209 2.92 

1.1 185 203 166 12.76 24 26 23 0.94 209 229 189 13.67 

1.2 197 275 118 54.60 21 26 16 3.49 218 300 134 57.59 

1.3 205 296 99 60.61 22 28 15 4.07 227 319 115 63.09 

 

Figure 5.15: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance at 3 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 
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 Resistance at 4 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.10 and Figure 5.16 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 

4 degree angle of attack. 

 

Table 5.10: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 4 degree angle of 

attack 

4 deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 4 6 1 1.24 3 3 3 0.04 7 9 4 1.24 

0.2 24 28 21 1.90 10 10 10 0.05 34 38 31 1.89 

0.3 113 119 106 3.55 20 21 20 0.14 133 140 127 3.61 

0.4 163 173 146 7.18 43 45 42 1.00 206 218 188 7.94 

0.5 226 233 222 2.91 54 55 51 1.10 280 285 277 2.44 

0.6 267 271 264 1.48 55 57 54 0.63 322 328 319 1.74 

0.7 303 320 286 6.69 38 41 36 1.22 341 360 323 7.37 

0.8 226 230 222 2.23 36 36 35 0.38 261 266 258 2.35 

0.9 190 191 189 0.31 32 32 31 0.22 222 222 221 0.34 

1 188 203 173 5.10 28 29 27 0.47 216 231 200 5.36 

1.1 186 223 150 25.13 23 26 20 1.82 210 249 171 26.92 

1.2 207 301 110 64.80 23 30 16 4.95 229 329 127 69.18 

1.3 212 285 109 42.99 27 35 19 4.18 239 340 131 44.59 
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Figure 5.16: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance at 4 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

 

The trend of the average total resistance in 4 degree is still similar as in the case of 

3 degree. The peak is also around Fn 0.7, but with 10% less than the resistance at 

0 degree angle of attack and is more unstable at that speed. Similarly, the gap 

between maximum and minimum resistance starts from Fn 0.9 and has a bigger 

increase up to Fn1.1, then it suddenly increases after that. The maximum gap at Fn 

1.3 is 80% as the total average resistance. The maximum instantaneous resistance 

is almost equal to the max total resistance at Fn 0.7. 

 

 Resistance at angle of attack at 5 degree 

Table 5.11 and Figure 5.17 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 

5 degree angle of attack. 
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Table 5.11: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 5 degree angle of 

attack 

5 deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 4 6 2 1.41 3 3 3 0.04 7 9 4 1.42 

0.2 25 29 22 1.90 10 10 10 0.05 36 39 33 1.88 

0.3 117 124 111 3.57 20 20 19 0.18 137 144 130 3.61 

0.4 171 180 159 6.16 37 38 36 0.69 208 218 195 6.44 

0.5 234 240 229 2.72 49 51 46 1.38 284 288 280 2.36 

0.6 269 278 262 3.98 54 65 49 4.53 322 336 313 7.24 

0.7 303 336 279 9.29 38 56 36 2.23 340 384 316 10.76 

0.8 220 224 217 2.04 32 33 32 0.31 252 256 248 2.17 

0.9 198 200 197 0.75 28 29 28 0.22 227 229 225 0.84 

1 198 209 187 4.17 25 26 23 0.44 222 235 211 4.43 

1.1 203 245 167 25.05 22 25 19 1.84 225 269 186 26.79 

1.2 250 504 100 99.89 22 36 14 5.58 272 532 115 104.3 

1.3 277 534 55 132.6 26 48 10 9.02 303 571 67 139.0 

 

Figure 5.17: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance with 5 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

The trend of the average total resistance in 5 degree appears similar to 4 degree. 

The peak is still around Fn 0.7 while the average total resistance at Fn 1.3 is 88% 
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of resistance at Fn 0.7. The gap between maximum and minimum resistance starts 

from Fn 1.0 and has a bigger increase from Fn 1.1 then it suddenly increases after 

that. The maximum instantaneous resistance at Fn 1.3 is almost doubled as average 

total resistance. 

 

 Resistance at 6 degrees angle of attack   

Table 5.12 and Figure 5.18 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 

hydrofoil angle of attack with 6 degree. The trend of the average total resistance in 

6 degree still goes similar to 5 degree. The peak is still around Fn 0.7 while the 

average total resistance at Fn 1.3 is almost the same as Fn 0.7. The gap between 

maximum and minimum resistance shows at Fn 0.7 then disappears until Fn 1.0. 

The gap between maximum and minimum resistance jumps from Fn 1.1. The 

maximum instantaneous resistance is twice more than the total average resistance. 

Table 5.12: Pressure, shear, and total resistance against Fn with 6 degree angle of 

attack 

6 deg Pressure Resistance (kN) Shear Resistance (kN) Total Resistance(kN) 

Fn Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 4 7 2 1.59 3 3 3 0.03 7 10 5 1.59 

0.2 27 30 24 1.90 10 10 10 0.05 37 41 34 1.87 

0.3 121 129 115 3.58 19 20 19 0.23 141 149 134 3.61 

0.4 180 188 171 5.14 31 31 30 0.37 210 218 202 4.93 

0.5 242 247 236 2.54 45 47 42 1.67 287 292 282 2.27 

0.6 270 286 261 6.49 52 72 45 8.44 323 345 307 12.74 

0.7 302 352 272 11.89 37 71 36 3.25 339 407 308 14.15 

0.8 214 217 211 1.84 29 29 29 0.23 243 246 239 1.99 

0.9 207 210 204 1.20 25 26 25 0.21 232 235 229 1.35 

1 207 215 202 3.23 22 23 20 0.41 229 238 223 3.49 

1.1 220 267 183 24.98 20 23 17 1.85 240 289 201 26.67 

1.2 294 708 90 134.98 22 42 13 6.21 315 735 103 139.51 

1.3 342 783 1 222.25 25 61 2 13.86 366 831 4 233.53 
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Figure 5.18: Average pressure, shear, and total resistance with 6 degree angle of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

 

5.6.2 Summary of resistance, effective power, and standard deviation  

 Analysis of average total resistance 

Table 5.13 and Figure 5.19 illustrate the average total resistance of TSHT from Fn 

0.1 to 1.3 with different foil angles of attack. Also Table 5.13 show the minimum 

average resistance corresponding angle of attack. Table 5.14 and Figure 5.20 show 

the effective power if TSHT’s speed from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with different foil angles of 

attack. Table 5.15 and Figure 5.21 illustrate the standard deviation of average 

resistance from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with different angles of attack. 
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Table 5.13: Average total resistance with different angles of attack against Fn  

 Total resistance (kN) Gap(%) 

Max&Min  

Min Res 

(deg) Fn 0deg  1deg  2deg  3deg  4deg  5deg  6deg  Max  Min  

0.1 5.2 6.0 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.3 5.2 40.3 0 

0.2 31.0 31.9 32.9 33.6 34.3 35.6 36.9 36.9 31.0 19.0 0 

0.3 116.9 115.4 114.0 123.6 133.1 136.9 140.6 140.6 114.0 23.3 2 

0.4 185.6 188.7 191.9 198.8 205.8 208.0 210.3 210.3 185.6 13.3 0 

0.5 289.6 290.0 263.9 285.1 279.8 283.6 287.4 290.0 263.9 9.9 2 

0.6 362.2 338.6 315.0 318.3 321.6 322.1 322.6 362.2 315.0 15.0 2 

0.7 377.7 366.7 355.8 348.4 340.9 340.1 339.2 377.7 339.2 11.3 6 

0.8 317.5 298.2 278.9 270.0 261.1 252.1 243.0 317.5 243.0 30.7 6 

0.9 270.1 249.7 229.3 225.5 221.8 226.7 231.6 270.1 221.8 21.8 4 

1 231.6 225.4 219.1 217.4 215.8 222.3 228.9 231.6 215.8 7.3 4 

1.1 225.8 217.2 208.6 209.2 209.7 225.1 240.4 240.4 208.6 15.2 2 

1.2 208.1 195.5 206.0 217.7 229.4 272.3 315.2 315.2 195.5 61.3 1 

1.3 192.1 193.9 215.4 227.0 238.5 302.5 366.5 366.5 192.1 90.8 0 

 

 

Figure 5.19: Average total resistance with different degree angles of attack from 

Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

Table 5.13 and Figure 5.19 above make it clear to compare the average total 

resistance against different foil angles of attack. The gap between maximum and 

minimum average total resistance varies from 40% to 11% when speed is rising from 
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Fn 0.1 to 0.7. After that, the gap first grows to 30% at Fn 0.8 then drop to 7% at 

Fn 1.0. Finally, the gap increases to 90% at Fn 1.3. Besides, Table 5.13 also shows 

the minimum average total resistance foil angle of attack. The angle of attack first 

increase from 0 degree to 6 degree  with speed rising to Fn 0.7 then drops to 0 

degree at Fn 1.3. It means that the average total resistance is 11% and 30% less 

respectively at Fn 0.7 and Fn 0.8, respectively, if the angle of attack is 6 degree. 

The average total resistance is half at Fn 1.3 when the angle of attack is 0 degree 

rather than 6 degree. 

 

Figure 5.20 clearly shows that the minimum total effective power drops 19% after 

TSHT’s speed achieves a speed corresponding to Fn 0.7. The minimum effective 

power at Fn 1.3 is almost the same as the peak point as Fn 0.7. It can be concluded 

that the angle of attack plays a role in the energy cost of TSHT and hydrofoil-

assisted trimaran. The increasing angle of attack not only means an increasing lift 

force, but also resistance to cavitation and an increase to instability especially 

beyond target speed (Fn 1.0). The increasing of 1 degree could rise 10% to 20% of 

resistance and power. However, at low speeds, the increasing angle of attack can 

lower the resistance but the values are not so big. At the peak point (Fn 0.7), it 

could save 11% of power if the angle of attack is above 4 degree. Besides, at the 

speed of Fn 0.8, the gap between the angle of attack of 6 degree and 0 degree rises 

up to 30.7%, which could save considerable energy with relatively high speed. Last 

but not least, bases on the subject, the gap between maximum and minimum power 

is very small at Fn 0.7. The standard deviation is also at a low level, which indicates 

the design of the hydrofoil basically matchs the design target. Fn 1.0 can be set as 

the higher cruise speed and Fn 0.8 can be set as the economic cruise speed.    
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Table 5.14: Effective power (kW) at different angles of attack    

 Effective power (kW) Gap(%) 

Max&Min  

Min 

PE deg Fn 0deg  1deg  2deg 3deg  4deg  5deg  6deg  Min  Max  

0.1 10  11  13  13  13  14  14  10  14  40.3 0 

0.2 119  122  126  129  132  136  141  119  141  19.0 0 

0.3 672  663  655  710  765  786  808  655  808  23.3 2 

0.4 1422  1446  1470  1523  1577  1594  1611  1422  1611  13.3 0 

0.5 2774  2777  2781  2730  2680  2716  2753  2680  2781  3.8 4 

0.6 4162  3891  3620  3658  3696  3702  3708  3620  4162  15.0 2 

0.7 5064  4917  4771  4671  4571  4560  4548  4548  5064  11.3 6 

0.8 4865  4570  4274  4138  4002  3863  3724  3724  4865  30.7 6 

0.9 4656  4305  3953  3888  3823  3908  3993  3823  4656  21.8 4 

1 4436  4316  4197  4165  4133  4258  4384  4133  4436  7.3 4 

1.1 4758  4577  4396  4407  4418  4742  5065  4396  5065  15.2 2 

1.2 4782  4493  4735  5004  5274  6260  7246  4493  7246  61.2 1 

1.3 4784  5074  5364  5652  5940  7533  9126  4784  9126  90.8 0 

 

 

Figure 5.20: Average effective power with different angles of attack from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 
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Figure 5.21: Minimum effective power with the corresponding angle of attack from 

Fn 0.1 to 1.3 

Table 5.15 and Figure 5.22 show the standard deviation of average total resistance 

with different angles of attack. 

Table 5.15: Summary of resistance standard deviation with different angles of 

attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3. 

 Resistance standard deviation (kN) 

Fn 0deg   1deg 2deg 3deg 4deg 5deg 6deg 
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1.1 0.50 0.46 0.42 13.67 26.92 26.79 26.67 

1.2 1.40 0.37 46.01 57.59 69.18 104.34 139.51 
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Figure 5.22: Total average resistance standard deviation with different degree 

angles of attack from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 
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Table 5.16: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 0 degree angle 

of attack 

0 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 3.6 6.7 1.1 1.8 3223.2 3234.2 3211.7 7.0 

0.2 24.8 26.4 22.7 1.2 3113.7 3117.7 3109.4 1.9 

0.3 99.1 103.9 94.3 3.6 2979.1 2984.6 2971.0 2.7 

0.4 187.4 194.4 180.3 4.5 2793.8 2800.0 2785.1 4.8 

0.5 247.6 253.2 240.3 3.6 2436.5 2443.3 2429.8 3.5 

0.6 230.2 232.7 225.3 2.0 1781.2 1786.2 1774.0 3.5 

0.7 183.0 186.5 180.1 1.6 993.6 1036.1 969.8 18.4 

0.8 114.0 124.4 106.1 4.2 418.4 453.2 383.3 23.8 

0.9 75.3 78.8 70.7 2.4 153.6 168.7 129.8 8.9 

1.0 48.2 48.4 48.0 0.1 16.9 19.1 13.1 1.3 

1.1 41.4 41.9 40.9 0.3 -66.2 -63.8 -69.2 1.3 

1.2 23.4 25.2 22.4 0.8 -77.8 -71.8 -86.7 3.4 

1.3 6.9 7.1 6.6 0.1 -59.2 -58.0 -60.4 0.5 

0 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 1.6 1.6 1.5 0.1 65.1 66.8 63.5 1.0 

0.2 6.2 6.3 6.0 0.1 174.6 176.2 173.4 1.0 

0.3 17.8 18.3 17.4 0.3 309.3 312.0 304.9 2.5 

0.4 22.6 24.6 20.8 1.2 494.0 501.4 489.0 4.4 

0.5 42.0 49.2 36.7 3.8 852.6 857.8 847.2 3.3 

0.6 132.0 132.6 131.1 0.4 1507.1 1513.2 1501.2 3.5 

0.7 194.0 196.1 189.6 2.0 2294.1 2314.8 2262.2 16.9 

0.8 203.5 210.8 194.0 5.5 2869.0 2901.9 2830.9 22.6 

0.9 194.8 198.0 190.3 2.7 3133.9 3157.2 3115.8 8.5 

1.0 183.4 184.0 182.9 0.3 3270.9 3275.4 3268.2 1.7 

1.1 184.4 185.0 183.8 0.4 3354.1 3358.7 3350.0 1.8 

1.2 184.6 187.1 181.9 1.3 3366.1 3393.4 3348.5 9.8 

1.3 185.2 186.3 184.3 0.4 3347.1 3357.6 3338.2 4.0 
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Figure 5.23: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 0 degree 

angle of attack 

 

  

Figure 5.24: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 0 

degree angle of attack  
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Figure 5.25: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 0 

degree angle of attack  
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foil lift force becomes even larger and pulls some part of the hydrofoil out of the 

water. That is why TSHT hull experience negative lift force and resistance fluctuate 

after the lift force equal point. Nevertheless, the fluctuation is acceptable at the 0 

degree foil angle of attack. Compared with the lift force, average hull resistance and 

foil resistance also shows an across at Fn 0.7, which means that foil’s resistance takes 

advantage in the total resistance above Fn 0.7 and almost takes 100% after Fn 1.0. 

 

 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil angle of attack with 

1 degree 

Table 5.17 and Figures 5.25 to 5.27 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 1 degree. The data includes the average hull 

resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum of 

the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation. 

 

Figure 5.26: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 1 degree 

angle of attack 
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Table 5.17: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 1 degree angle 

of attack 

1 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 4.2 5.9 2.9 1.0 3171 3177 3165 3.8 

0.2 25.1 30.1 22.1 2.3 3047 3053 3035 4.9 

0.3 94.3 97.3 91.1 2.1 2873 2877 2868 1.9 

0.4 174.5 179.4 170.1 2.7 2692 2697 2684 3.4 

0.5 236.1 241.0 231.6 2.6 2235 2243 2229 3.2 

0.6 206.7 209.0 203.1 1.7 1632 1639 1620 5.7 

0.7 152.6 157.8 148.8 2.2 695 763 667 22.5 

0.8 92.6 99.4 87.7 2.7 278 301 252 15.3 

0.9 57.5 59.4 55.1 1.3 72 81 60 4.7 

1.0 38.2 38.5 37.8 0.2 -63 -61 -66 1.2 

1.1 25.9 26.3 25.6 0.2 -81 -79 -83 1.0 

1.2 7.5 7.8 7.2 0.1 -69 -67 -71 0.8 

1.3 1.5 2.5 0.8 0.3 -27 -17 -37 5.2 

1 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 1.8 1.8 1.7 0.0 72 73 71 0.6 

0.2 6.8 7.2 5.9 0.4 196 206 192 3.5 

0.3 21.2 21.5 20.9 0.2 370 372 367 1.6 

0.4 26.4 27.8 25.1 0.8 596 603 592 3.1 

0.5 53.9 58.2 49.8 2.5 1054 1058 1047 3.0 

0.6 131.9 134.0 130.8 0.7 1656 1668 1649 5.7 

0.7 213.8 219.2 206.3 3.0 2593 2617 2534 21.9 

0.8 205.6 210.8 198.1 3.5 3010 3034 2985 14.7 

0.9 192.2 194.1 189.2 1.6 3215 3228 3205 4.6 

1.0 187.1 187.7 186.5 0.3 3351 3354 3348 1.4 

1.1 191.3 192.1 190.4 0.4 3369 3376 3362 2.9 

1.2 188.0 188.6 187.4 0.3 3357 3361 3352 2.5 

1.3 192.4 241.6 142.7 32.7 3319 3809 2851 315.2 
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Figure 5.27: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 1 

degree angle of attack 

 

 

Figure 5.28: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 1 

degree angle of attack 
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small differences with the former Figures. From Figure 5.25, it can be seen that foil 

lift force reaches the displacement at Fn 0.9 rather than Fn 1.0. The balance point 

of hull resistance and foil resistance advances to Fn 0.65. Besides the foil lift force 

increases a little at Fn 1.0 then drops to displacement level at Fn 1.3, which means 

that TSHT finds the balance point at Fn 1.3. However, compared with Figure 5.13 

and Figure 5.28, it can be seen that the gap of the maximum and minimum 

resistance comes together with the changes in foil lift force. Hence, it can be 

concluded that the imbalance of the foil lift force and displacement is the main 

reason that the resistance at high speed fluctuates after the first balance between 

foil lift and displacement.   

   

 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil angle of attack 

with 2 degree. 

Table 5.18 and Figures 5.28 to 5.30 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 2 degree. The data include the average hull 

resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum of 

the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation. 
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Figure 5.29: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 2 degree 

angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.30: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 2 

degree angle of attack 

 

 

Figure 5.31: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 2 

degree angle of attack 
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Table 5.18: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 2 degree angle 

of attack 

2 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 4.8 5.1 4.6 0.1 3119 3121 3119 0.5 

0.2 25.4 33.9 21.4 3.5 2980 2987 2960 7.8 

0.3 89.4 90.7 87.9 0.7 2767 2770 2765 1.2 

0.4 161.7 164.4 160.0 1.0 2589 2594 2583 2.0 

0.5 224.6 228.8 222.9 1.6 2033 2043 2029 2.9 

0.6 183.1 185.3 180.8 1.5 1483 1492 1466 7.9 

0.7 122.1 129.1 117.5 2.7 396 489 365 26.6 

0.8 71.2 74.3 69.3 1.1 137 150 121 6.8 

0.9 39.8 40.0 39.4 0.1 -9 -7 -10 0.5 

1.0 28.2 28.6 27.7 0.2 -143 -140 -145 1.0 

1.1 10.4 10.6 10.3 0.1 -96 -94 -98 0.7 

1.2 2.5 6.6 0.6 1.6 -42 -21 -65 13.4 

1.3 2.0 11.0 -1.2 3.0 -31 42 -90 38.4 

2 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

0.2 7.5 8.1 7.5 8.1 7.5 8.1 7.5 8.1 

0.3 24.6 24.7 24.6 24.7 24.6 24.7 24.6 24.7 

0.4 30.2 30.9 30.2 30.9 30.2 30.9 30.2 30.9 

0.5 65.7 67.3 65.7 67.3 65.7 67.3 65.7 67.3 

0.6 131.8 135.5 131.8 135.5 131.8 135.5 131.8 135.5 

0.7 233.7 242.3 233.7 242.3 233.7 242.3 233.7 242.3 

0.8 207.7 210.8 207.7 210.8 207.7 210.8 207.7 210.8 

0.9 189.5 190.1 189.5 190.1 189.5 190.1 189.5 190.1 

1.0 190.9 191.4 190.9 191.4 190.9 191.4 190.9 191.4 

1.1 198.2 199.1 198.2 199.1 198.2 199.1 198.2 199.1 

1.2 203.5 269.0 203.5 269.0 203.5 269.0 203.5 269.0 

1.3 213.4 327.1 213.4 327.1 213.4 327.1 213.4 327.1 
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At the foil angle of attack with 2 degree, the trend of curves of foil lift, hull lift, foil 

drag, and hull drag go similarly to the foil angle of attack with 1 degree. The 

difference is that the foil lift force is even close to displacement at Fn 0.7 and the 

foil lift force starts to become imbalance from Fn 1.1. 

 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil angle of attack 

with 3 degree. 

Table 5.19 and Figures 5.31 to 5.33 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 3 degree. The data include the average hull 

resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum of 

the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation.  

 

 

Figure 5.32: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 3 degree 

angle of attack 
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Table 5.19: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 3 degree angle 

of attack 

3 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 4.4 5.7 3.1 0.7 3159 3163 3154 2.0 

0.2 24.2 30.2 20.6 2.6 2998 3003 2986 4.5 

0.3 92.7 96.2 89.1 1.9 2771 2779 2762 3.6 

0.4 169.9 178.8 163.0 4.8 2512 2518 2504 3.1 

0.5 206.5 210.2 203.7 2.0 1972 1979 1965 2.7 

0.6 165.0 167.5 162.7 1.2 1328 1346 1309 10.2 

0.7 94.8 105.2 87.3 3.5 215 317 182 29.7 

0.8 60.1 62.4 58.4 1.0 63 78 49 7.6 

0.9 30.6 31.0 30.1 0.2 -52 -50 -54 0.9 

1.0 18.4 19.1 17.8 0.3 -115 -111 -119 2.0 

1.1 5.8 7.0 4.9 0.6 -74 -67 -82 4.5 

1.2 2.1 7.6 -0.1 2.1 -38 -10 -72 18.3 

1.3 2.8 11.3 -0.8 3.0 -47 19 -120 39.8 

3 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.5 

0.2 9.5 9.9 9.5 9.9 9.5 9.9 9.5 9.9 

0.3 30.8 31.4 30.8 31.4 30.8 31.4 30.8 31.4 

0.4 25.3 26.5 25.3 26.5 25.3 26.5 25.3 26.5 

0.5 78.6 83.8 78.6 83.8 78.6 83.8 78.6 83.8 

0.6 153.2 156.9 153.2 156.9 153.2 156.9 153.2 156.9 

0.7 253.6 263.5 253.6 263.5 253.6 263.5 253.6 263.5 

0.8 209.9 213.7 209.9 213.7 209.9 213.7 209.9 213.7 

0.9 195.0 195.7 195.0 195.7 195.0 195.7 195.0 195.7 

1.0 199.1 207.1 199.1 207.1 199.1 207.1 199.1 207.1 

1.1 203.4 223.5 203.4 223.5 203.4 223.5 203.4 223.5 

1.2 215.6 298.8 215.6 298.8 215.6 298.8 215.6 298.8 

1.3 212.7 304.8 212.7 304.8 212.7 304.8 212.7 304.8 
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Figure 5.33: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 3 

degree angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.34: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 3 

degree angle of attack 
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around Fn 0.82 then fluctuates afterward and has a huge gap after Fn 1.1 as the 

trend Figure 5.15 resistance shows.   

 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil angle of attack 

with 4 degree. 

Table 5.20 and Figures 5.34 to Figure 5.36 show the detail resistance data from Fn 

0.1 to 1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 4 degree. The data includes the average 

hull resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum 

of the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation. 

 

 

Figure 5.35: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 4 degree 

angle of attack 
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Figure 5.36: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 4 

degree angle of attack 

 

 

Figure 5.37: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 4 

degree angle of attack 
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Table 5.20: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 4 degree angle 

of attack 

4 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift(kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 4.0 6.3 1.5 1.2 3199 3206 3190 3.4 

0.2 22.9 26.5 19.8 1.8 3016 3019 3013 1.3 

0.3 96.1 101.7 90.3 3.2 2774 2788 2760 6.0 

0.4 178.1 193.3 166.0 8.7 2435 2441 2425 4.3 

0.5 188.4 191.6 184.5 2.4 1911 1915 1900 2.6 

0.6 147.0 149.6 144.5 1.0 1173 1199 1152 12.4 

0.7 67.4 81.3 57.0 4.3 34 145 -1 32.9 

0.8 49.0 50.6 47.5 0.9 -10 6 -23 8.4 

0.9 21.3 21.9 20.7 0.3 -96 -92 -98 1.2 

1.0 8.5 9.6 7.8 0.4 -88 -81 -93 3.1 

1.1 1.1 3.3 -0.5 1.1 -52 -40 -65 8.3 

1.2 1.7 8.5 -0.9 2.5 -35 0 -79 23.2 

1.3 3.6 11.5 -0.3 3.0 -63 -5 -150 41.3 

4 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.9 

0.2 11.4 11.7 11.4 11.7 11.4 11.7 11.4 11.7 

0.3 37.0 38.0 37.0 38.0 37.0 38.0 37.0 38.0 

0.4 20.3 22.1 20.3 22.1 20.3 22.1 20.3 22.1 

0.5 91.4 100.3 91.4 100.3 91.4 100.3 91.4 100.3 

0.6 174.6 178.3 174.6 178.3 174.6 178.3 174.6 178.3 

0.7 273.5 284.7 273.5 284.7 273.5 284.7 273.5 284.7 

0.8 212.2 216.5 212.2 216.5 212.2 216.5 212.2 216.5 

0.9 200.5 201.2 200.5 201.2 200.5 201.2 200.5 201.2 

1.0 207.3 222.7 207.3 222.7 207.3 222.7 207.3 222.7 

1.1 208.6 248.0 208.6 248.0 208.6 248.0 208.6 248.0 

1.2 227.8 328.6 227.8 328.6 227.8 328.6 227.8 328.6 

1.3 211.9 282.5 211.9 282.5 211.9 282.5 211.9 282.5 
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 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil angle of attack 

with 5 degree. 

Table 5.21 and Figures 5.37 to 5.39 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 5 degree. The data includes the average hull 

resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum of 

the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation. 

 

 

Figure 5.38: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 5 degree 

angle of attack 
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Table 5.21: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 5 degree angle 

of attack 

5 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 3.8 6.2 1.2 1.4 3193 3202 3183 4.6 

0.2 22.4 26.0 19.4 1.8 2992 2995 2989 1.4 

0.3 93.7 100.3 87.9 3.2 2731 2800 2612 10.5 

0.4 152.5 162.9 143.7 6.0 2388 2397 2380 4.6 

0.5 171.6 176.3 165.4 3.1 1781 1791 1766 5.9 

0.6 137.9 162.7 129.9 8.6 1058 1108 1036 15.5 

0.7 64.7 97.3 54.8 4.7 12 393 -44 64.4 

0.8 38.5 39.7 37.5 0.6 -57 -45 -67 6.0 

0.9 16.5 17.4 16.0 0.3 -100 -97 -103 1.2 

1.0 5.8 7.0 4.5 0.5 -74 -69 -79 2.4 

1.1 1.6 5.1 -0.1 1.5 -38 -23 -55 10.3 

1.2 4.8 73.3 -14.8 8.5 -43 101 -475 64.9 

1.3 8.9 108.0 -37.2 17.1 -93 371 -861 170.2 

5 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 3.2 3.4 3.1 0.1 95 96 94 0.5 

0.2 13.2 13.5 13.0 0.1 296 298 294 1.1 

0.3 43.2 44.4 42.1 0.6 557 571 543 6.5 

0.4 51.8 54.7 48.4 2.0 899 906 892 4.7 

0.5 112.1 119.8 107.1 3.4 1507 1521 1497 6.0 

0.6 184.2 194.7 171.0 4.6 2230 2253 2181 16.2 

0.7 275.4 302.9 254.9 8.4 3275 3335 2920 67.0 

0.8 213.6 217.5 210.6 2.0 3345 3359 3332 6.9 

0.9 210.2 211.8 208.7 0.7 3388 3393 3383 2.5 

1.0 216.5 228.6 205.8 4.5 3362 3446 3271 34.1 

1.1 223.4 267.4 184.6 26.9 3330 3727 2921 273.5 

1.2 267.5 496.1 113.6 100.2 3336 4735 1911 782.1 

1.3 282.1 578.5 59.2 133.7 3442 5507 1497 959.7 
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Figure 5.39: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 5 

degree angle of attack 

 

 

Figure 5.40: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 5 

degree angle of attack 
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Figure 5.34 and 5.35 clearly show the lift force and displacement equal point is at 

Fn 0.7 which means the foil can lift the whole body at Fn 0.7 which is 30% advanced 

than foil angle of attack with 0 degree. Besides, the foil lift force and hull lift force 

are equal at Fn 0.55 and the foil lift force doubled only after 0.15 Fronde number, 

which causes the little fluctuate of foil lift and resistance around Fn 0.7. In addition, 

Figure 5.38 shows that the hull lift force begin to change after Fn1.1, which means 

the foil lift has an influence on TSHT hull’s motion. This will be further expended 

on the next section. 

 

 TSHT resistance and lift force of hull and foil with hydrofoil at 6 degree angle 

of attack 

Table 5.22 and Figures 5.40 to 5.42 show the detail resistance data from Fn 0.1 to 

1.3 with hydrofoil angle of attack with 6 degree. The data includes the average hull 

resistance, hull lift force, foil resistance, foil lift force, maximum and minimum of 

the hull and lift force, and their standard deviation. 

 

Figure 5.41: Average lift and drag forces of hull and foil against Fn at 6 degree 

angle of attack 
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Table 5.22: Average drag & lift forces of hull and foil against Fn at 6 degree angle 

of attack 

6 deg Hull drag (kN) Hull lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 3.6 6.1 1.0 1.6 3187 3197 3176 5.7 

0.2 21.9 25.4 19.0 1.8 2968 2971 2965 1.4 

0.3 91.3 98.8 85.5 3.2 2688 2813 2463 15.0 

0.4 126.9 132.6 121.3 3.3 2342 2354 2335 5.0 

0.5 154.7 160.9 146.3 3.7 1651 1667 1632 9.3 

0.6 128.8 175.9 115.4 16.2 942 1018 920 18.6 

0.7 61.9 113.2 52.6 5.1 -11 640 -87 95.9 

0.8 28.0 28.8 27.6 0.3 -105 -96 -111 3.6 

0.9 11.8 12.9 11.2 0.3 -105 -101 -108 1.3 

1.0 3.1 4.3 1.2 0.6 -60 -56 -65 1.7 

1.1 2.2 6.9 0.2 1.8 -24 -6 -45 12.4 

1.2 8.0 138.0 -28.6 14.5 -51 201 -871 106.6 

1.3 14.2 204.5 -74.1 31.2 -123 746 -1573 299.1 

6 deg Foil drag (kN) Foil lift (kN) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. 

0.1 3.6 3.8 3.5 0.1 101 102 100 0.6 

0.2 15.0 15.2 14.7 0.1 320 322 318 1.2 

0.3 49.3 50.8 47.9 0.6 600 616 582 7.4 

0.4 83.4 87.2 78.8 2.8 946 951 936 4.6 

0.5 132.7 139.4 126.2 3.5 1637 1656 1621 9.4 

0.6 193.8 211.1 169.1 7.9 2345 2367 2274 19.0 

0.7 277.3 321.0 252.8 11.0 3297 3372 2700 101.0 

0.8 215.0 218.6 211.7 1.9 3393 3402 3381 4.2 

0.9 219.9 222.5 217.6 1.2 3392 3399 3386 3.0 

1.0 225.7 234.4 220.2 3.5 3347 3407 3269 30.5 

1.1 238.2 286.8 199.4 26.8 3319 3750 2882 290.6 

1.2 307.3 663.7 101.2 131.2 3340 5145 1563 879.0 

1.3 352.3 874.5 1.8 222.4 3464 6826 188 1577 
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Figure 5.42: The maximum, minimum, and average hull lift forces against Fn at 6 

degree angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.43: The maximum, minimum, and average foil lift forces against Fn at 6 

degree angle of attack 
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foil lift force is almost doubled than displacement, which will cause serious sinkage 

motion.          

5.6.4 Summary of foil and hull lift force, lift/drag ratio and standard deviation data. 

Table 5.23 and Figure 5.43 show the lift/drag ratio and maximum and minimum 

value from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with different foil angle attack. Table 5.24 and Figure 5.44 

show the TSHT hull lift force changing with different Fn under different foil angles 

of attack. Table 5.25 and Figure 5.45 show the standard deviation of TSHT hull lift 

force changing with different Fn under different foil angles of attack. Table 5.26 and 

Figure 5.46 show the TSHT foil lift force changing with different Fn under different 

foil angles of attack. Table 5.27 and Figure 5.47 show the standard deviation of 

TSHT foil lift force changing with different Fn under different foil angles of attack. 

 

 Lift/Drag ratio 

Table 5.23: Lift/Drag ratio against Fn at different angles of attack  

 Foil lift/drag (L/D) ratio 

Fn 0 deg 1 deg 2 deg 3 deg 4 deg 5 deg 6 deg Max Min 

0.10 41.76 40.69 39.85 34.97 31.57 29.43 27.76 41.76 27.76 

0.20 28.39 28.83 29.19 25.92 23.78 22.43 21.40 29.19 21.40 

0.30 17.39 17.46 17.50 15.33 13.89 12.90 12.16 17.50 12.16 

0.40 21.88 22.59 23.12 30.72 42.03 17.35 11.34 42.03 11.34 

0.50 20.30 19.56 19.08 16.75 15.07 13.45 12.33 20.30 12.33 

0.60 11.42 12.55 13.69 12.79 12.11 12.10 12.10 13.69 11.42 

0.70 11.83 12.13 12.37 12.12 11.90 11.89 11.89 12.37 11.83 

0.80 14.10 14.64 15.17 15.36 15.54 15.66 15.78 15.78 14.10 

0.90 16.09 16.73 17.40 17.13 16.88 16.12 15.43 17.40 15.43 

1.00 17.83 17.91 17.97 17.10 16.29 15.53 14.83 17.97 14.83 

1.10 18.19 17.61 17.07 16.53 16.01 14.90 13.93 18.19 13.93 

1.20 18.23 17.86 16.37 15.45 14.63 12.47 10.87 18.23 10.87 

1.30 18.07 17.25 15.59 15.86 16.14 12.20 9.83 18.07 9.83 
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Figure 5.44: The L/D ratio against Fn with 0 to 6 degree angle of attack 
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 Hull lift force 

Table 5.24: Summary of hull lift forces against Fn with different angles of attack 

 Hull lift forces 

Fn 

0deg 

(kN) 

1deg 

(kN) 

2deg 

(kN) 

3deg 

(kN) 

4deg 

(kN) 

5deg 

(kN) 

6deg 

(kN) 

Max 

(kN) 

Min 

(kN) 

0.10 3223.23 3171.34 3119.45 3159.10 3198.76 3192.93 3187.10 3223.23 3119.45 

0.20 3113.69 3046.63 2979.57 2997.73 3015.89 2991.74 2967.58 3113.69 2967.58 

0.30 2979.08 2873.27 2767.45 2770.63 2773.80 2731.05 2688.30 2979.08 2688.30 

0.40 2793.76 2691.54 2589.31 2511.99 2434.68 2388.38 2342.08 2793.76 2342.08 

0.50 2436.51 2234.85 2033.19 1971.85 1910.50 1780.88 1651.26 2436.51 1651.26 

0.60 1781.22 1632.04 1482.86 1328.18 1173.50 1057.87 942.25 1781.22 942.25 

0.70 993.58 694.83 396.08 215.07 34.06 11.75 -10.57 993.58 -10.57 

0.80 418.41 277.52 136.64 63.41 -9.83 -57.41 -104.98 418.41 -104.98 

0.90 153.63 72.31 -9.00 -52.33 -95.66 -100.09 -104.53 153.63 -104.53 

1.00 16.88 -62.87 -142.63 -115.36 -88.09 -74.22 -60.35 16.88 -142.63 

1.10 -66.23 -80.93 -95.62 -73.79 -51.97 -37.81 -23.65 -23.65 -95.62 

1.20 -77.79 -68.88 -41.95 -38.44 -34.92 -42.82 -50.73 -34.92 -77.79 

1.30 -59.17 -27.25 -31.15 -46.96 -62.77 -92.80 -122.83 -27.25 -122.83 

 

Figure 5.45: The summary of the hull lift against Fn with different foil angles of 

attack 
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 Hull lift standard of deviation 

Table 5.25: Standard deviation of Hull lift against Fn at different angles of attack 

 Standard deviation of Hull lift forces 

Fn 

 

0deg 

(kN) 

1deg 

(kN) 

2deg 

(kN) 

3deg 

(kN) 

4deg 

(kN) 

5deg 

(kN) 

6deg 

(kN) 

Max 

(kN) 

Min 

(kN) 

0.10 7.03 3.75 0.47 1.95 3.43 4.57 5.71 7.03 0.47 

0.20 1.91 4.86 7.81 4.54 1.27 1.35 1.44 7.81 1.27 

0.30 2.69 1.94 1.19 3.58 5.97 10.48 14.98 14.98 1.19 

0.40 4.83 3.42 2.00 3.15 4.30 4.62 4.95 4.95 2.00 

0.50 3.48 3.19 2.91 2.75 2.58 5.94 9.29 9.29 2.58 

0.60 3.47 5.70 7.94 10.18 12.42 15.52 18.62 18.62 3.47 

0.70 18.45 22.54 26.64 29.75 32.86 64.38 95.91 95.91 18.45 

0.80 23.79 15.27 6.76 7.56 8.36 5.97 3.57 23.79 3.57 

0.90 8.86 4.70 0.53 0.86 1.18 1.22 1.26 8.86 0.53 

1.00 1.34 1.17 1.00 2.04 3.08 2.36 1.65 3.08 1.00 

1.10 1.25 0.98 0.70 4.48 8.26 10.31 12.37 12.37 0.70 

1.20 3.43 0.80 13.44 18.30 23.16 64.90 106.64 106.64 0.80 

1.30 0.53 5.21 38.37 39.82 41.27 170.20 299.12 299.12 0.53 

 

 

Figure 5.46: Hull lift standard deviation against Fn with different angles of attack 
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 Foil lift 

Table 5.26: Summary of foil lift forces against Fn with different angles of attack 

 Foil lift forces 

Fn 

 

0deg 

(kN) 

1deg 

(kN) 

2deg 

(kN) 

3deg 

(kN) 

4deg 

(kN) 

5deg 

(kN) 

6deg 

(kN) 

Max 

(kN) 

Min 

(kN) 

0.10 65.1  71.9  78.7  84.0  89.4  95.3  101.2  101.2  65.1  

0.20 174.6  196.4  218.2  245.2  272.1  296.3  320.4  320.4  174.6  

0.30 309.3  369.9  430.4  472.4  514.3  557.0  599.8  599.8  309.3  

0.40 494.0  596.3  698.6  775.6  852.6  899.2  945.7  945.7  494.0  

0.50 852.6  1053.7  1254.8  1316.1  1377.5  1507.1  1636.7  1636.7  852.6  

0.60 1507.1  1656.1  1805.1  1959.7  2114.2  2229.8  2345.4  2345.4  1507.1  

0.70 2294.1  2592.8  2891.6  3072.8  3254.1  3275.4  3296.8  3296.8  2294.1  

0.80 2869.0  3010.2  3151.4  3224.5  3297.6  3345.2  3392.8  3392.8  2869.0  

0.90 3133.9  3215.4  3296.9  3340.3  3383.7  3388.0  3392.4  3392.4  3133.9  

1.00 3270.9  3350.7  3430.6  3403.4  3376.3  3361.9  3347.5  3430.6  3270.9  

1.10 3354.1  3368.9  3383.6  3361.9  3340.3  3329.5  3318.8  3383.6  3318.8  

1.20 3366.1  3356.9  3331.1  3331.7  3332.3  3336.0  3339.8  3366.1  3331.1  

1.30 3347.1  3318.6  3327.8  3374.0  3420.2  3442.2  3464.2  3464.2  3318.6  

 

 

Figure 5.47: The summary of the foil lift against Fn with different angles of attack 
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 Foil lift standard of deviation 

Table 5.27: Standard deviation of foil lift against Fn in different angles of attack 

 Standard deviation of foil lift forces 

Fn 

 

0deg 

(kN) 

1deg 

(kN) 

2deg 

(kN) 

3deg 

(kN) 

4deg 

(kN) 

5deg 

(kN) 

6deg 

(kN) 

Max 

(kN) 

Min 

(kN) 

0.10  1.00  0.59  0.18  0.29  0.40  0.51  0.61  1.00  0.18  

0.20  0.96  3.54  6.12  3.56  0.99  1.09  1.19  6.12  0.96  

0.30  2.54  1.60  0.67  3.17  5.67  6.54  7.40  7.40  0.67  

0.40  4.36  3.06  1.75  3.26  4.77  4.69  4.61  4.77  1.75  

0.50  3.33  3.00  2.68  2.68  2.68  6.04  9.40  9.40  2.68  

0.60  3.49  5.69  7.89  10.65  13.42  16.20  18.98  18.98  3.49  

0.70  16.88  21.87  26.87  29.99  33.10  67.03  100.96  100.96  16.88  

0.80  22.61  14.74  6.88  8.31  9.74  6.95  4.16  22.61  4.16  

0.90  8.51  4.63  0.75  1.37  1.99  2.48  2.97  8.51  0.75  

1.00  1.74  1.42  1.09  19.42  37.74  34.13  30.52  37.74  1.09  

1.10  1.80  2.91  4.02  130.19  256.36  273.48  290.61  290.61  1.80  

1.20  9.82  2.51  421.97  553.64  685.30  782.13  878.96  878.96  2.51  

1.30  3.95  315.20  817.53  579.54  341.55  959.68  1577.81  1577.81  3.95  

 

Figure 5.48: Standard deviation of foil lift against Fn with different angles of 

attack 
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The standard deviation of the foil and hull show the stability of the navigation 

condition. The value has a small peak around 0.7 not only because the foil lift 

coefficient increases a lot with the angle of attack rising but also because of it the 

equal point of the foil lift force and displacement. At Fn 0.7 the TSHT coming out 

of the water with big head trim makes the actual foil angle of attack larger than the 

set angle, which causes the even larger lift force. The detail will be discussed in the 

next part. 

5.6.5 Trim and Sinkage Analysis of TSHT  

 Data of sinkage and trim with foil angle of attack with 0 degree 

Table 5.28, Figures 5.48 and 5.49 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil 

angle of attack with 0 degree.  

Table 5.28: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 0 degree foil angle 

0 deg Sinkage (m) Trim (degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.134  0.162  0.106  0.018  0.571  0.461  0.717  0.065  

0.2 0.118  0.132  0.103  0.010  0.569  0.505  0.609  0.037  

0.3 0.023  0.044  0.013  0.010  0.640  0.557  0.746  0.067  

0.4 -0.402  -0.379  -0.431  0.013  -2.332  -2.387  -2.210  0.040  

0.5 -0.190  -0.123  -0.226  0.030  0.808  0.442  1.311  0.264  

0.6 0.304  0.325  0.296  0.007  4.503  4.464  4.523  0.015  

0.7 0.841  0.849  0.831  0.005  5.583  5.551  5.596  0.008  

0.8 1.403  1.424  1.365  0.020  4.640  4.357  4.799  0.159  

0.9 1.812  1.826  1.799  0.007  3.392  3.275  3.497  0.069  

1 2.156  2.162  2.151  0.002  2.267  2.261  2.279  0.005  

1.1 2.453  2.455  2.450  0.002  1.783  1.774  1.794  0.006  

1.2 2.744  2.757  2.728  0.007  1.783  1.724  1.823  0.024  

1.3 2.951  2.953  2.949  0.001  1.983  1.976  1.991  0.003  
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Figure 5.49: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 0 degree 

angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.50: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 0 degree 

angle of attack 
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The trend of trim and sinkage is similar to the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran is shown 

in Figure 5.10 and 5.11. The trim motion first decreases to negative 0.5 m at Fn 0.4 

then increase to 3 m. The trim motion first maintains around 0.5 degree to Fn 0.3 

then drop to -2 degree. After that, the trim increase to 5.5 degree at Fn 0.7 then 

drop to around 2 degree at Fn 1.1 then maintain the trim. 

 

 Data of sinkage and trim with foil angle of attack with 1 degree 

Table 5.29, Figures 5.50 and 5.51 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and standard deviation value from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil angle of 

attack with 1 degree.  

 

Table 5.29: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 1 degree foil angle 

1 deg Sinkage (m) Trim(degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.140  0.157  0.053  0.010  0.566  0.495  0.732  0.038  

0.2 0.127  0.231  0.074  0.052  0.581  0.484  0.679  0.051  

0.3 0.071  0.085  0.064  0.007  0.642  0.574  0.704  0.043  

0.4 -0.267  -0.245  -0.284  0.009  -1.043  -1.109  -0.943  0.036  

0.5 -0.341  -0.304  -0.368  0.018  0.888  0.629  1.175  0.162  

0.6 0.087  0.104  0.078  0.007  3.578  3.530  3.670  0.033  

0.7 0.678  0.693  0.637  0.012  5.330  5.167  5.446  0.065  

0.8 1.222  1.243  1.196  0.013  3.871  3.693  3.975  0.096  

0.9 1.679  1.696  1.670  0.006  2.668  2.600  2.725  0.037  

1 2.076  2.080  2.072  0.002  1.965  1.954  1.975  0.005  

1.1 2.225  2.227  2.222  0.001  1.923  1.913  1.933  0.005  

1.2 2.374  2.375  2.373  0.015  1.950  1.941  1.958  0.237  

1.3 2.546  2.617  2.469  0.047  2.397  1.998  2.772  0.430  
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Figure 5.51: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 1 degree 

angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.52: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 1 degree 

angle of attack 

 

The sinkage and trim in 1 degree angle of attack are similar to 0 degree. However, 

the trim value has some fluctuate after Fn 1.2. Because the CG position is not the 
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Moreover, because of the over power of the foil lift, the foil lift, and CG together 

make a moment which causes the changing of the trim motion. Besides, the NACA 

6409 airfoil stall angle starts from 7 degree angle of attack. The actual foil angle of 

attack is 6.5 degree because it needs to consider the trim of the TSHT hull. So it 

may cause a little fluctuation around Fn 0.7 

 

 Data of sinkage and trim with foil angle of attack with 2 degree 

Table 5.30, Figures 5.52 and 5.53 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil 

angle of attack of 2 degree. 

 

Table 5.30: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 2 degree foil angle 

2 deg Sinkage (m) Trim(degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.147  0.152  0.000  0.001  0.560  0.530  0.746  0.012  

0.2 0.135  0.329  0.046  0.095  0.593  0.463  0.749  0.065  

0.3 0.119  0.125  0.115  0.004  0.644  0.591  0.661  0.018  

0.4 -0.133  -0.111  -0.138  0.005  0.247  0.169  0.325  0.033  

0.5 -0.492  -0.485  -0.511  0.007  0.967  0.816  1.039  0.060  

0.6 -0.130  -0.117  -0.140  0.007  2.654  2.597  2.817  0.050  

0.7 0.516  0.538  0.443  0.019  5.077  4.783  5.297  0.122  

0.8 1.041  1.063  1.028  0.006  3.103  3.029  3.152  0.032  

0.9 1.546  1.565  1.542  0.005  1.943  1.925  1.953  0.006  

1 1.995  1.998  1.992  0.001  1.662  1.648  1.671  0.005  

1.1 2.330  2.333  2.328  0.001  2.064  2.052  2.071  0.004  

1.2 2.519  2.638  2.401  0.081  2.568  1.905  3.205  0.449  

1.3 2.671  2.880  2.478  0.138  2.803  1.363  4.181  0.857  
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Figure 5.53: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 2 degree 

angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.54: The maximum, minimum, average trim against Fn at 2 degree angle 

of attack 
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Table 5.31, Figures 5.54 and 5.55 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil 

angle of attack of 3 degree. 

 

The data in the 2 degree foil angle of attack indicate that the trim motion becomes 

larger from Fn 1.1. The trim at Fn 0.4 decreases to 0.5 degree from the foil angle of 

attack with 0 degree. The minimum sinkage value is at Fn 0.5 rather than Fn 0.4. 

 

Table 5.31: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 3 degree foil angle 

3 deg Sinkage (m) Trim (degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.146  0.158  0.060  0.006  0.567  0.503  0.720  0.026  

0.2 0.138  0.241  0.085  0.052  0.577  0.483  0.682  0.050  

0.3 0.106  0.121  0.094  0.008  0.731  0.656  0.783  0.039  

0.4 -0.228  -0.138  -0.370  0.070  -1.058  -2.111  -0.521  0.501  

0.5 -0.186  -0.171  -0.209  0.008  1.120  0.982  1.361  0.099  

0.6 0.193  0.216  0.182  0.012  2.821  2.743  2.966  0.059  

0.7 1.028  1.093  0.929  0.042  4.418  3.979  4.627  0.132  

0.8 1.502  1.516  1.490  0.005  2.704  2.636  2.773  0.037  

0.9 2.007  2.019  2.001  0.004  1.799  1.784  1.809  0.005  

1 2.407  2.420  2.385  0.007  1.890  1.776  1.978  0.032  

1.1 2.686  2.724  2.647  0.026  2.315  2.123  2.509  0.131  

1.2 2.833  2.987  2.677  0.105  2.773  1.906  3.592  0.542  

1.3 2.943  3.118  2.756  0.109  2.431  0.560  4.565  1.259  
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Figure 5.55: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 3 degree 

angle of attack 

 

Figure 5.56: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 3 degree 

angle of attack 

 

 Data of sinkage and trim with foil angle of attack with 4 degree 

Table 5.32, Figures 5.56 and 5.57 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil 

angle of attack of 4 degree. 
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Figure 5.57: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 4 degree 

angle of attack 

Table 5.32: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 4 degree foil angle 

4 deg Sinkage (m) Trim(degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.144  0.164  0.119  0.010  0.574  0.477  0.695  0.040  

0.2 0.141  0.153  0.125  0.008  0.560  0.503  0.616  0.036  

0.3 0.093  0.118  0.074  0.012  0.818  0.721  0.906  0.059  

0.4 -0.324  -0.165  -0.603  0.134  -2.363  -4.392  -1.368  0.970  

0.5 0.121  0.143  0.092  0.010  1.273  1.147  1.682  0.137  

0.6 0.515  0.550  0.503  0.016  2.988  2.890  3.116  0.067  

0.7 1.541  1.649  1.415  0.064  3.760  3.175  3.958  0.142  

0.8 1.963  1.970  1.952  0.005  2.306  2.243  2.394  0.041  

0.9 2.468  2.473  2.461  0.004  1.654  1.643  1.664  0.005  

1 2.819  2.843  2.778  0.013  2.118  1.904  2.285  0.059  

1.1 3.042  3.116  2.967  0.051  2.567  2.195  2.947  0.258  

1.2 3.148  3.337  2.954  0.128  2.978  1.908  3.978  0.634  

1.3 3.215  3.356  3.034  0.080  2.059  -0.244  4.950  1.661  
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Figure 5.58: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 4 degree 

angle of attack 

Figure 5.56 shows that the sinkage has a special increase at Fn 0.7 and almost 

reaches a maximum level at Fn 1.1, which corresponds with the foil Figure 5.37. 

However, the trim motion fluctuates hugely from Fn 0.3 because the theoretical 

maximum CL/CD ratio is around 5 degree, based on the foil angle of attack already 

at 4 degree.  

 

 Data of sinkage and trim with 5 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.33, Figures 5.58 and 5.59 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with foil 

angle of attack of 5 degrees. 
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Table 5.33: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 5 degree foil angle 

5 deg Sinkage (m) Trim(degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.144  0.166  0.117  0.013  0.576  0.470  0.703  0.049  

0.2 0.146  0.159  0.130  0.009  0.561  0.505  0.626  0.038  

0.3 0.116  0.140  0.096  0.013  0.829  0.733  0.920  0.057  

0.4 -0.061  0.032  -0.210  0.075  -0.506  -1.661  0.098  0.573  

0.5 0.215  0.265  0.176  0.022  1.580  1.380  1.932  0.141  

0.6 0.594  0.667  0.489  0.055  2.623  2.012  2.927  0.212  

0.7 1.498  1.659  1.224  0.085  3.852  2.596  4.219  0.239  

0.8 2.108  2.115  2.098  0.005  1.969  1.909  2.039  0.036  

0.9 2.605  2.613  2.595  0.005  1.784  1.762  1.817  0.013  

1 2.917  2.935  2.887  0.010  2.298  2.159  2.439  0.050  

1.1 3.074  3.149  2.991  0.051  2.800  2.376  3.232  0.283  

1.2 3.169  3.526  2.770  0.168  3.155  0.984  5.896  1.105  

1.3 3.220  3.617  2.731  0.215  2.633  -0.866  6.279  1.909  

 

 

Figure 5.59: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 5 degree 

angle of attack 
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Figure 5.60: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 5 degree 

angle of attack 

 

From Figure 5.59 and 5.60, it can be seen that the foil experienced a serious stall, 

so the fluctuation at Fn 0.7 is even bigger. Also, the fluctuation at Fn 1.3 is not 

acceptable as the sinkage gap is almost 0.9 m and the trim gap is 7 degree. The crew 

will be very uncomfortable at a speed higher than Fn 1.1. 

 

 Data of sinkage and trim with 6 degree angle of attack 

Table 5.34, Figures 5.60 and 5.61 illustrate the sinkage, trim, their maximum and 

minimum values, and the standard deviation of TSHT from Fn 0.1 to 1.3 with 6 

degree angle of attack. 
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Table 5.34: Sinkage and Trim against Fn at 6 degree foil angle 

6 deg Sinkage (m) Trim(degree) 

Fn Avg. Max. Min. Stdev. Avg. Min. Max. Stdev. 

0.1 0.143  0.168  0.115  0.015  0.578  0.464  0.711  0.057  

0.2 0.151  0.164  0.135  0.009  0.561  0.506  0.635  0.039  

0.3 0.138  0.162  0.118  0.013  0.840  0.744  0.935  0.054  

0.4 0.202  0.228  0.182  0.016  1.350  1.070  1.563  0.177  

0.5 0.309  0.387  0.260  0.035  1.887  1.613  2.182  0.145  

0.6 0.673  0.785  0.475  0.093  2.259  1.134  2.738  0.357  

0.7 1.455  1.670  1.033  0.105  3.945  2.016  4.481  0.335  

0.8 2.253  2.261  2.245  0.005  1.632  1.575  1.684  0.030  

0.9 2.741  2.754  2.729  0.007  1.914  1.881  1.970  0.021  

1 3.015  3.028  2.995  0.008  2.478  2.415  2.593  0.041  

1.1 3.105  3.182  3.015  0.050  3.032  2.557  3.517  0.307  

1.2 3.190  3.715  2.585  0.208  3.333  0.060  7.814  1.575  

1.3 3.225  3.878  2.428  0.350  3.207  -1.489  7.609  2.157  

 

 

Figure 5.61: The maximum, minimum, and average sinkage against Fn at 6 degree 

angle of attack 
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Figure 5.62: The maximum, minimum, and average trim against Fn at 6 degree 

angle of attack 

 

5.6.6 Summary of sinkage, trim, and standard deviation 

Table 5.35 and Figure 5.62 show the sum of sinkage changing with Fn from the foil 

angles of attack 0 to 6 degrees. Table 5.36 and Figure 5.63 show the summary of 

TSHT trim changing with Fn from the foil angles of attack 0 to 6 degrees. Figure 

5.63 illustrates the actual trim of the foil angle of attack based on the trim of TSHT. 

Besides, Table 5.37 and Figure 5.65 show the standard deviation of TSHT trim 

changes, and Table 5.38 and Figure 5.66 show the standard deviation of TSHT 

sinkage changes. 
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 Sinkage summary 

Table 5.35: Sinkage value against Fn with different angles of attack 

 Sinkage value (m) against Fn 

Fn 0deg 1deg 2deg 3deg 4deg 5deg 6deg 

0.1 0.134  0.140  0.147  0.146  0.144  0.144  0.143  

0.2 0.118  0.127  0.135  0.138  0.141  0.146  0.151  

0.3 0.023  0.071  0.119  0.106  0.093  0.116  0.138  

0.4 -0.402  -0.267  -0.133  -0.228  -0.324  -0.061  0.202  

0.5 -0.190  -0.341  -0.492  -0.186  0.121  0.215  0.309  

0.6 0.304  0.087  -0.130  0.193  0.515  0.594  0.673  

0.7 0.841  0.678  0.516  1.028  1.541  1.498  1.455  

0.8 1.403  1.222  1.041  1.502  1.963  2.108  2.253  

0.9 1.812  1.679  1.546  2.007  2.468  2.605  2.741  

1 2.156  2.076  1.995  2.407  2.819  2.917  3.015  

1.1 2.453  2.225  2.330  2.686  3.042  3.074  3.105  

1.2 2.744  2.374  2.519  2.833  3.148  3.169  3.190  

1.3 2.951  2.546  2.671  2.943  3.215  3.220  3.225  

 

Figure 5.63: The summary of the sinkage against Fn with different foil angles of 

attack 
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From Figure 5.62, it can be seen that the TSHT rises about 0.5 m after Fn 0.5 from 

the foil angles of attack 0 to 6 degrees. The trend of trim for foil angle of attack of 

4, 5 and 6 degrees are similar except at Fn 0.4 and Fn 0.5. 

 

 Trim summary 

Table 5.36: Trim value against Fn with different angles of attack 

 Trim value (deg) against Fn 

Fn 0 deg 1 deg 2 deg 3 deg 4 deg 5deg 6 deg 

0.1 0.571  0.566  0.560  0.567  0.574  0.576  0.578  

0.2 0.569  0.581  0.593  0.577  0.560  0.561  0.561  

0.3 0.640  0.642  0.644  0.731  0.818  0.829  0.840  

0.4 -2.332  -1.043  0.247  -1.058  -2.363  -0.506  1.350  

0.5 0.808  0.888  0.967  1.120  1.273  1.580  1.887  

0.6 4.503  3.578  2.654  2.821  2.988  2.623  2.259  

0.7 5.583  5.330  5.077  4.418  3.760  3.852  3.945  

0.8 4.640  3.871  3.103  2.704  2.306  1.969  1.632  

0.9 3.392  2.668  1.943  1.799  1.654  1.784  1.914  

1 2.267  1.965  1.662  1.890  2.118  2.298  2.478  

1.1 1.783  1.923  2.064  2.315  2.567  2.800  3.032  

1.2 1.783  1.950  2.568  2.773  2.978  3.155  3.333  

1.3 1.983  2.397  2.803  2.431  2.059  2.633  3.207  
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Figure 5.64: The summary of the trim against Fn with different angles of attack 

 

Figure 5.65: The summary of the trim against Fn with different angles of attack 

 

Figure 5.63 and Figure 5.64 show the TSHT hull trim angle and actual foil angle of 

attack respectively. The maximum of the CL/CD ratio is at a foil angle of attack of 

4-5 degrees. The foil stall angle begins from 7 degree based on different velocities, 

so Fn 0.7 is the unstable velocity because of the body trim. The foil is almost in the 

stall angle after Fn 0.7, especially for foil angle of attack of 5 and 6 degrees.  
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Table 5.37: The summary of the trim standard deviation against Fn in different 

foil angles of attack 

 Trim standard deviation (deg) 

Fn 0deg 1deg 2deg 3deg 4deg 5deg 6deg Max Min 

0.1 0.0645 0.0380 0.0115 0.0258 0.0400 0.0486 0.0571 0.0645 0.0115 

0.2 0.0370 0.0508 0.0646 0.0503 0.0360 0.0377 0.0393 0.0646 0.0360 

0.3 0.0671 0.0426 0.0180 0.0387 0.0593 0.0569 0.0544 0.0671 0.0180 

0.4 0.0398 0.0365 0.0332 0.3514 0.6695 0.4231 0.1767 0.6695 0.0332 

0.5 0.2639 0.1622 0.0604 0.0988 0.1372 0.1414 0.1455 0.2639 0.0604 

0.6 0.0152 0.0325 0.0498 0.0585 0.0672 0.2123 0.3574 0.3574 0.0152 

0.7 0.0078 0.0651 0.1223 0.1320 0.1418 0.2386 0.3354 0.3354 0.0078 

0.8 0.1592 0.0958 0.0324 0.0369 0.0413 0.0357 0.0301 0.1592 0.0301 

0.9 0.0694 0.0375 0.0055 0.0054 0.0053 0.0130 0.0206 0.0694 0.0053 

1 0.0052 0.0053 0.0055 0.0323 0.0592 0.0502 0.0412 0.0592 0.0052 

1.1 0.0063 0.0053 0.0043 0.1312 0.2581 0.2827 0.3073 0.3073 0.0043 

1.2 0.0243 0.2365 0.4488 0.5416 0.6344 1.1047 1.5749 1.5749 0.0243 

1.3 0.0034 0.4303 0.8571 1.2590 1.6610 1.9089 2.1569 2.1569 0.0034 

 

Figure 5.66: The summary of the trim standard deviation against Fn with 

different angles of attack 
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 Sinkage standard of deviation 

Table 5.38: The summary of the sinkage standard deviation against Fn with 

different angles of attack 

 Sinkage standard deviation (m) 

Fn 0deg 1deg 2deg 3deg 4deg 5deg 6deg Max Min 

0.1 0.0179 0.0096 0.0012 0.0058 0.0104 0.0129 0.0153 0.0179 0.0012 

0.2 0.0097 0.0525 0.0952 0.0518 0.0084 0.0088 0.0092 0.0952 0.0084 

0.3 0.0099 0.0067 0.0036 0.0080 0.0124 0.0129 0.0134 0.0134 0.0036 

0.4 0.0132 0.0093 0.0054 0.0696 0.1339 0.0750 0.0162 0.1339 0.0054 

0.5 0.0297 0.0184 0.0070 0.0084 0.0097 0.0223 0.0348 0.0348 0.0070 

0.6 0.0066 0.0070 0.0074 0.0117 0.0161 0.0547 0.0933 0.0933 0.0066 

0.7 0.0054 0.0124 0.0194 0.0418 0.0641 0.0847 0.1054 0.1054 0.0054 

0.8 0.0197 0.0130 0.0063 0.0055 0.0046 0.0048 0.0050 0.0197 0.0046 

0.9 0.0071 0.0062 0.0053 0.0044 0.0036 0.0053 0.0069 0.0071 0.0036 

1 0.0024 0.0019 0.0014 0.0071 0.0128 0.0104 0.0080 0.0128 0.0014 

1.1 0.0015 0.0013 0.0010 0.0261 0.0511 0.0508 0.0504 0.0511 0.0010 

1.2 0.0065 0.0006 0.0810 0.1047 0.1283 0.1683 0.2082 0.2082 0.0006 

1.3 0.0007 0.0470 0.1380 0.1089 0.0798 0.2147 0.3495 0.3495 0.0007 
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Figure 5.67: The summary of the sinkage standard deviation against Fn at 

different foil angles of attack 

 

Trim and sinkage changes are important factors to measure the comfortable of the 

crew. From Figure 5.66 and 5.67, it can be concluded that the better velocities for 

TSHT are Fn 0.3, Fn 0.5, Fn 0.8 and Fn 1.0 as the low, medium, and high speeds. 

If TSHT wants to go even faster, the foil angle of attack should be 0 degree. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESISTANCE COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT 

CONFIGURATION AND TRIMARAN  

 

In order to have an intuitive comparison of hydrodynamic characteristics of the 

TSHT, this section will compare TSHT surface navigation with TSHT side hull 

closed for surface navigation and normal trimaran with the same displacement but 

without hydrofoil. Besides, this section also reduces the displacement of the TSHT 

to the same level as the experimental trimaran with hydrofoils. It can validate the 

reliability of numerical simulation and explore the civilian use of the TSHT. 

 

6.1 Comparison with Normal Trimaran and TSHT Side Hull Close 

Condition 

When navigating on the surface, TSHT can be deployed in either of the two 

conditions. In the open condition, the side hulls are extended (with hydrofoils 

deployed) which depicts TSHT in open configuration. When side hulls are not  

extended (hydrofoils not deployed), the TSHT is in the closed configuration. In order 

to make a suitable comparison, experimental data (Jia 2009) of a trimaran model 

has been taken as reference and modified. The main particulars of the trimaran 

model used for comparison are shown in Table 6.1. The mesh situation of the 

trimaran is shown in Figure 6.1. The length is 40 m, and the displacement is 330 t. 

Table 6.1 shows the results of CFD simulations with respect to resistance and 

effective power. The comparative analysis of the TSHT in open and closed conditions 
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and trimaran are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. TSHT open condition based on 0 

degree angle of attack. 

Table 6.1: Main parameters of an experimental trimaran model (Jia 2009) 

LPP 42.52 m 

L side hull 40.07 m 

B main hull 4.2 m 

B side hull 0.74 m 

Distance from centerline of 

the main hull to side hull 

7.5 m 

 

Draft 3.0 m 

 

Figure 6.1: Mesh of trimaran from simulation 

Table 6.2: Resistance data from simulation 

Fn 
V 

(knots) 

RT/Δ 

(TSHT 

open) 

RT/Δ 

(TSHT 

closed) 

40m,330t 

Trimaran 

PE 

(open) 

(kW) 

PE 

(closed) 

(kW) 

40m,330t 

Trimaran 

Power (kW) 

0.1 3.7 
 

0.0020 0.0007 0.0016 12.65 4.289 9.66 

0.4 14.9 0.0584 0.0352 0.0315 1470.4 886.9 781.30 

0.7 26.1 0.0960 0.1050 0.1087 4228.8 4627.1 4717.33 

1 37.2 0.0668 0.1369 0.1318 4207.2 8619.5 8175.74 

1.3 48.4 0.0646 0.1734 0.1700 5288.1 14193.5 13704.91 
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Figure 6.2: Resistance comparison (TSHT open and closed conditions, and 40 m 

trimaran) 

 

Figure 6.3: Effective Power Comparison (TSHT open and closed conditions, and 

40 m trimaran) 
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Figure 6.4: Trim and Sinkage changes at different Fns (TSHT open condition and 

40 m trimaran) 

 

From Figure 6.2, it can be seen that the resistance of a normal trimaran is about 5% 

lower than the TSHT closed condition under calm water conditions. As can be 

clearly seen from Figures 6.2 and 6.3, TSHT in open condition exhibits remarkable 

resistance and power reduction beyond Fn 0.6 when compared to closed TSHT and 

the experimental trimaran. Notably, the TSHT in closed condition and the trimaran 

have an advantage below Fn 0.60. Due to the reduced wetted surface area, the total 

resistance of TSHT in the closed condition is about 30% lower than the TSHT open 

condition below Fn (Fn) of 0.4. The total resistance of TSHT in the open condition 

reaches a peak at around Fn 0.7, 10% lower than both the TSHT in the closed 

condition and trimaran vessel. However, the total resistance of TSHT in open 

condition drops by 30% when Fn increases from 0.7 to 1.0 and thereafter remains 

fairly constant up to Fn 1.3. Resistance to the displacement ratio (RT/Δ) has been 

reduced at Fn 1.0 and 1.3 by almost 50% and 70% respectively when compared 

against the closed and normal trimaran conditions. 
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Figure 6.3 illustrates the relationship of effective power between the two conditions. 

It is obvious that the effective power of TSHT in the closed condition exhibits a 

continuous increase. The power of TSHT in the open condition reaches a peak of 

4228 kW at 26.1 knots (Fn 0.7), subsequently decreasing to 4207 kW at 37.2 knots 

(Fn 1.0), which is less than half of the effective power of TSHT in the closed 

condition. The effective power increase in the open condition is almost 25% when 

the vessel progresses from 37.2 to 48.4 knots while the power of the TSHT closed 

condition and trimaran increases almost twice as much when forward velocity 

increases from 26 knots to 48 knots. 

 

Figure 6.4 shows the trim and sinkage change of the TSHT’s open condition and 40 

m trimaran at different Froude numbers. The center of gravity is set at 16.2 m from 

the stern of the TSHT, which is 43% of the total length. In the illustration, the 

TSHT’s bow tilt in low velocity is around Fn 0.4 but reaches the maximum trim 

around Fn 0.7 at which point it also reaches the maximum predicted resistance. 

Beyond Fn 0.7, the trim motion decreases significantly and remains stable between 

Fn 1.0 and 1.3. The trim and sinkage changes are similar to a hydrofoil vessel (Sheng, 

2003). The trim changes are similar to TSHT in open condition: the trim angle 

increases with the speed growth but drops a little at the maximum speed. First, the 

sinkage changes drop below the speed Fn 0.7 and then rise minimally to 0.19 m 

because the trimaran does not have a hydrofoil. 
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6.2 TSHT in a Lightweight Condition Compared with a Hydrofoil 

Assisted Trimaran 

In order to validate the simulation of TSHT in another way, this section lowers the 

weight of the TSHT surface condition from 335 t to 165 t as the reference hydrofoil-

assisted trimaran The results of the resistance of the TSHT surface condition in 165 

t are shown in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5. 

Table 6.3: Resistance of TSHT surface condition of 165 t 

Fn 

 

pressure resistance (kN) shear resistance (kN) total resistance (kN) 

Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev Avg Max Min Stdev 

0.1 2.86 3.66 2.11 0.35 2.03 2.05 2.02 0.01 4.8 5.6 4.1 0.35 

0.4 82.97 86.76 78.79 2.45 20.42 20.49 20.22 0.06 103.3 107.2 99.0 2.50 

0.7 93.16 94.28 91.65 0.75 29.21 29.45 29.00 0.15 133.5 123.5 121 0.72 

1 65.25 65.44 65.11 0.10 20.39 20.43 20.36 0.02 85.6 85.8 85.5 0.09 

1.3 85.96 205.9 4.21 69.5 20.17 35.10 5.95 9.28 106.1 238 11.9 78.4 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Resistance of TSHT in 165 t 
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between the two displacements, their peak average resistance is at Fn 0.7. The 

resistance rises from 0 to Fn 0.1 and then drops remarkably at Fn 1.0 then rises 

again afterward. At Fn 1.3, the resistance fluctuates drastically because of the lighter 

displacement and large hydrofoil. The lift force and displacement are not balanced.  

 

Figure 6.6: Comparison with reference hydrofoil-assisted trimaran 

Figure 6.6 compares the resistance between TSHT 165 t, the experimental value of 

hydrofoil-assisted trimaran, and simulation value of hydrofoil-assisted trimaran. 

Because the TSHT 165 t does not include the hydrofoil struts, the actual resistance 

in high speed will be a little higher than the value shown in Figure 6.6. However, 

the trend of TSHT 165t is the same as the reference hydrofoil-assisted trimaran, 

Which both have a peak resistance of around 26 knots (Fn 0.7). The resistance drops 

after Fn 0.7. The relatively low resistance at high speed is around 40 knots (Fn 1.0), 

and rises again till maximum speed. Because the TSHT has a larger foil area, the 

resistance is smaller than the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran when the speed is higher 

than 17 knots (Fn 0.5). The comparison shows that the simulation value of the 

TSHT is reliable.  
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CHAPTER 7  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This final chapter summarizes the various findings made in this study, covering the 

main objectives defined in Chapter 1. In the thesis, some physics phenomena related 

to the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran has been developed and discussed. Some methods 

for the design, especially the selection of a hydrofoil has been illustrated. 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

The hypothesis presented in Chapter 1 of an innovative hull form that can travel 

both underwater and on the surface has been adequately addressed in the various 

analyses undertaken in earlier chapters. The thesis successfully addresses the 

hypotheses in proving that resistance and power characteristics of the TSHT are 

significantly lower than a comparable trimaran while traveling on the surface. Its 

resistance and power characteristics show improvement over the SUBOFF when 

compared with established methods and numerical simulation. Thus, the objectives 

of this thesis have been addressed, and results show a high degree of confidence 

regarding the feasibility of such a hull form. The work has demonstrated that this 

new comprehensive ship concept offers the naval architect a multihull configuration, 

which can be adapted for the surface as well as submerged operation. 

 

From the start, this thesis demonstrates a detailed overview of the innovative hull 

form. The situation demands that the vessel has a better performance both on the 
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surface and underwater when compared against conventional hull forms. The 

requirements have been fulfilled by combining the features of a submarine, trimaran, 

and hydrofoil craft. By using hinges and hydro cylinders, the side hulls can be 

connected and can remain in closed or open condition. The vessel can be deployed 

as a submarine when side hulls are closed and as a trimaran when side hulls are 

open. The angle between the main hull and each side hull is about 70 degree, which 

doubles the width of the vessel compared with a mono-hull. Besides, two foldable 

hydrofoils are connected by bearings between each side hull and main hull. The 

hydrofoil can expand when the side hulls open. In this way, the vessel operates as a 

hydrofoil-assisted trimaran on the surface. The invention named “Transformable 

submersible hydrofoil trimaran (TSHT)” was patented on April 9th, 2015 and 

authorized on Jan 18th, 2017. TSHT uses submarine theory to float and dive when 

underwater and hydrofoil-assisted trimaran on the surface. The submarine’s elusive 

ability is well known, the trimaran has good seakeeping performance, and hydrofoil 

craft is reputed for its low resistance in high speed. Theoretically, the design can 

fulfill the target requirement of the submersible vehicle with high speed and low 

resistance on the surface. In addition, this chapter provides three different sizes of 

the TSHT. The small one can be airlifted by a transport plane.  

 

The third chapter discusses the hydrodynamics of the hydrofoil and illustrates the 

theory of the hydrofoil. The results of the simulation of hydrofoil NACA 0012 has 

been validated against the results of NASA experimental data. Moreover, the 

chapter also discusses the study on the NACA 6409 airfoil, which has the highest 

Lift/Drag (L/D) ratio and lowers the 0 lift force angle. In addition, this chapter 

makes a detailed study on the influence on mesh size to the accuracy of simulation 

results. From the simulation results, it can be concluded that the accuracy of results 
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can be made with less calculation time when the minimum mesh size length is 0.4% 

of the hydrofoil chord length. This experience provides a very important basis for 

later simulation.  

 

Chapter 4 studies the underwater hydrodynamics of TSHT compared with the 

similar L/B ratio submarine-SUBOFF. The chapter illustrates 2 methods to 

determine underwater resistance. Also, the chapter describes the simulation of 

TSHT in submerged condition. The resistance is similar to that of the submarine 

SUBOFF. The comparison of the resistance results shows that the asymmetric hull 

body will cause resistance rising around Fn 0.5. 

 

Chapter 5 is the most important part of this thesis. Herein the numerical simulation 

of TSHT navigation on the surface with side hull in open condition has been carried 

out. The simulations have been carried out with different hydrofoil angle of attack 

ranging from 0 to 6 degrees. The Fn ranges from 0.1 to 1.3. The chapter illustrates 

the 91 simulations carried out to determine the characteristics of the hydrodynamics 

of TSHT on the surface. The chapter first discusses the relationship between the foil 

angle of attack with resistance. The results also discuss as to why the TSHT 

resistance fluctuates at high Fn and angle of attack. Besides, the chapter also covers 

the area of trim and sinkage changes with velocity and angle of attack. Based on 

the simulation and analysis, several conclusions have been made namely:  

 

 The simulation and experiment of 2D hydrofoil results cannot be expanded fully 

to design the hydrofoil-assisted trimaran. Because the foil length/chord ratio of the 

hydrofoil ship is relatively smaller than aircraft in ideal conditions. In this situation, 

the lift coefficient has a theoretical value while the theoretical drag coefficient is 
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smaller than what was to be expected. The maximum lift/drag of hydrofoil is usually 

around 15 to 30 rather than 80 to 100.  

 The angle of attack of the hydrofoil, velocity, and center of gravity have a 

significant influence on the resistance and navigational condition. The resistance, 

trim and sinkage changes will fluctuate drastically at large foil angle of attack, 

especially at a speed where Fn > 1.0. The lift force generated by foil is much larger 

than the displacement of the ship, the TSHT will jump out the water. The dolphin-

like motion will make the ship behave erratically causing additional resistance. So 

it is the angle of attack should be as low as possible in the high-speed regime, beyond 

Fn 1.0. 

 The center of gravity is also sensitive at medium velocity where Fn is around 

0.7. The forward movement of CG will reduce the trim, which will make the actual 

angle of attack of the hydrofoil smaller than the stall angle. The resistance and 

sinkage will be even smaller.  

 

Chapter 6 undertakes a comparative analysis of the TSHT on the surface open and 

closed condition with the same displacement as a normal trimaran. It shows that 

TSHT has obvious advantages over a normal vessel, especially in the high-speed 

regime. TSHT can save more than half of its energy if Fn rises e 1.0. Also because 

the hydrofoil can lift the whole body out of the water, the seakeeping ability could 

be improved with less wetted surface area. Last but not least, the chapter also makes 

the simulation of TSHT in the open condition but with only half the displacement. 

The TSHT light weight is 165 t, which is similar to the reference hydrofoil-assisted 

trimaran. The simulation is not only validated against a hydrofoil-assisted trimaran 

but provides a quick procedure for hydrofoil size design.  
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The comparison shows some experience in design hydrofoil-assisted trimaran, such 

as: 

 The chord length is one important parameter having a significant influence on 

the resistance and top stable speed. The area of hydrofoil influences the lift force at 

different speeds. 

 For naval vessels, which need higher speed, it is better to shorten the chord 

length because the lift force will just balance the displacement in high speed beyond 

Fn 1.0. However, it is better to make the hydrofoil larger for the ship in case of 

civilian use, as a yacht. These ships do not need very high speed, so the larger 

hydrofoil can lift the ship at a relatively low speed below Fn 1.0. The higher speed 

could make the ship fluctuate.    

 

7.2 Future Work 

TSHT not only opens a window to a new innovative hull form for surface and 

underwater deployment but also helps the designer to evaluate hydrofoil-assisted 

trimaran hull forms. Since most of the hydrofoil-assisted trimarans are wind power 

sailboats and there is no commercial vessel, means that hydrofoil-assisted trimaran 

is complex and not mature enough as of yet. In the future, the following areas are 

valuable for further study. 

 

7.2.1 TSHT future 

Since TSHT is a newborn hull form the study has primarily focused on design and 

validation. The work can be defined as: 

 

 Underwater and Surface Structure 
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The most important part of the TSHT is to balance the main hull, side hulls, and 

hydrofoils. Since the main hull contains a pressure hull, it is always designed as a 

column. The constricted part is that the volume will be not enough for the engine, 

battery, and crew living spaces etc. On the contrary, if the pressure hull is too large, 

the side hulls will be too small to contain ballast tanks and hydrofoils. So the design 

and study should be made according to the usage of TSHT and carefully balance 

each part.     

   

 Underwater duration & maximum depth 

The second important aspects of the TSHT are the duration time and maximum 

depth. Since the TSHT is not powered by nuclear propulsion, the limitation of the 

battery is the critical part deciding the duration time. LIPO battery, which has high 

electrical density, was first used in a submarine by Japan in 2018. The maximum 

diving depth is decided by the strength of the pressure hull. The material like 

titanium alloy or high strength steel and their configuration are worthy of study. 

 

 Resistance optimization 

Although this thesis mainly discusses the resistance of TSHT, it still has space for 

optimization. By combining the parameters such as the position of the hydrofoil, 

hydrofoil types, hydrofoil number, side hull open angle, the position of CG, angles 

of attack of the front and back foil, side hull shape, etc., the resistance can be 

improved by 10% to 20 %.  

 

 Seakeeping study 

Seakeeping ability is a critical parameter in the deep sea area. The motions like 

heave, pitch, and roll in different sea states need to be studied in the future. Also, 
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the different arrangement of the hydrofoil, the angle of attack, and the distance 

between the main hull and side hulls have an influence on seakeeping ability. 

 

 Structural 

The weakest parts of TSHT are the joints of hydrofoil and hydro cylinder. Compared 

to hydrofoil the hydro cylinder is thinner. The vortex-induced vibration motion 

caused by the hydrofoil and hydro cylinder makes fatigue set in the material. So 

changing the inherent frequency of structure of the hydrofoil and support body can 

avoid the fatigue frequency to extend the usage of TSHT.  

 

7.2.2 Hydrofoil assisted trimaran future 

Since TSHT is primarily focused on military and scientific applications, the need for 

it is limited. The future of TSHT cannot live without the support of civilian use. 

Hydrofoil assisted trimaran (HAT) is a typical kind of ship that can be widely 

developed for commercial usage. Different from TSHT, HAT does not consider any 

configuration restrictions. Besides, the common hydrofoil ships are standard 

hydrofoil ships and hydrofoil supported catamarans. Most of them are used in rivers 

and offshore areas, few of them can be used in deep sea areas because of the low 

seakeeping ability and capacity. However, HAT has a main body that is deep and 

slender; HAT can be designed with a wide deck area because it has two side hulls. 

In the future, the competitor of HAT could be a hydrofoil-supported catamaran.  

 

 Resistance & Seakeeping ability 

Since hydrofoil supported catamarans (HSC) and hydrofoil-assisted trimarans (HAT) 

are based on catamaran and trimaran configurations, respectively, the resistance of 
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catamaran is lesser than a trimaran of similar displacement. The heave and pitch 

motion are also a little better than trimarans. However, because of the restriction of 

the distance between two hulls, the displacement of catamaran usually smaller than 

trimaran. The largest trimaran in the world is more than 3000 t while the largest 

catamaran is only half of it. Although, according to the recent experiments, the 

resistance of HSC is about 5% to 10% less than the HAT in calm water, whereas 

the seakeeping ability of HAT appears to be better than HSC. This is one reason 

why there are more HAT than HSC sailboats. Besides, there is no limitation for 

width, unlike the TSHT. The breadth of the HAT can be twice as much as HSC. 

The seakeeping ability, especially in high Fn, is worthy of research. The resistance 

and seakeeping ability of HAT can be much better than HSC.  
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Appendix A: Volume Fraction of Air and Water 

 

 

Figure A.1: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.1 

 

Figure A.2: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.2 
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Figure A.3: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.3 

 

Figure A.4: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.4 
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Figure A.5: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.5 

 

Figure A.6: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.6 
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Figure A.7: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.7 

 

Figure A.8: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.8 
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Figure A.9: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.9 

 

Figure A.10: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.0 
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Figure A.11: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.1 

 

Figure A.12: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.2 
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Figure A.13: TSHT Volume fraction with 0 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.3 

 

 

Figure A.14: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.1 
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Figure A.15: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.2 

 

Figure A.16: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.3 
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Figure A.17: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.4 

 

Figure A.18: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.5 
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Figure A.19: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.6 

 

Figure A.20: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.7 
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Figure A.21: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.8 

 

Figure A.22: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.9 
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Figure A.23: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.0 

 

Figure A.24: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.1 
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Figure A.25: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.2 

 

Figure A.26: TSHT Volume fraction with 2 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.3 
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Figure A.27: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.1 

 

Figure A.28: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.2 
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Figure A.29: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.3 

 

Figure A.30: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.4 
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Figure A.31: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.5 

 

Figure A.32: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.6 
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Figure A.33: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.7

 

Figure A.34: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.8 
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Figure A.35: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.9 

 

Figure A.36: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.0 
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Figure A.37: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.1 

 

Figure A.38: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.2 
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Figure A.39: TSHT Volume fraction with 4 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.3 

 

 

Figure A.40: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.1 
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Figure A.41: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.2 

 

Figure A.42: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.3 
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Figure A.43: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.4 

 

Figure A.44: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.5 
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Figure A.45: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.6 

 

Figure A.46: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.7 
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Figure A.47: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.8 

 

Figure A.48: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 0.9 
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Figure A.49: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.0 

 

Figure A.50: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.1 
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Figure A.51: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.2 

 

Figure A.52: TSHT Volume fraction with 6 degree angle of attack at Fn 1.3 
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Appendix B: Free Surface Distribution 

 

Figure B.1：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.1 

 

Figure B.2：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.2 
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Figure B.3：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.3 

 

Figure B.4：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.4 
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Figure B.5：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.5 

 

Figure B.6：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.6 
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Figure B.7：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.7 

 

Figure B.8：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.8 
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Figure B.9：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.9 

 

Figure B.10：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.10 
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Figure B.11：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.1 

 

Figure B.12：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.2 
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Figure B.13：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 0 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.3 

 

 

Figure B.14：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.1 
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Figure B.15：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.2 

 

Figure B.16：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.3 
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Figure B.17：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.4 

 

Figure B.18：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.5 
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Figure B.19：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.6 

 

Figure B.20：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.7 
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Figure B.21：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.8 

 

Figure B.22：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.9 
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Figure B.23：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.10 

 

Figure B.24：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.1 
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Figure B.25：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.2 

 

Figure B.26：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 2 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.3 
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Figure B.27：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.1 

Figure B.28：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.2 
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Figure B.29：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.3 

 

Figure B.30：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.4 
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Figure B.31：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.5 

 

Figure B.32：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.6 
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Figure B.33：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.7 

Figure B.34：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.8 
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Figure B.35：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.9 

 

Figure B.36：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.10 
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Figure B.37：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.1 

 

Figure B.38：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.2 
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Figure B.39：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 4 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.3 

 

Figure B.40：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.1 
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Figure B.41：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.2 

 

Figure B.42：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.3 
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Figure B.43：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.4 

 

 

Figure B.44：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.5 
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Figure B.45：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.6 

 

Figure B.46：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.7 
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Figure B.47：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.8 

 

Figure B.48：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.9 
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Figure B.49：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 0.10 

 

Figure B.50：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.1 
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Figure B.51：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.2 

 

Figure B.52：Free surface distribution around TSHT with 6 degree angle of attack 

at Fn 1.3 
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